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PREFACE 

In many respects I feel I was destined to undertake this thesis.  After completing my secondary 

schooling in 1962, I embarked on a career working as an architectural draftsman, while at the same 

time studying architectural subjects part-time at what was then the South Australian Institute of 

Technology (now University of South Australia).  Architectural design and architectural history 

were my favourite subjects and would turn out to be highly relevant to my later career.  For ten 

years or so I was fortunate to have worked, in various capacities, for some highly-regarded private 

architectural practices on a diverse range of projects.  These included large-scale commercial and 

retail projects, such as the redevelopment of flagship department stores for Myer and Harris Scarfe 

in the Adelaide CBD during the mid-1960s, and the new Tea Tree Plaza shopping centre in the 

late 1960s.  Despite the opportunities afforded me, I decided in the early 1970s to embark on a 

career change with a view to harnessing a long-held interest in geography, as I believed there was 

a nexus between this discipline and my employment in the architectural profession.  As a 

consequence of this decision, I eventually graduated with a double major in geography and 

biological science from the Flinders University of South Australia in 1976, where I also happened 

to work on the university’s campus master plan while studying.   

My experience at the youthful Flinders University was extremely rewarding.  Geography, which 

was a foundation discipline at Flinders, had embraced the quantitative revolution in both urban 

and economic geography, backed up by studies in statistics and geodemographic analysis, which 

I was to exploit in my future career.  I was also exposed to the teachings of some leading academic 

geographers at the time, many of whom were recruited from overseas universities and mentioned 

in Maude’s reflections on the discipline at Flinders (Maude, 2004).  From my personal perspective, 

Flinders was able to offer a strong grounding to an enterprising graduate whose ultimate objective 

was to re-enter the private sector.  This would be in a consultancy arena that was in the mid-1970s, 

saturated with land use planners and statutory planners, with little grounding in spatial theory such 

as that offered by geography at Flinders.   

After graduation, I joined a fledgling urban and environmental planning firm that grew to become 

a significant player in the South Australian consultancy landscape.  In this setting, the link between 

geography and urban planning became patently obvious.  The traditional approach to planning at 

the time was founded on the tradition of grand plans and statutory referencing that of post-WWII 

Britain in the 1950s.  In Australia during the mid-1970s, new reforms instituted by the federal 

Whitlam Government and state Dunstan Government, established new urban policy agendas that 
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enabled me to apply both my geography and architectural studies background.  The consultancy 

that eventually I came to lead, expanded from a small Adelaide start-up to a national operation 

with offices in all Australian capital cities, plus Auckland in New Zealand.  From the 1990s, the 

firm’s project portfolio ranged across Australia and New Zealand, the Pacific Basin, Indian sub-

continent, South East Asia and China.  Though multidiscipline in nature, the firm was 

acknowledged as one with a special competence in retail development, both in research as well as 

planning and design.  And it is here that my academic training in urban and economic geography 

was brought to bear, firstly as a consultant and now as a doctoral candidate completing this thesis 

with retail activity as the subject area.   

From a retail research perspective, I consulted to both the public and private sectors; each having 

their own unique project emphasis.  The research techniques used in these projects were quite 

varied and included geodemographic analysis, in-centre shopper surveys, household surveys and 

probabilistic spatial interaction (gravity) models.  The modelling techniques were derivatives of 

Huff’s (1963, 1964), and Lakshmanan & Hansen’s (1965), formulations for determining retail 

trade areas and the flows of household retail expenditure to centres in a competitive retail 

landscape.  Four decades ago, both the public and the private sector had limited knowledge of 

gravity models as a spatial analysis tool, so I was in the fortunate position of being able to apply 

my knowledge in a pragmatic and financially rewarding way.  Nevertheless, our boutique 

consultancy had some challenges to surmount with gravity modelling and computing capacity.  In 

short, during the late 1970s we did not have the luxury of computers. Other than one programmable 

Texas Instrument TI59 calculator mounted on a PC-100A thermal printer, which incidentally has 

now become a collectors’ item (see Figure P1.0).  Still, it sufficed at the time with the output used 

to make hand-drawn probabilistic surface maps.  At about the same time, Flinders’ DEC 10 

mainframe computer had been augmented with a plotting capability.  Surreptitiously, I managed 

to test one of my real-world cases and had the mainframe produce a plot over what would now be 

considered an unacceptable amount of time.  There were significant teething problems with the 

mainframe’s plotting capability, and it was resolved to continue with the manual drafting option, 

as it was quicker.  From these early beginnings, and with the advent of personal computers, 

databases and spreadsheets in the 1980s, the task of undertaking retail studies became more 

straightforward.  As a result, numerous retail research projects were commissioned and funded by 

state and local government clients over the ensuing years.  Many of these used gravity models as 

a key research tool.  Although being rewarded with plenty of commissions from the public sector, 
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in South Australia, Western Australia and New Zealand, it was the private sector that formed the 

dominant client base. 

In the 1970s, Australia’s capital cities experienced a surge of suburban shopping centre 

development activity.  The main shopping centre developers at the time were ‘blue chip’ 

companies with property trusts as their main investment vehicles.  Companies that could be 

counted as clients included Australia’s AMP, Centro Properties, QIC, National Mutual, Westfield 

and Stockland; New Zealand’s Government Life and Fletcher Challenge; and the UK’s 

Hammerson Property Group.  All had very large investments in retail shopping centres and were 

obliged by their shareholders to maintain an edge over competitors.  They viewed our gravity 

modelling approach as one way to achieve this objective.  By way of example, AMP, the owners 

of Garden City shopping centres in Booragoon (WA) and Mt Gravatt (QLD), wanted to 

significantly expand their centres and commissioned us for advice.  At the time, the centres’ 

catchment areas were experiencing significant population growth.  In addition, other competing 

centres had set their sights on expansion as well, plus new centres were in the pipeline as suburbs 

expanded.  For each centre, AMP wanted to gauge the impact of development proposals by its 

competitors.  It especially wanted to estimate its share of household retail expenditure from 

primary, secondary and tertiary trade areas under varying population growth situations and 

competitive development scenarios.  This was accomplished by geodemographic analysis of trade 

area catchments (determined from surveys), and spatial interaction modelling covering the whole 

southern metropolitan areas of Perth and Brisbane respectively.  Although the spatial extent of 

these probabilistic surfaces was of a metropolitan region scale, the majority of my research 

projects involved single, existing or new projects, many of which had a planning and design 

element as well. 

As mentioned before, I was not only involved in retail research derived from my academic 

experience.  Where retail development was concerned, I would translate research outcomes into 

planning and built form solutions.  Some of these, like Joondalup City Centre in WA (see Chapter 

Three), were to become major strategic metropolitan activity centres, or ‘edge cities’ in the 

tradition of Garreau (1991).  Others like Subiaco Square (see Chapter Four), were to become 

nationally-recognised examples of mixed use inner city transit-oriented development.  Then in the 

‘noughties’, as they were known, a paradigm shift occurred in the planning and design of retail 

floor space – in part a result of disruption brought about by the digital revolution; a meta-theme 

of this thesis, but also because of a desire for shopping centres to re-invent themselves.  In effect, 

shopping centres had become anachronisms, referencing a bygone era inspired by Victor Gruen 
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in the 1950s (refer Section 3.3.7).  They needed to introduce more experiential retail offerings akin 

to that offered by the high street.  Hence, shopping centre owners set about appropriating some of 

the physical elements of the typical high street, such as introducing faux main streets in their centre 

layouts and streetscapes emulating those of the traditional centre.  In some ways I contributed to 

this process, often at the early concept stage, in new development projects by some of the largest 

land developers in Australia.  These included a number of large projects in South East Queensland 

at Ripley Valley and Coomera, plus Burns Beach and Kinross in Western Australia and Golden 

Grove in South Australia.  From an international perspective, I was involved with the new Albany 

Basin development in North Auckland; the concept for a new city in Seremban, Malaysia; the 

redevelopment of the 116-hectare railyard site in New Delhi CBD and new cities in Lushun and 

Liaoyang in North East China.   

Hopefully, what this background demonstrates is that my early academic experience in geography 

was put to good use for the remainder of my professional career spanning forty years or so.  By 

this I mean urban and economic geography provided an important building block that enabled me 

to expand my overall level of expertise to help build a consultancy career with an emphasis on 

retail planning and development – an area that was undergoing significant change, as revealed in 

this thesis.  

 

 

 
  

Figure P1.0: Texas Instrument TI59 and PC-100A printer 
1976: a consultant’s alternative to a mainframe computer? 
Source: http://www.8bit-homecomputermuseum.at 
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ABSTRACT 

If ubiquity and physical prominence is any guide, retailing is possibly one of the most prominent 

representations of economic activity in the typical western space economy.  With an eye trained 

towards a possible future of technological disruption, this thesis explores how retail activity is 

spatially and morphologically expressed in the urban landscape over time.  In so doing, it looks to 

the deep past in order to gain some insight into the drivers of change that prompted innovation in 

the retail landscape over the millennia.  In a similar vein, the thesis examines the major paradigm 

shift in the retail milieux that stemmed from the 21st century digital revolution and ponders the 

implications of a digital retail future.  The disciplinary perspective adopted in the thesis draws 

principally upon the theoretical underpinnings of urban geography, retail geography and to a lesser 

degree, urban planning practice.  There is also recognition of the work of the Italian typo-

morphological school and that of the spatial cognitive theorists, which informed some of the 

conceptual planning and design approaches covered by the thesis.   

The research design employed a qualitative-dominant sequential mixed methods form of inquiry 

in four core research papers, formatted for publication in peer-reviewed journals.  Two papers are 

conceptual and theoretical in nature while the other two are empirical investigations.  The first 

(conceptual) paper is a foundation discourse providing insights into the probable morphological 

roots of retailing and the presence of ancestral lineages that are manifest in the contemporary retail 

landscape.  Using secondary and primary data sources, together with GIS spatial mapping as the 

main analytical technique, the second (empirical) paper is a forensic case study of retail change at 

the micro-scale in a Western Australian retail high street over a period of one century, culminating 

in the present.  The third (empirical) paper employs principal components analysis and 

hermeneutic methods to gauge the subjective perceptions of a group of participants seriously 

engaged in the retail sector as either creatives, regulators, proprietors and developers.  The fourth 

and final (conceptual) research paper examines changes in consumption practices over the past 

two decades and ponders the implications for the retail landscape. 

While each research paper presents detailed findings and conclusions, overall the thesis concludes 

with some high-level findings grouped into six mega themes, plus an underlying meta-theme of 

technological disruption.  These themes are about: the shortcomings of the geography and urban 

planning research agenda with respect to retail activity; the over-reliance of urban spatial planning 

on central place theory – an analogic proposition in an increasingly digital world; the typo-

morphology of retail platforms using an evolutionary biological approach as a conceptual 
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framework and metaphor; creative destruction as a leitmotif of retail evolution and development 

in Australia; retail morphological dualism and the subjective perceptions of informed experts via 

a process of introspective self-reference; and finally, conceptualisation of the contemporary retail 

milieu and prognoses for the future of the retailing in an increasingly digital world.  
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1 CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 
Retail activity is typically viewed as a major constituent of western space economies and an 

demonstration of modernity.  Yet despite this, it is notable that shops and retailing have always 

been an expression of urbanism since ancient times, as this thesis later demonstrates.  Although 

the study of retailing, gauged by the plethora of scholarly literature on the subject, has mainly been 

the domain of the social sciences, there are also some significant scholarly contributions from the 

professional services disciplines, including town planning and architecture.  What makes retail 

activity an interesting research topic, other than its dominant position in the urban fabric, is its 

dynamism, which in many ways reflects society as a whole.  For example, the retail sector, 

particularly the retail high street and shopping centre, has had to contend with the disruptive 

influence of the ecommerce platform in the last two decades.  This possibly rivals the impact of 

the industrial revolution two centuries ago, which saw the introduction of enclosed shopping 

arcades and department stores.  The upward trend of shopping in the non-place realm means 

physical retail space has to adapt or suffer the consequences.  In this context, this research seeks 

to explore the nature of a western retail landscape, its historical roots and the challenges it faces.  

In view of the significant paradigm shifts in retailing and consumption that are now occurring, 

some serious policy interventions will be required if the sector is to thrive in the face of the 

continuing digital revolution.   

In view of the researcher’s academic leanings in human geography and long professional career 

as a planning practitioner specialising in retail planning and development, this thesis has a strong 

retail geography foundation with planning policy overtones.  This is not to suggest that other 

scholarly contributions are ignored.  The cognate scholarly literature on retail history, economics 

and consumption, in particular, has provided strong inspiration in some cases.  However, in the 

end, the academic direction of the thesis mainly focusses on the spatial characteristics of retailing 

within the Australian geographical milieu through the agency of research papers contained in the 

body of the thesis.   

This introductory chapter has a structured sequence of sections starting with a statement of the 

aims and objectives of the thesis.  This is followed by a high-level review of the literature focussing 

on the geography of economic activity, then retail geography followed by the emergence of 

ecommerce platforms and their effect on the retail high street.  The next section describes the 
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geographical context of the thesis, extending from the global to the local scale.  Finally, the 

introduction concludes with a brief section outlining the thesis organization and structure. 

1.2 Aims and objectives 
The main research objective of this thesis is to explore how retail activity is spatially and 

morphologically expressed in the urban landscape over time.  The fulfilment of this objective 

requires an understanding of the retail environment in multiple ways including: 

(i) retail morphological innovations 
(ii) economic and cultural drivers of retail change  
(iii) changing consumption practices 
(iv) agents of economic and technological disruption distorting the retail fabric 
(v) the dualistic nature of space and place and its manifestation in the retail 

environment 
(vi) the contemporary urban retail landscape and its influential actors as agents of 

change 
(vii) future scenarios for the urban retail landscape including physical and cyber 

presences. 

1.3 Literature review 
This high-level review of significant scholarly literature, emphasising the retail geography domain, 

provides a complementary foundation to the detailed literature reviews contained in the four 

research chapters in the body of the thesis.  The review also acknowledges urban planning and 

architectural research literature, as these professional disciplines have the capacity to deliver built 

form outcomes stemming from initial geographic research.  Insofar as retailing and retail 

geography, a branch of the human geography sub-discipline is concerned, Castree et al. (2013) 

Dictionary of Human Geography can be drawn upon for definitional inspiration, as follows:  

Retailing is the commercialized sale of goods to members of the public and includes all 
those businesses concerned with the sale, marketing, and distribution of goods to 
consumers.  Retailing is therefore an important element of the more generalized process 
of consumption, and even more widely, of the circulation of commodities within capitalist 
societies (Rogers et al., 2013) online resource. 

and 

Retail geography can be thought of as the conventional study of spatial patterns of retail 
location, organization and consumer behaviour, or alternatively, as the ‘new’ retail 
geography - a culturally-encoded economic process that recognises the globalization of 
retail supply chains and the digital economy (Rogers et al., 2013) online resource.   

While the above definitions are indisputable befitting the status of a respected reference source, 

there is possibly a noteworthy latency in the definitions.  Although Chapter Six addresses this 

further, neither definitions capture millennial paradigm shifts in retail activity wrought by the 
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contemporary digital revolution.  Retailing is now characterised by multiple methods of 

distribution, including online shopping via the internet, mobile devices, and more recently, social 

networking channels.  The widespread adoption of digital modalities means that individuals can 

avail themselves of global retail offerings from prominent suppliers such as eBay, Amazon and 

Apple, all of which figure prominently in online customer satisfaction surveys in Australia and 

overseas (ACMA, 2011a). 

The discussion below seeks to contextualise the geography of the retail environment considered 

by this thesis.  It achieves this through the lens of the retail-related research literature produced by 

some of the leading geographical scholars, as well as those from cognate disciplines who apply 

geographical principles in their chosen field.  The approach adopted is essentially paradigmatic 

and temporal.  In this respect, the evolution of geographical thought, particularly in a retail sense, 

is treated as a series of four paradigm shifts over time and space.  This approach aligns with some 

of the contemporary scholarly texts (Cresswell, 2013; Dawson, 2013; Johnston & Sidaway, 2016; 

Martin, 2005), which are referenced below, bearing in mind that the direction of the literature 

review relates to the geography of retailing rather than a broader geography focus. 

1.3.1 First paradigm shift: the emergence of modern geography 

Scholars generally agree that the foundation of the modern geography discipline occurred when 

ten universities in Germany established geography departments around 1874 (Cresswell, 2013; 

Martin, 2005).  This marked the end of geography’s classical period, with its focus on cartography, 

chorography and exploration, the latter of which had both a geopolitical, and commercial objective.  

Nevertheless, while the age of exploration was effectively over by the end of the nineteenth 

century, there was still a focus on the collection and dissemination of information about 

commercial activities and infrastructure.  For example, Stamp (1980) observes that in the 1889 

seminal treatise; Handbook of Commercial Geography, George Chisholm stated that his aim was 

to ‘impart an intellectual interest to the study of the geographical facts relating to commerce’ (p. 

xxi).  Here the emphasis was on the presentation of particularities and data about the global 

production of commodities, together with the influences affecting their abundance and distribution, 

including the environment and infrastructure and population, at the national regional scale.  

Johnston and Sidaway (2016), argue that this regional empiricism, with its emphasis on areal 

differentiation, effectively stifled alternative approaches in human geography until the mid-

twentieth century.   
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By the 1950s regional geography was considered almost an anachronism.  The world was 

becoming more urbanized, characterised by growing wealth and a constant flow of people and 

goods between regions, which could be either urban or rural.  Traditional regional geography was 

limited in its capacity to explain this modernizing world (Cresswell, 2013).  Mass suburbanisation 

in North America and Australia, facilitated by population growth and the availability of affordable 

motor vehicles after World War II, was to have dramatic impact.  The retail landscape underwent 

a massive physical transformation as a result, driven by a new consumerism, as discussed in 

Chapter Three.   

What could help explain the contemporary human world was a new geographical methodology 

that could bring scientific rigour to the human geography sub-discipline as a step towards 

achieving a greater understanding of the relationship between humans and their environment.  

Martin (2005) explains that during the 1950s and 1960s, human geography participated in a 

quantitative revolution that emphasised the development of theory, the formulation of 

mathematical models, and the widespread use of statistical analysis techniques.  Initially based in 

the United States, the methodology soon ‘diffused to Canada, Britain, Europe, Australia and New 

Zealand where another generation of (quantitative) methodologists emerged’ (p. 418).  Hence 

another paradigm shift arose; one that embraced the quantitative revolution, which I had the good 

fortune to experience as an undergraduate student of geography.  Accordingly, the next paradigm 

shift, described below, are my observations through the lens of personal experience.   

1.3.2 Second paradigm shift: spatial science and the quantitative revolution 

In the early 1970s, when studying geography as a mature-age student in my mid-twenties, an 

important focus of the discipline at the fledgling Flinders University of South Australia was human 

geography and the explication of positivistic theories about location, central places and spatial 

interaction.  This was a period that favoured quantitative techniques and mathematical modelling 

as an alternative to the more descriptive approaches of the previous fifty years, as described above.  

An appreciation of Johann von Thünen’s seminal work in 1826 on spatial location theory (von 

Thünen & Hall, 1966), and the theories of geographers and economists that were to follow in the 

first half of the twentieth century (Christaller, 1933; Friedrich & Weber, 1929; Hotelling, 1929; 

Isard, 1949; Lösch, 1954), was integral to the discipline’s rather ambiguous ‘Man & Environment’ 

ideology at the time – a title that seemed to reference both the human and physical aspects of the 

discipline, yet could easily be applied solely to the human geography subdiscipline.  I recall 

memorable texts from the prominent international scholars of geography at the time, including: 
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Models in Geography (Chorley & Haggett, 1967), The spatial organization of society (Morrill, 

1970), The merchant's world: the geography of wholesaling (Vance, 1970), Spatial organization: 

The geographer's view of the world (Abler et al., 1971), Geography: A Modern Synthesis (Haggett, 

1972), and Spatial structures (Johnston, 1973).  All these texts inculcated in me a fairly catholic 

appreciation of the status of the sub-discipline.   

More importantly, geography at Flinders instilled in me an appreciation of spatial analysis from a 

purely retail perspective.  In this context, piquing my interest was: Berry’s Geography of market 

centers and retail distribution (Berry, 1967), spatial interaction modelling (Huff, 1963; 

Lakshmanan & Hansen, 1965; Reilly, 1931), and importantly, Peter Haggett’s seminal 

contribution on locational analysis (Haggett, 1965), reviewed with characteristically 1960s 

erudition by Gould (1967):   

…. it is one of the two books published in the last few decades that make students …. do 
cartwheels down the halls.  For here, at last, is a truly exciting work in human geography, 
splendidly organized, chock-full of ideas, which makes the bright student thirst for more 
instead of driving him into the siren arms of other disciplines with that feeling of numb, 
eye-glazing boredom induced by most conventional texts (p. 293). 

Although my corporeal body is now ravaged from the effects of possibly performing too many 

cartwheels as a young student, it is fair to say that this thesis, written some forty years later, 

represents my ongoing appreciation of geography as an academic discipline, for which I have my 

years as an undergraduate to thank.  In this respect, my studies at Flinders exposed me to a number 

of scholarly directions that have specific relevance to the research outputs presented in this thesis.  

First, the empirical case study of the Subiaco Town Centre (Chapter Four), is informed by spatial 

morphologies such as Burgess’ concentric zone model (Park et al., 1967), and Hoyt’s sectoral 

urban land use model (Hoyt, 1939).  Second, the conceptual study of activity centre planning in 

Australia (Chapter Six), was informed yet again by Hoyt (1939), Christaller’s central place theory 

(Christaller, 1933), and Harris and Ullman’s multi-nucleated city concept (Harris & Ullman, 1945).  

At the risk of being considered outdated, slightly anachronistic and unfashionable, all of these 

models helped to explain the spatial structure of new world cities such as Perth in Western 

Australia (refer to section 1.4 for further discussion of this).   

As for academic scholarship, retail geography continued in its orthodox spatial science tradition, 

exemplified by the pioneering outputs of Berry and Parr (1988) and Scott (2017), for another two 

decades or so.  Dawson’s (2013), edited book includes a series of papers from geography and its 

cognate disciplines which summarises the status of scholarship in the 1980s for those engaged in 
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retail research.1  Then in 1990, Ducatel and Blomley (1990), published a ground-breaking paper 

that associated the accumulation of retail capital with the (re)structure of retailing in time and 

space, which they stated should be given more attention in the academic research agenda.   

1.3.3 Third paradigm shift: the new retail geography 

This clarion call for an alternative approach was heeded by a cadre of human geographers, 

including Wrigley and Lowe (1996), who coined the term ‘the new retail geography’ and Lowe 

and Wrigley (1996), who saw a reconstructed retail geography as being eminently suited to the 

analysis of the links between place and consumption, which they argue is an inherently 

geographical phenomenon.  Crewe (2000), expanded on this proposition further by acknowledging 

the importance of retail capital, consumption and space.  The term ‘retail capital’ refers to the 

physical configuration of retailing including shopping centres and chain retail stores.  Crewe 

(2000), argued that a continuing focus by the academy on the typical shopping mall, as a symbol 

of contemporary retailing, over-simplified the inherent complexity of consumption spaces, thereby 

diminishing the social, cultural and economic significance of other spaces.  These include the 

street2, markets, and inconspicuous consumption spaces, like car boot sales, charity shops and 

even domestic consumption spaces like the home and garden, which Crewe (2000), contends 

should be elevated in the retail geography research agenda.  Notwithstanding the cogency of 

Crewe’s (2000) argument, this thesis adopts a contrary stance and focuses on the binary 

proposition that the shopping mall and the high street are indeed the principal physical spaces of 

consumption, as revealed in the research chapters.   

Nevertheless, in deference to Crewe (2000), the explosion of the literature on consumption since 

the 1980s continues unabated.  In a comprehensive review of the literature on the geography of 

consumption, Goss (2004), notes that:  

much of this research follows upon the so-called 'cultural turn', as geographers have 
traced creativity, aesthetic practices and the making of meaning, from consumption into 
the realm of production, there revealing the mutual entanglement of commerce and 
culture (p. 370). 

Goss (2004), also refers to the influence of scholarly agents from other disciplines that have in 

some ways appropriated geography’s consumption research agenda.  For instance, the 

                                                 
1  Originally published in 1980, this book surveys and sets in context the wide range of research work that has been completed on 
retailing.  It has an Anglo-American focus and considers empirical research, theory and theoretical applications.  It claims to be is 
the first substantial review of research in retail geography and suggests many future lines of research within the field.   
2  In the second decade of the 21st century, there has been an increasing level of attention paid by the academy to the retail street 
as a place of consumption 
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anthropology discipline has made significant inroads into studies of consumption, if the diverse 

contributions to Miller’s (2005) edited book are any guide3.  Miller’s earlier treatise, Shopping, 

Place and Identity (Jackson et al., 2005), a collaboration with geographers and anthropologists, 

appears to be highly regarded within the architectural fraternity, both from my personal experience 

as a practitioner, as well by architectural scholars (Kärrholm, 2012).  The book documents a case 

study project of two London shopping centres to further the understanding of the materiality of 

place and the construction of shopper identities.  No doubt this helps to explain why property 

professionals such as architects and planners are attracted to the subject matter.   

While a detailed exposé of the scholarly literature on the geography of consumption, as in Goss 

(2004), is beyond the scope of this introductory review, it is worth noting that other cognate 

disciplines have made serious contributions to the body of literature on retailing and consumption.  

Principal among these are the history and economics disciplines.  Dealing with history first, The 

Oxford Handbook of the History of Consumption (Trentmann, 2012), is a major anthology in the 

form of essays by thirty-four leading scholars from various history sub-disciplines.  Trentmann, 

in particular, provides some insightful commentary about the ‘chronological bifurcation’ (p. 5) 

and geographical scope of consumer studies between two research communities within the 

discipline.  One branch views the birth of western consumer society extending as far back as the 

Middle Ages in Europe, while the other (scholars of the twentieth century), argue that the 

consumer society originated in America after the Second World War, from whence it diffused to 

Europe and elsewhere, including Australia.  Trentmann, the contrarian, observes: 

The United States imported as well as exported ideals of modernity.  That America 
inspired a particularly resource-intensive way of life of cars, air-conditioning and 
shopping malls does not mean it was the only society that generated rising levels of 
consumption (p. 6) 

This suggestion certainly has cachet in an Australian context, where the physical expression of 

retail modernism caught on in the mid-nineteenth century with the development of arcades and 

department stores contemporaneously with Europe.  At this time, Australia boasted the highest 

standard of living in the world and a consumption ethos to match, (refer to Section 1.4 for further 

discussion on this aspect).  On the subject of consumption, Trentmann also recognises history’s 

affinity with anthropology, sociology and geography (inadvertently omitting economic historians 

who represented a strong influence in the 1970s), conceding an ever-widening gulf between 

                                                 
3 In addition to anthropology, Miller’s (2005) book includes contributions from disciplines as diverse as marketing, sociology, 
economics, geography, psychology, media and communications. 
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history and economics given the latter’s obsession with the pecuniary basis of consumption, rather 

than its socio-cultural aspects.  Nevertheless, jumping forward a few decades from the mid-1990s, 

retail geography experiences another paradigm shift, gauged by the body of scholarly academic 

literature on the subject.  This involves the rise of electronic commerce and its impact on physical 

retail space.   

1.3.4 Fourth paradigm shift: the rise of e-commerce and high street research agenda 

As mentioned elsewhere in the research chapters of this thesis, the rise of electronic commerce 

has had a profound impact on the retail sector.  This includes the direct impacts on physical retail 

space brought about by a diminishing need for face-to face transactions as retailing moves towards 

an online presence as a default position.  In this respect, high streets and shopping centres are both 

impacted by online shopping; however, the high street has more challenges to face, no doubt 

amplified by rising occupancy costs and rents in a climate of diminishing revenues.  For 

definitional purposes, the researcher offers the following descriptions of a high street and shopping 

centre respectively:  

A high street (or main street in the US), is a place with multiple functions and meanings.  
In this thesis, a high street generally means a concentration of retail outlets and 
businesses fronting a defined public realm.  Not just a space for movement, circulation 
and consumption, the high street can be a place of social interaction, political activity 
and a lived-in place.   

A shopping centre is a large complex of retail businesses housed under one roof.  The 
centre is vehicle-free, with dedicated car parking adjacent.  Shopping centres are 
exemplary sites of consumption owned and managed by corporate entities. 

In the first two decades of this century there has been an upsurge in scholarly interest in the retail 

high street, no doubt stimulated by concerns about the continued sustainability of traditional town 

centres and their ability to withstand the havoc wreaked by the online shopping juggernaut – a 

prevalent theme in the academic and popular media in the UK and Australia (Mortimer & Grimmer, 

2017; Moses, 2018), although obviously not limited to these regions.  The scholarly realms 

engaged in research on the high street, as far as this thesis is concerned, broadly fit into the spatial 

and built form domains, that is: retail geography (Wrigley & Brookes, 2014), and planning and 

urban design (Carmona, 2015; Vaughan, 2015).   

The collection of essays in Wrigley and Brookes (2014), endeavours to structure and define the 

debates around the challenges facing the high street in the digital age.  Although Anglocentric in 

flavour, the collection has direct relevance to the traditional high street in Australia explored in 

this thesis.  For example, the authors submit that the ongoing sustainability of high streets and 
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town centres arouses strong feelings in local communities, even by consumers whose shop 

loyalties lie elsewhere.  This theme is explored in detail in the empirical research described in 

Chapter Six.  The authors also note that high streets and town centres are deceptively complex 

commercial and community spaces that makes the task of re-invention and redevelopment more 

difficult and problematic than a planned shopping centre, which has the added advantage of single 

ownership and management.  The empirical case study of Subiaco Town Centre described in 

Chapter Four explores this theme in some detail.  

Laura Vaughan’s (2015), Suburban Urbanities: suburbs and the life of the high street, is a 

collection of eclectic contributions that recognize ‘suburbia is not a synchronic caricature of a life 

less-lived, but a dynamic context of metropolitan agency and creativity’ (p. vii).  Here, the key 

role played by the high street is identified.  For example, Griffiths’ (2015), offering presents the 

high street as a morphological event with spaces and functions evolving over extended periods, 

often pre-dating the emergence of the built environment itself – a subject explored further in 

Chapter Four.  In an extensive monograph on a similar theme, Carmona’s (2015), case study of 

London’s local high streets can be extended to other geographical contexts, including Australia.  

Explaining that the ‘long-term stewardship of high streets (represents) a particularly “wicked” 

problem’ (p. 18), Carmona suggests that various sectional interests (e.g. local authorities, town 

planners, transport planners, property owners), have divergent agendas that often compromise the 

achievement of positive change in the high street environment.  In this respect, Carmona’s findings 

could be said to have a degree of universality in traditional high street environments, as this 

adapted list suggests:   

(i) high streets face many endemic problems, particularly disinvestment, traffic 
and pollution; 

(ii) public policy is invariably blind to the nature, extent and problems faced by 
traditional high streets; 

(iii) high streets should be valued as physical, real estate, and movement spaces, 
and as places for economic and social exchange; 

(iv) through targeted public and private investment, high streets have the potential 
to become the focus for inner city growth; and 

(v) this potential is multiplied by the presence of existing infrastructure and the 
already well-established communities located on and around the high street. 

1.3.5 Australian Literature Contribution 

While much of the highly-cited contemporary retail research literature appears to be Anglo-

American in context, (Dolega & Celinska-Janowicz, 2015; Findlay & Sparks, 2014; Wrigley & 

Brookes, 2014; Wrigley & Dolega, 2011; Wrigley & Lambiri, 2014b; Wrigley & Lowe, 2014), 
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there is also a body of scholarly literature from the geography discipline that helps explain and 

define the characteristics and operation of the Australian retail landscape.  Interestingly, the 

Australian academy was recognised early on for its body of geographic research literature 

referencing retail activity (Scott, 1959, 1965; Smailes, 1969; Walmsley, 2000; Walmsley & 

Sorensen, 1988).  Later, and with cognate disciplines in mind, research scholarship referencing 

retail activity occupied a number of areas including: retail history (Davison 2006; Kingston, 1994), 

street pattern development (Johnston, 1968; Siksna, 1998) street life (Brown-May, 1998), retail 

consumption (Crawford et al., 2010; Humphery, 1998; Whitwell, 1989), retail institutions and 

marketing history (McArthur et al., 2016), shopping centres and high streets (Clulow & Reimers, 

2009; Goodman & Coiacetto, 2012b; Reimers & Clulow, 2004, 2014; Spearritt, 1995), land use 

and morphological change in high streets (Groenhart et al., 2013), retail planning policy (Baker & 

Wood, 2010; Goodman & Moloney, 2011; Wood & Baker, 2014).  This list of Australian scholarly 

literature is by no means exhaustive as later sections of this paper will demonstrate. 

1.4 Geographical context 
As previously stated, retail activity has been a ubiquitous feature of the urban landscape since 

ancient times, and in this respect, global in its geographical context.  This thesis, however, is more 

narrowly focussed in its approach; exploring the key developments of western-style retail space 

in the past with an eye to the present and likely futures.  It achieves this through the agency of four 

research papers (Chapters Three to Six), offering geographical perspectives ranging from the 

global to the local scale, together with a temporal layering, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.   

The diagram represents a geography of physical retail space at an ever-diminishing scale and 

increasing detail.  Starting at a global scale, the foundations of retail activity are traced through 

the millennia until the discovery and settlement of the New World.  While America qualifies in 

this respect, Australia was chosen as the most appropriate geographic setting for study because of 

the researcher’s intimate knowledge of Australian retailing and the ready availability of accessible 

data.  Australia is also archetypically a dynamic western space economy that successfully 

transitioned from a British colonial retail landscape to one that enthusiastically adopted new retail 

innovations from Europe and North America.  Perth in Western Australia; a palimpsest of 

Australia as a whole, was a relative backwater initially, then prospered in the twentieth century.  

It now has a retail landscape dominated by suburban shopping centres and a legacy of high streets 

from the past.  One of these, in inner city Subiaco, was selected as a detailed case study for  
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multifarious reasons: (i) Subiaco epitomised a ‘frontier suburban settlement’ within a ‘frontier 

town’, (ii) Subiaco Town Centre is relatively unmolested in a physical sense despite suffering ‘the 

slings and arrows of outrageous fortune’ over its 120-year history, as explained later in this chapter 

and in Chapter Four. and finally, (iii) the researcher has an intimate knowledge of the town centre 

by virtue of a thirty five-year association as a resident, business proprietor and consultant. 

The following discussion presents a brief histo-geographic overview of each of the three spatial 

and thematic contexts shown in Figure 1.1.  Further detailed descriptions are contained in the 

relevant research chapters of the thesis.   

 

 

Figure 1.1: Geographical context 
Source: Author 
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1.4.1 Global context - foundations 

The foundation discourse on the evolution and development of retail platforms, from the 

standpoint of this thesis, is presented in Chapter Three.  This temporalizes key retail morphologies 

by offering some historical geographical insights into the types of spaces from which retailers 

have served their customers over a six-thousand-year period, as indicated in Table 1.1.   

Table 1.1: Historical geography of retail platforms 
 

REGION MESOPOTAMIA GREECE ROME EUROPE N. AMERICA AUSTRALIA 

ERA 4000 -1100 BCE 800 – 31 BCE 500 BCE- 500 1400 - 1800 1800 – 2000 1800 - 2000 1800 – 2000 

PHYSICAL 
RETAIL 
PLATFORMS  

Incipient retail 
clustering 

Agora - 
market place 

Forum – 
marketplace 

Street retail  

Street retail 

Plazas and 
squares 

Market halls 

Galleries 

Street retail 

Shopping 
arcade (Paris 
1800) 

Department 
store (Paris 
1852) 

Planned 
shopping 
centre 
(Vienna 
1957) 

Street retail 

Department 
store (1858)  

Shopping 
arcade (1890) 

Planned 
shopping 
centre 
(Minneapolis 
1956) 

Street retail 

Shopping 
arcade (1870) 

Department 
store (1885) 

Planned 
shopping 
centre 
(Chermside 
1957) 

 
Source: Author 

Table 1.1 presents a simple snapshot of the key retail development milestones and morphologies 

discussed in detail in Chapter Three.  From a geographical perspective, the table infers a strong 

relationship between retail innovation and the development of an increasingly more sophisticated 

society in Europe and the Mediterranean Basin.  From the early 15th century to the end of the 18th 

century, major global explorations in search of new trade routes and goods to satisfy a burgeoning 

population and demand for luxury goods, were undertaken by European powers (Powers et al., 

1987).  It was during this Age of Discovery  that the New World, i.e. the Americas and Australia, 

were discovered and subsequently populated by colonial settlers 4 .  This created a new 

geographical setting for retail expansion and innovation.  The Industrial Revolution in Europe 

(Geist, 1983) added impetus, when new forms of retail space, e.g. shopping arcades and 

department stores, were constructed, initially in Paris; then elsewhere in Europe, and 

contemporaneously in North America, and Australia.   

                                                 
4 The Age of Discovery is a Eurocentric colonial concept that diminishes the importance of major exploration and discoveries by 
indigenous cultures in preceding millennia 
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1.4.2 Australia - a ‘new world’ 

Australia’s economic landscape is commonly associated with European colonisation, starting with 

the arrival of convict ships from Britain at Sydney Cove in 1788.  Arguably, this was the second 

colonisation, as the first occurred at least ca.70,000 years earlier, according to the most recent 

research by a team of Australian archaeologists (Norman et al., 2018).  The adoption of a trading 

and exchange culture by the first peoples was therefore integral to the establishment of the 

Aboriginal diaspora as it expanded to embrace the whole continent over subsequent millennia 

(Keen, 2004; McCarthy, 1939).   

An often-held belief of colonial powers, known as terra nullius, since rejected, gave the 

impression that the Australian continent was effectively uninhabited at the time of original 

colonisation.  Porter (2016) explains: 

Colonists in Australia clearly saw that the land was occupied by Indigenous peoples, but 
considered these people to be so ‘low’ on a racialized hierarchy of ‘civilization’ that they 
failed to countenance or recognize the existence of Indigenous sovereignty, territory, 
jurisdiction and law (p. 31). 

Compounding this further were colonial, Eurocentric conceptions of space on the lived spaces of 

Indigenous peoples; with the planning system its willing handmaiden.  In this respect, planning 

was complicit in the conceptualisation of place: first, by virtue of pre-conceived notions of what 

is fit and proper in a European context; and second, by prescriptive land use planning, particularly 

from the 1950s onwards.  Some scholars argue that the modern planning system still has an 

entrenched colonial ethos underlying its plans and processes (Porter, 2016), demonstrating a 

complete lack of understanding of the importance of place (especially land and country), as a main 

organising principle for Aboriginal people (Somerville, 2007).  

Adopting a different, yet just as meaningful slant, Butlin (1993), argued that land and resource 

management practices by Aboriginal people (including the controlled use of fire), established the 

preconditions for agricultural land use and pastoralism by opportunistic colonists.  Effectively a 

‘takeover’, this ultimately triggered the ‘destruction of Aboriginal society and populations and the 

transfer of their resources to the benefit of both the new arrivals and those who remained in Britain’ 

(p. 2).   

This period of European colonialism marked the beginning of The Anthropocene (Steffen et al., 

2011).  The Anthropocene was driven by the Industrial Revolution in Great Britain ca.1800 and 

relentless resource consumption by advanced economies throughout the world.  In Australia, this 

period was characterised by massive anthropogenic transformations which overwhelmed local 
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environments, including those that had been constructed by Indigenous peoples (Bostock et al., 

2015; Lightfoot et al., 2013; Newton, 2011).  

The non-recognition by British colonists of the first peoples created a significant irony.  Post 

arrival and out of necessity, colonists were obliged to initiate a rudimentary exchange system, 

emulating that of Aboriginal culture.  This was based on a bartering system initially until markets 

were established as a source of perishable foodstuffs, followed later by a more specialised retail 

sector in the next twenty years or so after original colonial settlement (Kingston, 1994).   

Throughout the nineteenth century, Sydney’s, and indeed Australia’s, retail landscape was 

characterised by small shops at street level, commonly with attached dwellings, echoing that found 

in Britain.  Thus, corner shops serving neighbourhoods and high streets were the commonplace 

settings for retailing in the country’s foundation capital cities, with one important exception.  In 

comparison to Britain, Australian cities were very prosperous as a result of the continent’s 

abundant natural resources, including large swathes of grazing land and bountiful mineral reserves 

(Blainey, 2003; Hutchinson, 2015).  As a consequence, significant investment in infrastructure, 

resource development, pastoral assets and housing yielded Australia in the second half of the 

nineteenth century, the highest per capita income and living standard in the world (Butlin, 1987; 

McLean, 2013).  Likewise it gained a  reputation for the highest levels of consumption in the world 

according to Humphery (2010); an ideal setting for the adoption of the latest retail trends from 

overseas.   

While the retail fabric of each mainland capital city, is similar in terms of its basic components, 

the adoption of new retail morphologies was spatially and temporally uneven, as the following 

extant examples indicate.  Concurrently with arcade development in Europe, Melbourne hosted 

Australia’s first enclosed shopping arcades, of which Royal Arcade, constructed in 1869, is the 

earliest surviving example.  Such was the size and sophistication of Melbourne’s retail sector 

(Figure 1.2), it was to earn the city the title of ‘Marvellous Melbourne’ (Davison 2006).   
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Figure 1.2: Marvellous Melbourne 1908 
Source: vintage postcard, State Library of Victoria 

Meanwhile, Adelaide Arcade was developed in 1885 - the same year that Australia’s first full-line 

department stores (Grace Bros. and David Jones), appeared in Sydney.  These new platforms, 

catering to the expanding wealthy middle class and discerning consumer, eventually found their 

way into the retail fabric of capital cities and large regional towns throughout central and eastern 

Australia (Kingston, 1994).  Interrogation of state library catalogues5 by the researcher in 2016-

2018 revealed that seventy-one full-line department store chains have operated in Australian 

capital cities since the 1880s.  Currently there are only three - Myer, David Jones and Harris Scarfe.  

The reasons for the decline in the number of department store operators include natural attrition, 

corporate takeovers, post WWII suburbanisation, changing demographics and consumption 

patterns and the rise of the suburban shopping centre (Bailey, 2010; Davison 2006; Kingston, 1994; 

Spearritt, 1995).  Perth lagged behind the rest of the country until the 1890s western gold rush, 

which stimulated its rather lacklustre economy and encouraged significant population growth, 

heightened consumption (Appleyard, 1981), and therefore increased retail construction activity, 

as the next section demonstrates. 

During the next fifty years or so, after Federation to the 1950s, the retail morphological fabric in 

Australia’s cities and towns typically comprised: (i) corner stores serving local neighbourhoods, 

(ii) independent retailers on high streets leading to city centres, (iii) splendiferous larger scale 

retail outlets epitomized by the department store and enclosed shopping arcade (Kingston, 1994; 

McArthur, 2013; McCann, 1996; McCann, 2002).  This urban configuration was to undergo a 

dramatic change with the introduction of a new retail platform in the 1950s.  The self-contained 

                                                 
5 State Libraries of Queensland, New South Wales, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria, Western Australia. 
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suburban shopping centre would soon disrupt the retail status quo and relegate the established 

order almost to the status of an anachronism.  Conceived in the United States in response to mass 

suburbanisation and the availability of affordable motor vehicles, the planned shopping centre, 

was to create a substantial paradigm shift in the American retail landscape (Gillette, 1985), and 

subsequently, that of Australia (Spearritt, 1995) and Europe.   

A significant driving force behind the proliferation of suburban shopping centres was private car 

ownership.  Davison (2006), explains that private car ownership was not solely responsible for the 

proliferation of shopping centres: the semi-trailer, improved materials handling via the pallet and 

forklift, refrigeration, modern forms of packaging and inventory control; the credit card and 

electronic funds transfer, concrete slab construction, air-conditioning and fast-food technologies 

all contributed to the rise of the suburban shopping centre.  City centres and suburban high streets 

were becoming increasingly congested, and being a relic of a bygone era, were not conducive to 

one-stop shopping, as the car-borne shopper required easy parking.   

The retail morphological fabric was therefore subjected to a spatial reconfiguration with suburban 

shopping centres becoming the dominant expression of retail activity, although their impact was 

not uniform between state capital cities.  For instance, Melbourne, and to a lesser degree - Sydney 

and Adelaide, retained, and even celebrate, some of their traditional high-street retail infrastructure 

(Baker & Wood, 2010; Davison 2006; Goodman & Moloney, 2011).  This was not the case with 

Brisbane, in Queensland (Goodman & Coiacetto, 2012a), or Perth, in Western Australia, which 

fully-embraced suburban shopping centres from the early 1970s onward (Johnston M.R. & 

Associates, 1974).   

In 1957, Chermside in Brisbane then Top Ryde in Sydney were the country’s first 

comprehensively planned shopping centres with anchor stores and specialty shops lining an 

enclosed mall (Bailey, 2011; Chermside & Districts Historical Society Inc, 2007).  Chadstone, 

currently the southern hemisphere’s largest shopping centre, was originally conceived by 

prominent retailer Kenneth Myer and opened in 1960 (Hutson, 1999; Spearritt, 1995).  The 

following decade saw a spate of shopping centres open throughout Australia.  This typology will 

endure and proliferate throughout the nation as the default retail platform, assisted by government 

policy settings and strategic spatial plans at the metropolitan scale.  Despite cogent arguments to 

the contrary (Forster, 2006), these planning frameworks seek to establish orderliness and 

efficiencies in retail networks through the application of retail hierarchies based on size and ever-

increasing levels of specialisation in urban centres.  Chapter Six discusses the application of the 
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hierarchical concept in some detail with particular reference to the nation’s capital city planning 

frameworks.   

1.4.3 Perth – the last frontier 

Perth could easily be perceived as a quintessential, ‘frontier-style’ space economy6, albeit with the 

dubious distinction of being the most isolated continental capital city in the world (Kennewell & 

Shaw, 2008), yet paradoxically, achieving a seventh ranking in a global liveability survey (The 

Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016).  Within the Australian metropolitan diaspora, Perth was 

certainly a late developer, and until the 1890s, was the least populated and developed colony, even 

though it was founded in 1829, principally as a private undertaking, rather than a penal settlement 

like the east coast colonies (Blainey, 2001).  This theme is considered further in the Chapter Four 

case study of Subiaco Town Centre. 

Perth’s lack-lustre economic status was to change during the fin de siècle in four areas: (i) the 

mining boom prompting heightened levels of consumption, (ii) population growth and land 

development, (iii) introduction of railways and tramways, and (iv) industrialisation at Federation.  

As a result, Perth experienced a surge in new shop construction in the city and along the high 

streets that were advantaged by public transport, such as Subiaco, as discussed in Section 1.4.4.   

After Federation, Perth adopted some of the most successful retail elements of its eastern state 

counterparts, namely department store platforms and the shopping arcade concept7.  Thirteen 

individual department store businesses had a presence in the Perth CBD at various times during 

the last century, including those started by local entrepreneurs: Aherns, Boans, Bairds, Bon 

Marche, Brennan Brothers, Economic Store and Sandovers; and those representing eastern states 

retail giants: Cox Brothers, David Jones, Foy & Gibson, Harris Scarfe, Moores and Myer (Hough, 

2009; Kingston, 1994; State Library of Western Australia, 2018b).  Casualties occurred, so that 

the present department store landscape is essentially a duopoly of David Jones and Myer stores 

represented by two flagship stores in the city, supplemented by those in regional shopping centres 

in the suburbs. 

Complementing the central city’s department store landscape were seventeen enclosed shopping 

arcades (State Library of Western Australia, 2018a).  McNess Royal Arcade was the first shopping 

                                                 
6 The conception of Perth as a ‘frontier’ town is arguably a post-colonial construct and not meant to convey the impression that 
the place was uninhabited, as explained in the previous section. 
7 At the time, Perth’s core retail precinct was about ten hectares, generally bounded by William, Hay, Barrack and Wellington 
Streets, as is the case now. 
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arcade in the city located on the corner of Barrack and Hay Streets.  Built in1897, it was soon 

followed in 1901 by Bon Marche in Barrack Street – both ornately designed in keeping with the 

state’s new-found prosperity (Heritage Council of Western Australia, 2018).  A burst of arcade 

development followed, especially in the 1930s, often in association with cinemas which had by 

now become a popular form of entertainment.  Adopting the stylistic conventions of the art deco 

period, extant examples include: Gledden Arcade, Piccadilly Arcade, Plaza Arcade and Trinity 

Arcade.  The geography of retailing was about to change however, after the intervention of the 

Second World War. 

The state’s prolonged second mining boom from the 1960s onward sparked rapid population 

growth, suburbanisation (Ghosh, 1981; Stannage, 1981), and a revitalised retail landscape 

dominated by suburban shopping centres (see Figure 1.3).  Perhaps echoing that other western 

frontier metropolis in North America – Los Angeles (Longstreth, 1997b), Perth could be what 

Banham (2009), in his description of city ecologies, describes as an Autopia, ‘the polemical 

celebration of highways and byways’ (p. 17), in which: 

… shopping centres are Internal Combustion City’s alternative to Main Street, the 
natural foci of a mobile population that measures distance in time at the wheel (p. 136). 

Moreover, if the lamentations expressed by scholars like Newman and Kenworthy (1989, 1999, 

2015), in their trilogy on automobile dependence is any guide, Perth certainly could be construed 

as an autopian city with shopping centres the handmaidens of the city’s suburbanization process.   

Figure 1.3 illustrates the activity centres network in the current strategic spatial plan for the Perth 

metropolitan area, commonly known as Directions 2031 (Western Australian Planning 

Commission, 2010a)8.  The activity centres hierarchy in Perth is given statutory effect by planning 

policy SPP 4.2 (Western Australian Planning Commission, 2010b).  This designates a hierarchy 

of thirty retail-anchored activity centres at regional scale and above, plus (not shown on the map), 

seventy-two district scale activity centres, and innumerable neighbourhood centres.  There are also 

five specialised centres focussed on knowledge (health and education), and logistical (aviation), 

activities.  The policy ‘recognises’ twenty-one high street-based centres, mainly in the inner 

suburban area, but only depicts two – Subiaco and Victoria Park, as regional centres on the map.   

                                                 
8 Chapter Six contains further information about the activity centre model; a uniquely Australian planning policy concept not 
shared by other jurisdictions, nor the retail sector, which still retains the American style of hierarchical classification of centres 
(Property Council of Australia, 2017). 
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If Perth’s planning framework is any indication, there appears to be a disproportionate emphasis 

in policy and statutory planning effort towards planned suburban shopping centres compared to 

the traditional retail high street environment.  This could be attributed to the fact that shopping 

centres are invariably owned and operated by single corporate entities, making them easy targets 

for planning controls (see Chapter Six for further discussion on this aspect).  High streets, on the 

other hand, are geographically more nuanced with spatially-complex land use and ownership 

configurations.  Figure 1.4 for instance, shows inner Perth’s main retail high streets in 1952 

superimposed on the city’s 1939 tram network map.  This provides an interesting spatiotemporal 

layering of Perth’s inner-city retail landscape before the suburban shopping centre onslaught in 

the decades to follow.   

Perth was an early adopter of electric trams in 1899, with ridership peaking at 35 million 

passengers in 1933 and trackage at 68 kilometres in 1941 (Lee, 2003).  Outside the city proper, 

Subiaco was the first suburb connected to the tram network, which became an incentive for 

commercialization of its high streets, as discussed further in the Chapter Four case study of 

Subiaco Town Centre.   
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Figure 1.3: Perth activity centres network 
Source: Western Australian Planning Commission (2010a) 
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Figure 1.4: Perth suburban retail high streets (blue), shown on 1939 tramway map 
Source: Map (State Library of Western Australia), high streets (Landgate aerial photography 1952) 
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1.4.4 Subiaco locality 

This section provides a sketch of Subiaco’s significance as a spatial and cultural place to its 

Indigenous inhabitants; its development in a post-colonial context over nearly two centuries, and 

the creation of town planning mechanisms to control development.   

Indigenous perspectives 
For an exposition of early Indigenous cultures this section relies on selected anthropological and 

archaeological research, local histories and heritage consultant reports (Hallam, 2014; Jebb et al., 

2008; Spillman, 1985).  Despite the commonly held beliefs of white Australians, Aboriginals of 

the South West led a fairly idyllic existence afforded by a bountiful natural environment.  Spillman 

(1985, p. 4), notes that until their economy was destroyed by British colonists ‘they were better 

nourished than the vast majority of people anywhere in the world’, no doubt a product of their 

intimate knowledge of the environment; its seasonal produce, including faunal and floral sources 

of food.   

This is not to suggest that Indigenous peoples were entirely passive exploiters of their environment.  

Their use of fire stick farming had dramatic repercussions (Hallam, 2014), and the introduction of 

their domesticated dog, the  dingo, some four thousand years ago had a dramatic impact on native 

fauna (Spillman, 1985).  Also in a bitter irony, Aboriginal peoples’ controlled use of fire as a land 

management tool eventually yielded a direct benefit to colonists undertaking extensive land use 

agriculture and pastoralism after the appropriation of Aboriginal lands. 

Jebb et al. (2008), explain that European settlement around the Swan River had a profound impact 

on local Aboriginal peoples’ ability to live on their family estates and maintain their intimate 

relationship with country.  Collectively known as Noongar, or Nyungar society, there was an 

Aboriginal presence in and around Subiaco, which was known as Mooro territory occupied by 

Yellagongo’s group.  Those that survived the initial dispossession of their land at the hands of the 

colonists were permitted to live in huts, stables and bush camps nearby and provided a source of 

labour for menial jobs on behalf of their European ‘masters’ (Jebb et al., 2008).  From a 

development perspective, the colony’s economy stayed in the doldrums for most of the nineteenth 

century until the western gold rush in the 1890s.   

Land development 
The construction of a road to the port of Fremantle in the 1870s, and a railway in 1882 suggested 

that the growth of Perth would eventually favour westward expansion (Bizzaca, 2014; Spillman, 

1985).  With the road in the south ( now Stirling Highway), and rail to the north of present-day 
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Subiaco, the scene was set to develop the interstitial space when the need arose sometime in the 

future.  The Government classified the land as ‘suburban’ and Surveyor, Gilbert Rotton, was 

commissioned to prepare a plan of development (sometimes referred to uncharitably as the ‘Rotten 

Plan’ by vexed developers) (Spillman, 1985).  The plan involved a grid pattern of wide streets and 

provision of 150 mostly two hectare lots on the land south of the railway.  The Government 

sequentially auctioned off the lots in 1883 starting from the Subiaco rail station and moving 

southwards.  Although the area was seen as a logical extension of Perth at the time, there was little 

demand for residential land in the 1880s, as pointed out by Spillman (1985): 

The newly surveyed lots would therefore be sold off, not as a proposition for 
homebuilders or small farmers, but to investors.  It would then be up to the investors to 
attract people to the area, to subdivide, and so make good their investments (p. 64). 

In a ‘back to the future’ scenario and despite an intervening period of 136 years, the measures 

taken by the colonial government are not dissimilar to the techniques employed by today’s 

government land development agencies in Australia.   

Needing to house immigrants from overseas and the eastern states drawn to the goldfields, the 

locality rapidly grew from the late 1890s onward, as did an embryonic town centre responding to 

the station location (Bizzaca, 2014; Spillman, 1985).  Both Rokeby Road and Hay Street became 

the major commercial arteries.  By 1903, the large two hectare lots of the ‘Rotton Plan’ were 

subdivided Harris (1904), thus cementing the fine-grain commercial fabric of the city’s retail high 

streets.  In so doing, no doubt this yielded a significant financial return to the original investors 

over the previous decades.   

Planning 
The subdivision and subsequent development of Subiaco’s initial lots appeared almost laissez-

faire in overall approach.  Any form of town planning and development control was virtually non-

existent.  Nevertheless, it is worthwhile sketching out the sequence of town planning controls and 

enabling legislation from the date of early colonial settlement.  In this context, the concise book 

of readings edited by Hedgcock and Yiftachel (1992), provides an excellent starting point. 

Berry (1992), explains that during the first decade of colonial settlement, until 1838, the Colonial 

Secretary managed all local affairs.  Later, Road Boards were charged with the responsibility of 

administering public services, roads and infrastructure at the local level.  Subiaco Road Board was 

formed in 1896.  The first major state town planning initiative occurred in 1911 when Perth City 

Council joined with Subiaco and other inner city Road Boards to create a joint committee to 

formulate measures to improve the city and suburbs with an emphasis on transport, aesthetics and 
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sanitation.  There were also concerns expressed about disorderly and uncoordinated development 

and the inability of local government to ensure the orderly development of land (Berry, 1992).  

The next major initiative was the promulgation of the Town Planning and Development Act 1928, 

which will remain in force for seventy-six years, when it was replaced by the updated Planning 

and Development Act in 2005.   

The 1928 Act established a Town Planning Board to control land subdivision; a metropolitan 

Town Planning Commission to initiate a metropolitan plan; and enabled local authorities to 

prepare town planning schemes.  Councils were reluctant to exercise this prerogative for a number 

of reasons according to (Berry, 1992): (i) lack of planning expertise, (ii) threats of claims for 

compensation by vexed by property owners, (iii) continued lack of a strategic metropolitan plan 

as a guiding framework, (iv) slow growth in the property development sector as a result of the 

Great Depression then the Second World War.  These impediments to proper planning were 

removed in 1955 with the publication of the Plan for the Metropolitan Region Perth and 

Fremantle (Stephenson & Hepburn, 1955); the first metropolitan spatial plan in Western Australia 

to articulate a strategic planning framework and provide guidance for local planning.  Further 

metropolitan plans were produced over subsequent years, culminating in Directions 2031 and 

Beyond: Metropolitan planning beyond the horizon (Western Australian Planning Commission, 

2010a).  A comprehensive treatment of the present Western Australian planning system is beyond 

the scope of this thesis, however is available online (Western Australian Planning Commission, 

2014). 

Prior to gazettal of its first town planning scheme, Subiaco Council exercised planning control 

with zoning by-laws from the late 1950s to mid-1970s.  These corresponded to the existing pattern 

of land uses.  Because there were few development standards applying to individual land uses, the 

municipality’s development control system was dominated by the rezoning process (Bain & 

Hedgcock, 1992).  Subiaco initiated its first town planning scheme in 1976 (TPS 1).  Among the 

scheme’s main tenets were: (i) a favourable regard to (modern) medium density development; (ii) 

the incorporation of business zones in residential areas, and (iii) the establishment of a town centre 

zone.  Eventually the scheme was modified in 1984 to ensure the preservation of Subiaco’s 

residential heritage character and to provide for lower densities in residential zones.  Bain and 

Hedgcock’s (1992), case study of Subiaco noted the relative ineffectiveness of the city’s town 

planning schemes to effect positive change.  In this respect, they posited three specific failings of 

the local planning system: (i) a pro-development ethos at the professional and political levels of 

Council; (ii) ignorance of the social and economic implications of physical development; (iii) 
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rejection of professional planning advice in favour of sectional political interests at the local level.  

Upon reflection, not much has changed in the intervening period of a quarter-century; namely,  

there have been many studies undertaken by the City of Subiaco and various planning schemes 

formulated.  Plus, various sectional interests remain, and the town centre is succumbing to new 

threats, as confirmed by the case study in Chapter Four. 

1.5 Character 
In its formative years, the spatial structure of Perth corresponded to the classic concentric zone 

land use model, which involves a city expanding outwards from the central area to industrial areas 

and adjacent working class residential areas beyond (Park et al., 1967).  Subiaco is one such area.  

Originally working class, but now gentrified (Davison & Rowden, 2012; Tonts & Plummer, 2011), 

Subiaco is home to the typical upwardly-mobile professional family living in either renovated 

Edwardian villas in the older part of ‘Subi’, or in the urban renewal area known colloquially as 

‘Subi Centro’ (see Figure 1.5).   

 

Figure 1.5: Subiaco's dualistic residential character 
Source: Author 

Retail development is mainly a population-driven activity.  Consequently, the number of people 

living in a centre’s catchment; their household structure; nature of employment and household 

disposable income are all indicators of the propensity to purchase retail goods and services.  

Therefore, Subiaco’s geo-demographic setting provides an important basis for the establishment 

and maintenance of a viable retail and business precinct.  Table 1.2 presents some selected 

demographics for the Subiaco Local Government Area for the period 1911 (first census) to 2011 

(most recent census). 
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Table 1.2: Selected demographics - Subiaco LGA 1911-2011 
 

Year Area† 
(Ha) 

Males Females Persons 
Population  
Density 
(pers/Ha) 

Occupied  
Dwellings 

Dwelling  
Density  
(dwell/Ha) 

Dwelling  
Occupancy  
(pers/dwell) 

1911 575 4163 4763 8926 15.5 2055 3.6 4.3 

1916* 575 5362 6294 11656 20.3 2555 4.4 4.6 

1921 711 6292 7355 13647 19.2 3028 4.3 4.5 

1947 711 8620 10184 18804 26.4 4235 6.0 4.4 

1966 711 7449 9172 16621 23.4 5549 7.8 3.0 

1986 711 6861 7965 14826 20.9 6614 9.3 2.2 

2011 711 8496 9078 17574 24.7 8487 11.9 2.1 
 
* Interpolated values for 1916 census year.  † Municipality expanded in 1920s. 
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (2009), Australian Bureau of Statistics (1966, 1986, 2011, 2016) 

The data presented in Table 1.2 show sustained population growth peaking in 1947 then levelling 

off in the second decade of the twenty-first century.  Over the same period, the number of 

dwellings and dwelling density approximately tripled, with occupancy rates halving over the 

century.  This indicates a high rate of family and household formation early in Subiaco’s history, 

and concomitantly, an increased potential for spending on food, groceries and other convenience 

goods during this period.  Figure 1.6 confirms this, showing a characteristically young population 

in 1921 contrasting with ageing baby boomer cohorts and a maturing population in 2011.   

 

Figure 1.6: Population Structure Subiaco Municipality 1921 & 2011 
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (2009), (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1966, 1986, 2011, 2016) 

Put another way, nearly a century ago the emphasis in Subiaco was on provisioning a young, 

growing household, while now predominantly mature households have other priorities in addition 

to satisfying utilitarian needs, such as hedonic consumption (Drechsler, 2014), which should be 

reflected in the composition of the modern town centre retail and business landscape, as suggested 

below.   
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If the above description is represented on an artist’s canvas, an image of Subiaco’s town centre 

would possibly comprise fashionable shops, specialist providores, trendy cafes and entertainment 

along its heritage high streets, which would be thronged with people day and night (See Figure 

1.7).   

 

Figure 1.7: Subiaco town centre streetscape 
Source: Author 

At the close of the twentieth century this image had some currency but has since been 

compromised by post-millennial events that have negatively impacted the town centre’s retail 

sector.  These include competition from new centres; online shopping; increasing occupancy costs 

to unsustainable levels; and, structural changes in the nature of retailing itself, which prompted 

the selection of Subiaco Town centre as a case study of retail change.   

The Subiaco town centre is an ideal platform from which to gauge changes in retail activity for a 

number of reasons: (i) the centre and its catchment area are relatively young at about 120 years, 

in comparison to old world examples, which often span many centuries, (ii) the centre has 

experienced some significant challenges brought about by two world wars, an economic 

depression and the introduction of pre-packaged goods and supermarkets, in the second half of the 

twentieth century, (iii) the globalisation of industry that enabled the production of cheap retail 

goods offshore, hastened the demise of the individual artisan and self-made industry while 

facilitating ready-to-wear clothing and a multitude of clothing stores, (iv) increases in 

discretionary expenditure resulted in the rise of take-away food outlets and the eating and drinking 

establishments of contemporary café culture, as was the case elsewhere in Australia (Murray, 2018; 

Taylor, 2015).  Given its iconic status two decades ago, the Subiaco town centre’s business 

landscape is now characterised by significant vacancy levels and/or tenancy churn rates as a result 

of competition by new retail developments on the periphery of the town centre; relatively high 
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occupancy costs and the disruptive influences of online shopping platforms - all of which convey 

an appearance of a town centre in decline; a subject explored in detail in the Chapter Four case 

study. 

1.6 Organization of thesis 
This thesis comprises a preface and seven chapters.  The body of the thesis is organised around 

four research chapters (Chapters Three to Six), that are either published, subject to review or 

capable of publication.  The Preface is a brief description of the researcher’s extensive background 

in areas related to the thesis topic and motivation in undertaking the thesis as a post-career 

initiative.  Chapter One is the thesis introduction which establishes the background context of the 

research, identifies the research aims and objectives, presents a high-level literature review and 

describes the geographical context of the research.  Chapter Two describes the research 

methodology including data sources and analytical technique for each research paper output.  

Chapter Three is a foundation discourse that provides insights into the morphological roots of 

retailing.  The main purpose of this research is to enhance understanding of the present retail 

landscape and likely future evolutionary scenarios.  Chapter Four is an empirical case study of a 

retail high street precinct, indicative of a ‘frontier’ colonial settler economy.  Subiaco Town Centre 

in Perth, Western Australia was chosen as the case study area.  Chapter Five documents a mixed 

methods empirical research project focussing on perceptions by experts of the two main retail 

platforms – high streets and shopping centres.  Finally, Chapter Six bookends the thesis research 

methodology by integrating urban geographic principles with an applied urban planning and 

policy perspective that addresses the impact of 21st-century technological disruption on the 

contemporary urban retail landscape.   
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2 CHAPTER TWO: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Introduction 
This chapter outlines the research design, data sources and methods of data analysis used in this 

thesis.  While the four research papers contained in chapters three to six address the detailed 

methodological specifics of each paper, this chapter presents a general overview of the more 

salient aspects of the research methodology for the entire thesis.  As discussed in chapter one, 

retail activity is a pervasive and complex urban phenomenon.  Interrogation of the scholarly 

literature reveals the retail landscape as having historical, socio-political, economic, cultural and 

planning and design dimensions that are often territorialised by academic interests to the exclusion 

of others.  Given this perspective, it became clear from the outset that a single methodological 

approach would not suffice, nor accommodate the multifaceted aspects of retail activity as 

required by this research.  Consequently, a multi-method or mixed methods form of inquiry was 

adopted as the overall methodological foundation of this research project    

2.2 Mixed methods research and pragmatism 
Mixed methods is a research movement that integrates the quantitative and qualitative research 

traditions mainly developed during the twentieth century.  Mixed methods research design ought 

to be understood in terms of its overall context and positioning, noting that quantitative and 

qualitative research approaches represent different ends of a continuum, with mixed methods 

somewhere in between (Newman & Benz, 1998).  Foundation texts (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; 

Hesse-Biber & Johnson, 2015; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009), simply describe mixed methods as 

techniques that collect, analyse and interpret both numerical and narrative information, from 

which inferences from both the quantitative and qualitative research traditions can be drawn.  

Researchers who ascribe to this form of inquiry are said to have a mainly pragmatic worldview, 

or philosophy, which is the theoretical orientation commonly associated with the mixed methods 

approach, and importantly, the underlying philosophical rationale of this thesis.  The scholarly 

literature generally acknowledges that pragmatism casts doubt on the more esoteric metaphysical 

concerns such as ontology and epistemology found in the purely quantitative and qualitative 

research domains (Mertens & Tarsilla, 2015; Morgan, 2007).  This delinking of pragmatism from 

its philosophical roots favours a more methodologically-eclectic approach, yielding to a common-

sense level of practicality (Freshwater & Fisher, 2015; Hesse-Biber, 2015), which given the 

mundanity of retail activity, is quite appropriate.  This is not to suggest that retailing is simply a 

mundane activity, as this thesis will demonstrate.  Retail activity is very complex - necessitating 
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a research design that can accommodate a myriad of contexts that only a pragmatic mixed methods 

approach can help to explain.   

2.3 Research design 
To satisfy the aims and objectives outlined in Section 1.2 and the conceptual underpinnings of the 

thesis, a sequential, pragmatic research design was formulated.  The scholarly literature notes that 

there are many varieties of mixed method research designs, with the sequential form perhaps one 

of the best-known examples (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Hesse-Biber & Johnson, 2015; 

Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009).  Put simply, a sequential mixed methods research procedure is one 

‘where the researcher seeks to elaborate or expand on the findings of one method with another 

method’ (Creswell, 2009, p. 234).  The research design diagram below (Figure 2.1), demonstrates 

how the sequential approach has been applied in this research.   

The research design presented in Figure 2.1 illustrates the methodological framework that 

addresses the overarching research objective of this thesis, i.e. to explore how retail activity is 

spatially and morphologically expressed in the urban landscape over time.  The design embodies 

a theoretical conceptual component (represented by research papers using qualitative methods in 

Chapters Three and Six), and an investigative empirical component (represented by research 

papers using quantitative methods in Chapters Four and Five).  The diagram shows the main data 

sources (both primary, researcher-generated and secondary sources), methods of analysis and 

research paper outputs forming the four research pillars of this thesis.  These are explained in 

further detail below in the same order conveyed in Figure 2.1.  

2.3.1 Chapter three: evolution of retail morphologies 

Chapter Three is a foundation discourse that provides insights into the morphological roots of 

retailing.  The main purpose of this research is to enhance understanding of the present retail 

landscape and likely future evolutionary scenarios.  This accords with the proposition that most 

contemporary issues and themes are connected with historical milieux (Lundy, 2012), and is 

especially true of retail activity, which is tied to the development of urban society and its socio- 

political and economic contexts.   
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Figure 2.1: Research design 
Source: Author 
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Historiographic research 
The primary historical research method employed is historiographic, which focuses on critical 

examination of relevant literature sources and narrative interpretation (Lundy, 2012).  These 

techniques are commonly used to explore events or phenomena, at a particular time and place e.g. 

Roman forum, using a suite of mixed methods techniques harvested from history’s cognate 

disciplines: sociology, anthropology, economics and political science (Lange, 2012).  In Lange’s 

historiocentric world, geography is recognised as merely a contributor in purely scalar spatial 

terms, e.g. nation, region, neighbourhood, which is clearly at odds with the tenor of the scholarly 

historical geography literature reviewed in Section 1.3.  Moreover, in the review of the history 

literature for this thesis, neither architecture nor urban planning appear to merit the scholarly 

consideration they should, suggesting a degree of oversight by the technique’s scholarly 

proponents.  Both disciplines have a long-standing historical research tradition, including the 

canonical texts on the history of architecture (Fletcher, 1961; Pevsner, 1976), and the historical 

development of cities (Kostof, 1991; Mumford, 1961), for instance.  These influential works 

embody a scalar, periodised approach to historical change, with ‘an imagined progression toward 

a predetermined end’ (Howell & Prevenier, 2001, p. 120), in this case characterised by the 

evolution of urban morphologies, architectural styles and typologies.  While these works may be 

considered to be seminal texts, the emphasis of Chapter Three is retail activity in its historical 

setting.  This falls within the purview of the retail history, archaeology, urban history, urban 

planning and architectural scholarly literature discussed briefly below.   

While Chapter Three provides a detailed list of the works consulted, the main retail research 

themes and their respective authors include: general retail history (Davis, 2007), retailing in 

ancient Mesopotamia (Woolley, 1931), form and function of the Athenian agora and Roman forum 

(Camp, 1986; MacDonald, 1986), shopping and street life in Rome (Holleran, 2012), shopping 

arcades (Geist, 1983), department stores (Lancaster, 1995), shopping centre design (Gruen & 

Smith, 1960), and manipulative and territorialised retail consumption spaces (Goss, 1993; 

Kärrholm, 2012).  The research task was to interrogate this body of literature to identify the nature 

and spatial configuration of retail activity at its key historical turning points.  These included 

ancient retail formats, trading streets and retail prototypes spanning a period of 6000 years.  Once 

this was accomplished, a typo-morphological assessment of the main retail platforms identified 

from the historiographic research was undertaken. 
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Typo-morphological assessment 
The typo-morphological assessment was informed by the ground-breaking works of notable 

architectural and planning theorists on themes relevant to this thesis: urban texture (Muratori, 

1960), the cognitive image of the city (Lynch, 1960), urban pattern language (Alexander et al., 

1977), spirit of place (Norberg-Schulz, 1980), and the architecture of the city (Rossi & Eisenman, 

1982).  In accomplishing this task, it was possible to discern the main retail typologies and their 

constituent organizational structures - anchors and armatures through time.  This information is 

presented diagrammatically in Chapter Three as: (i) a type of ‘family tree’ arrangement, tracing 

typological lineages to the present time, (ii) a chart displaying the revolutionary contexts in which 

retail morphologies evolved, (iii) highly deconstructed versions of each typology together with 

real-world illustrative examples.  

2.3.2 Chapter four: anatomy of a high street 

In contrast to Chapter Three’s conceptual approach, Chapter Four is an empirical case study of a 

retail high street precinct, indicative of a ‘frontier’ colonial settler economy.  Subiaco Town Centre 

in Perth, Western Australia was chosen as the case study area for the reasons outlined in the 

geographical context section of the Introduction (Section 1.4), and in Chapter Four.  The 

underlying rationale of this research paper aligns with the proposition advanced in Chapter Three 

that the trading (high) street is an ancient typology affording constancy and continuity from the 

past through to the present.  The main methodological objective of the study is to evaluate the 

principal changes in the centre’s spatial morphology, given significant disruptions over the past 

century and current threats and challenges to the centre’s ongoing viability.  The research 

questions necessitated an initial interrogation of public documents and scholarly literature to place 

Subiaco in its historical context from its origins in the late nineteenth century until the present 

time.  The bulk of the study methodology however, relied on quantitative techniques and 

observations by the researcher in the field.  It was determined that a case study approach was the 

best means by which these questions should be addressed, as outlined below.   

Case study approach 
There are some specific precedents, as well as concurrent case studies on retail high streets and 

town centre precincts in the United Kingdom, and to a lesser extent, Australia, reported in the 

recent scholarly literature (Baker & Wood, 2010; Jones et al., 2016; Warnaby & Medway, 2017).  

This research paper offers a scholarly and methodological perspective indicative of the approach 

adopted by recent scholarship in the UK academy, mainly because the case studies are similar.  
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There is an abundance of research literature on case study methods.  These can be positioned along 

Newman & Benz’s (1998), qualitative – quantitative continuum, referenced by the work of 

foundation scholars at the qualitative end (Stake, 2013), and those at the quantitative end of the 

continuum (Yin, 2017).  In terms of this specific paper however, a perspective on case study 

research proffered by Woodside (2010), who is an exponent of consumption-related studies, 

confirms that the value of case studies can be significantly enhanced by using qualitative and 

quantitative methods, and the more divergent these techniques; the better the outcome, which is 

the approach adopted this study.   

By virtue of its century-long time frame, spatial complexity and demographic context, the research 

framework employs multiple methods to determine the spatial and temporal variation of street-

based, ground floor retail activity in the Subiaco Town Centre.  Data sources are broadly grouped 

into documents dealing with the life and times in Subiaco including historical cartographic and 

aerial image resources, plus raw data sources available in the public domain. 

Contextual documents 
These comprise definitive local histories (Bizzaca, 2014; Spillman, 1985, 2006), first-person 

experiential narratives about Rokeby Road businesses in the 1940s (Taylor, 2005), studies of the 

retail landscape (Green, 2015), and heritage studies of Subiaco Town Centre (Griffiths Architects 

& Marcus, 2013).   

Public domain data sources 
Baseline cartographic sources showing historic cadastre (Hope & Klem, 1930), were extensively 

consulted and used for this study, as well as aerial imagery for selected years from 1948 available 

from the government mapping agency – Landgate.  These show building footprints in the town 

centre and changes in the spatial composition of the urban fabric over time, which were married 

with historic streetscape photographs from the State Library of Western Australia (SLWA).  While 

all pertinent historic sources are important for a study such as this, the main suite of data sources 

from the public domain are: (i) post office directories, (ii) government land use surveys and (iii) 

historical census data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS).  Direct observation in the 

field, involving a census of all business premises in the study area, was also necessary to offset 

deficiencies evident in the government land use survey data and to afford a more current data 

offering.   

Post office directories were published annually for Western Australia by H. Wise &Co. from 1895 

until they ceased production in 1949 (Wise, 1906-1946).  The directories, available in digital form 
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from the State Library of Western Australia (SLWA), are a useful source of information on land 

tenure and land use because they identify the individual occupiers of properties (not owners), 

including businesses or trade type, in the case of commercial premises.  The utility of directories 

in reconstructing past geographies of trading enterprises was recognised five decades ago by 

Oliver (1964), in a micro-level case study of the furniture manufacturing industry in London, and 

Davies et al. (1968), in comparative case studies of the internal structure of commercial areas 

within selected central business districts in Britain.  In a later study, post office directories were 

used to interrogate Belfast’s retail structure (Brown, 1987).  Brown’s research into spatial and 

temporal change in central Belfast served as an exemplar for this case study, which has benefitted 

from subsequent advances in GIS capability since then.  More recently, two studies in the UK 

have also used archival business directories from Local Studies Libraries in two London boroughs 

(Griffiths et al., 2013), and detailed street maps of Manchester from 1885 (Goad Plans), which 

were initially used for fire insurance assessment (Warnaby & Medway, 2017).  While Wise’s Post 

Office Directories are a little more prosaic in nature – enabling a ‘postman’ to effectively identify 

premises and their occupiers, in order to make postal deliveries, they are useful for identifying the 

history of economic activity and the growth of residential areas, at least until 1949. 

This government land use survey (Western Australian Planning Commission, 1988-), which was 

the other main source of data for the study, contains detailed information about retail and business 

activity for various years from 1988 to 2015.  The database assigns a specific code to each land 

use category using the Western Australian government’s Standard Land Use Classification 

(WASLUC) system (WALIS Secretariat, 1988).  In order to present a consistent set of land uses 

over time, data on business type obtained from the post office directories were sorted into their 

WASLUC categories so they could be analysed and mapped. 

Census data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics was an important source of information for 

this study.  This included digitised past censuses – 1911, 1921, 1933 and 1947 (Australian Bureau 

of Statistics, 2009), plus data generated from the 1986, 2011 and 2016 censuses (Australian Bureau 

of Statistics, 1966, 1986, 2011, 2016).  Data from the first series of census dates (1911 to 1947), 

was compared with land use data in the post office directories, while the more contemporary data 

(1986 to 2016), aligns with the Perth Land Use and Employment Survey.  The use of these data 

had some limitations as follows.  First, post office directories ceased publication in Australia in 

1949, so details and locations of businesses via this source are not available beyond this date.  

Second, the next available data source for the study area was the Perth Land Use and Employment 

Survey, the first of which occurred in 1988 and then subsequently performed on an ad hoc basis 
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to the present.  This means that over the past century, there is a 40-year gap in the time series 

during which comprehensive land use data is not available – possibly a consequence of austerity 

measures following the Second World War.  In this respect, there were obviously more pressing 

requirements by governments to kick-start their economies than conducting land use surveys.  

Also during the past century, terminologies and data categories have sometimes changed between 

successive censuses.  Accordingly, this study has required re-categorisation and/or extrapolation 

of data, which is acknowledged in the paper.  Despite these limitations, the robustness of the study 

is not compromised when the data were analysed, as Chapter Four demonstrates. 

Data analysis 
The objective of the data analysis phase is to provide insights into changes in the nature and 

composition of business activity of the Subiaco town centre over a period of one century.  The 

data analysis sequence, illustrated on Figure 2.1, comprises: (i) analysis of contextual documents, 

(ii) quantitative analysis of public domain data, (iii) spatial analysis of public domain data using 

proprietary GIS software. 

The documents described above provide key foundation material on the historic context of the 

Subiaco Town Centre in both narrative and graphical/illustrative form.  Bowen (2009, p. 27), 

defines document analysis as a ‘systematic procedure for reviewing or evaluating documents’, and 

noted its immense value in mixed methods and case study research.  In this case study, the cited 

documents are seen as a ‘conduit of communication’ (Prior, 2012, p. 231) between their respective 

authors and the researcher on matters germane to the research objectives.  For example, in his 

comprehensive local history, Spillman (1985), offers a well-researched discourse on Subiaco’s 

urban development and expansion from its inception, including the development of the town 

centre and its businesses.  In narrative of her personal recollections as a teenager in the 1940s, 

Connie Taylor (2005), takes us on a Rokeby Road tram ride stop-by-stop, pointing out the various 

shops, businesses and their proprietors along the way.  The heritage studies (Green, 2015; Griffiths 

Architects & Marcus, 2013), photographically document the town centre’s main streetscapes 

building by building, describing their built form and historic significance.  

A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet database was constructed for each street in the study area, with 

columns representing decadal time periods and rows representing street addresses.  Inserted into 

each cell, was the shop or business type, derived from post office directories for the years 1916, 

1926, 1936 and 1946, or the land use survey for the years 1988, 1997, 2007 and 2016.  A 

corresponding WASLUC code was then assigned to each business.  This enabled Chapter four’s 
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discourse on the study area’s retail and business activity in terms of decadal frequency 

distributions over the past century. 

The spreadsheets were then aggregated into an attribute table to enable GIS mapping, using 

ArcMapTM, with base cadastre from the Western Australian Government mapping agency – 

Landgate.  The output, contained in Chapter Four, were maps of the study area’s urban economic 

landscape at a highly detailed level for the years 1916, 1946 and 2016.   

2.3.3 Chapter five: subjective perceptions of two retail morphologies 

Chapter Five documents a typical mixed methods empirical research project.  The research design 

is both qualitative and quantitative in a sequential arrangement thus: QUAL – QUAN – QUAL, 

(see Figure 2.1).  As with the previous two chapters, Chapter Five focusses on the two main retail 

morphologies - high streets and shopping centres.  However, in this case, the research purpose is 

to provide additional insights about the retail landscape from the perspective of experts.  It does 

this by exploring the subjective perceptions of the two morphologies by people having specialist 

knowledge, possibly dissimilar perspectives, and strong viewpoints on both retail environments.  

The research questions called for the administration of an idiosyncratic survey instrument popular 

with Q-methodologists (see below), combined with follow-up interviews to gauge the strength of 

participant viewpoints about high streets and shopping centres respectively. 

Q-methodological approach 
Q-methodology is a hybrid, qualitative-dominant form of mixed method research that explores the 

subjective accounts of phenomena from a participant’s unique perspective (Ramlo, 2016).  The 

method was developed by William Stephenson in the 1930s (Stephenson, 1953), and subsequently 

refined by Brown (1980).  The medium of the Q-sort is a device that systematises a participant’s 

subjective understanding of the topic (Brown, 1980).  This is an important point that differentiates 

Q-methodology from the hypo-deductive approach of r-methodology, because, as Ramlo (2016) 

states, only the participant can capture their own subjectivity, not the researcher, as in r.  The Q-

methodological approach adopted in this study recognises the generally-accepted procedures 

described in the recent scholarly literature on the method (McKeown & Thomas, 2013; Watts & 

Stenner, 2012), which broadly involves three stages: investigation, component analysis, and 

component interpretation.   

In the investigative phase, a sample of participants, is presented with a set of stimuli on forty 

individual cards, collectively known as a Q-set, in either textual or image form (refer Chapter Five 

for details).  These cards are placed on a special response grid and subsequently ranked according 
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to a participant’s strength of feeling about the particular statement, with an opportunity for further 

explication in a post-sort interview.  The data generated are then analysed using principal 

component analysis (PCA) to ascertain the groupings of participants with similar views on the 

card content, thus enabling inferences to be made about the importance of high street and shopping 

centre qualities and their contributions to the urban retail landscape. 

Recruitment of participants 
The recruitment of participants (or P-set), involved purposive sampling to achieve as much 

diversity of opinion on high streets and shopping centres as possible rather than statistical 

representativeness, which falls more within the scope of r-methodology (Brown, 1993; Honey et 

al., 2013).  Twenty-five participants were selected from five specialised areas: creatives, 

regulators, retailers, developers and consumers (refer to Chapter Five for further details).   

Data sources 
The Q-set was derived from a concourse of 134 items focussed on high streets and shopping 

centres.  These were sourced from scholarly literature, popular media and social media platforms.  

Using a form of ‘qualitative content analysis’ (Bazeley, 2003, p. 405), concourse items were 

subjected to a structured sampling process and allocated into three broad groupings related to place, 

experience, and attachment categories respectively.  The concourse was subsequently reduced to 

a total of forty textual and image items, allocated between high streets and shopping centre 

platforms on a roughly equal basis.  When transferred to individual cards, these statements became 

the raw materials for the study upon which the participants could operate with the assistance of a 

response grid (Brown, 1993). 

Q-sorting process 
The Q-sort activity was conducted in individual meetings with participants.  After an initial 

briefing, all participants were given the same conditions of instruction and familiarised with the 

card items and the response grid, which resembled a flattened normal distribution with a thirteen-

interval ranking scale from +6 (most preferred) to -6 (most unpreferred), as in Figure 2.2.   
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Figure 2.2: Response grid template 
Source: Author 

 

Participants were instructed to sort and place the cards on the response grid according to their 

preference until all the forty spaces were occupied by a statement card or an image card.  

Participants could re-arrange their individual sort as many times as they liked until they chose to 

‘freeze the process’.  The completed Q-sort was purely self-referential, which precluded the 

researcher from ascribing meanings to the participants’ sort (Gallagher & Porock, 2010).   

Upon completion of the Q-sort, which took about 30-40 minutes, a photograph was taken of the 

filled-in response grid to enable coding of the participant’s item rankings according to a pre-

determined numbering system for the items.  At this stage, participants were given an opportunity 

to explain their reasons for ranking an item at a given level in a post-sorting interview, with the 

response grid as the probing mechanism for the interview.  Starting with the grid tails of the 

distribution, which represent the strongest viewpoints, and moving inwards to the middle region 

of ‘relative indifference’, the participants’ comments were recorded in the researcher’s field 

notebook with an audio backup. 

Principal component analysis 
In the analytic phase, the participants’ Q-sorts were transformed into numerical data using PQ 

Method, a dedicated freeware package for Q studies (Schmolck, 2014).  These data were then 

subjected to a reduction process, using principal components analysis (PCA), with varimax 

rotation, as recommended by Brown (1980).  The best representation of the data was found to be 

a three-component solution, accounting for a highly acceptable 55 per cent of the data variance 

(Watts & Stenner, 2012), and the divergence of viewpoints expressed by the participants.  The 

results were then subjected to further statistical analysis - the first reflecting the degree to which 

participants were associated with each component, sometimes known as exemplifying Q-sorts; 
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and the second, the relative strength of opinion about each Q-set item, using z-scores as an 

interpretative mechanism.  These are explained in detail in Chapter Five. 

Component interpretation 
Component interpretation involves preparing summarizing accounts for each component, 

informed by the participant component associations and the patterns of z-scores.  In addition, the 

qualitative comments made by participants loading highly on a component provide substantial 

insights into their subjective viewpoints about high streets and shopping centres.  The Q-

methodology research literature is in general agreement that the interpretative phase has a 

congruency with hermeneutic phenomenology (McKeown, 1998; Shinebourne & Adams, 2007).  

In a hermeneutic sense, the card content, comprising written statements or images, are ‘read’ by 

the participants.  This means participants apply their own unique interpretation of the cards’ 

messages according to their personal experience and unique world view.  In this study, the ‘voices’ 

of participants who loaded highly on a component, became the basis of component interpretation, 

thereby negating the possibility of researcher bias in favour of the participants’ underlying 

rationale for the sorting arrangement.   

2.3.4 Chapter six: activity centre planning and digital disruption 

Chapter Six is based on a conceptual academic paper that bookends the thesis research 

methodology by integrating urban geographic principles with an applied urban planning and 

policy perspective – essentially a pragmatic position, the chapter examines the impact of 21st-

century technological disruption on the contemporary urban retail landscape – themes introduced 

in the previous chapters.  The millennium ushered in some fundamental changes in the nature of 

retail demand, brought about by a new generation of consumers embracing 21st-century digital 

technologies.  Chapter Six postulates that this paradigm shift will have downstream impacts in 

two areas: (i) metropolitan spatial planning, in view of retail’s dominant role in activity centres; 

and (ii) the composition and spatial configuration of activity centres themselves.  The research 

paper examines these impacts in some detail and develops a conceptual model to help explain the 

relationship between retail supply, retail consumption and current activity centre planning 

frameworks.   

Data sources 
Secondary data from government and proprietary sources were the mainstay of the investigative 

phase of the study.  To place Australia’s retail sector in context, an investigation of the size and 

composition of the retail sector was undertaken.  This involved interrogation of three main sources 
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of data: (i) Australian Government research agencies, (ii) property industry group (iii) research 

divisions of financial institutions.   

In 2010, the Productivity Commission initiated a major inquiry into Australia’s retail sector, 

specifically dealing with the structure and performance of the retail industry (Productivity 

Commission, 2011a), and the constraints to national retail productivity inflicted by planning, 

zoning and development assessment regimes (Productivity Commission, 2011b).  Reports of the 

inquiry provided the latest broad-brush metrics on shopfront retail including its economic 

contribution ($215 billion), workforce (1.2 million), and physical size (45 million square metres).  

This sufficed for a national perspective however, in order to obtain a finer-grained appreciation of 

the geography, physical size, centre type and tenancy composition of centre-based retailing, a 

proprietary database compiled by the PCA was consulted (Property Council of Australia, 2011).  

The data, in spreadsheet form, were limited to self-contained shopping centres with singular 

ownership.  Stand-alone supermarkets, individual high street shops and corner stores were omitted 

from the database.  Nevertheless, with a national coverage of over 1500 shopping centres (22 

million square metres), this large dataset, together with the Productivity Commission metrics, 

provided a valuable numerical context for a discourse on the spatial structure of retailing and 

activity centres in Australia, including state government spatial plans seeking  to facilitate order 

and efficiency in centre networks (Productivity Commission, 2011a).  

The other data sources provided metrics on the growing adoption by consumers of digital 

modalities in Australia for the purposes of shopping.  ACMA, for example reported on changing 

service delivery models and the transformation of customer service afforded by the internet and 

increased use of mobile, or m-commerce platforms (ACMA, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c).  National 

Australia Bank produces on a monthly basis the NAB Online Retail Sales Index (NORSI), which 

tracks online sales.  These data were used to ascertain trends in online sales in comparison to sales 

in bricks and mortar stores (National Australia Bank, 2018).  The report by Deutsche Bank’s real 

estate division, RREEF, introduced a global perspective on the transformations e-commerce is 

forcing upon physical retail space (Nelson & Leon, 2012). 

Data analysis 
All state governments in Australia have formulated strategic spatial plans to guide development 

of cities and regions, including retail activity.  Highly developed, ‘visionary’ spatial plans that 

exist for Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth were subjected to detailed textual analysis to 

reveal the nature of their underlying spatial strategies for retail activity.  What this process 
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uncovered was an almost formulaic approach to the production of plans since the 1950s.  There 

appeared to be no nuanced offerings despite the unique historical, spatial and biophysical 

characteristics of each capital city – a finding that resonates with the view that ‘metropolitan 

spatial plans present an over-neat vision of the future’ (Forster, 2006, p. 173).   

Perhaps the most striking omission emerging from the examination of the texts was the apparent 

disregard, or perhaps inadvertent ignorance, of the bottom-up impact of technological disruption 

on retail activity that these top-down plans fail to recognise, and which Chapter Six seeks to 

address.  In this regard, the readings found that the nexus between planning frameworks and the 

supply and demand characteristics of the market are a legacy of the work of early twentieth-

century spatial economists like Hotelling (1929), and Christaller (1933).  The analysis of the data 

sources indicates that simple market threshold concepts such as those espoused by Christaller, and 

the precedents established by planners over one half century ago are an anachronism when 

planning for modern non-place forms of retail activity.   

2.4 Conclusion 
This chapter described an overview of the research design, data sources and methods of analysis 

used in this thesis.  A multi-method or mixed methods form of inquiry was adopted as the overall 

methodological foundation of the research, comprising four discrete, yet interrelated research 

papers documented in the next four chapters.  The main subject area of this thesis - retail 

morphologies, e.g. retail high streets and shopping centres, are arguably one of the most 

conspicuous expressions of economic activity in the western urban landscape.  The fact that retail 

development is part and parcel of our daily lives called for a research design that reflected a 

pragmatic view of the world and a common-sense level of practicality that could account for retail 

activity’s complexity and myriad contexts.  Given this, a sequential mixed methods technique, in 

which one method logically follows another in answering the research questions, was considered 

to be a highly appropriate framework for the four research papers.   

The thesis research output comprises two theoretical/conceptual and exploratory papers (Chapters 

Three and Six), and two empirical and observation papers (Chapters Four and Five).  This 

necessitated a research design geared toward qualitative methods for conceptual lines of inquiry 

and quantitative methods for empirical lines of inquiry, as the following chapters demonstrate in 

substantial detail. 
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3 CHAPTER THREE: EVOLUTION OF RETAIL MORPHOLOGIES 

This chapter has been written in a form suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed academic 

journal.  The paper, - ‘Exploring the DNA of retail morphologies: an historical and typological 

exploration’ is a sole-authored contribution.  The paper constitutes Chapter Three in its entirety 

and has been presented at the 2018 American Association of Geographers (AAG), annual as 

Drechsler, P., & Maginn, P. (2018). Temple Economies, Cathedrals of Consumption & Retail 

Heaven: a morphological (r)evolution (refer Appendix A).   

Prologue 
Retailing is possibly one of the most prominent and ubiquitous activities in the typical modern 

space economy.  Though commonly recognized as a physical representation of modernity, it is 

indeed an ancient business that can be traced back at least four millennia to the great 

Mesopotamian cities of the Near East.  This chapter is a foundation discourse providing insights 

into the morphological roots of retailing.  The main purpose of this research is to enhance 

understanding of the present retail landscape and likely future evolutionary scenarios.  This 

accords with the proposition that most contemporary issues and themes are embraced by historical 

milieux (Lundy, 2012).  This is especially true of retail activity, which exhibits an overall 

synchronicity with the development of urban society, including the sacred.  In this context, the 

chapter demonstrates a nexus between physical retail forms and places of worship, especially 

during the period of early western civilization.  Pursuing the religious metaphor further, some 

scholars assert that consumerism itself is a religion; its place of worship being the shopping 

galleries of the late pre-modern era and the arcades, department stores and shopping centres of the 

modern era, (Fiske, 2011; Ritzer, 2005).   

Despite the legacy, presence and significance of retail activity, there appears to be a general 

paucity of scholarly analysis on retailing within the broader urban planning and design literature.  

This chapter addresses these gaps by adopting an historical lens to trace the major periods of 

morphological innovation and transformation in the retail landscape.  In adopting an ‘evolutionary 

biological approach’ as a conceptual framework and metaphor (Bafna, 2012; Lewontin, 2011), the 

paper seeks to highlight the ‘morphological DNA’ of the major retail landscapes found in western 

societies such as Europe, America and Australia.  The geographical focus is deliberate in that it 

allows for a detailed exploration of a major strand in retail morphological evolution.   
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ABSTRACT: The twenty-first century shopping experience has been revolutionised by consumers' 

use of disruptive technologies and online modalities, creating new paradigms for the typical retail 

outlet in western space economies.  This paper demonstrates that revolutionary change is not 

unique in the retail world.  It does this by exploring the evolution of retail platforms employing 

typo-morphological assessment to determine the underlying characteristics of retail platforms 

over six millennia.  Using biological evolution metaphors, this approach yields three main 

ancestral lineages arising from an archetype, which have in-built 'genetic codes' that help to 

explain the characteristics of present-day shopping centres, retail high streets and multi-

functional town/activity centres.  The analysis yields six main retail typologies, authenticated by 

reference to well-known shopping environments, which have anchors and armatures as principal 

organising elements.   

The paper also notes that retail development is as much a social and cultural phenomenon as one 

of physical determinism.  The influence of religion is one area explored, whilst flânerie constitutes 

the other phenomenon discussed.  Finally, the paper concludes with some learnings from the past 

and ponderings about the future given the new retail digital paradigm and suggests some areas 

for further research. 

Key words: retail typologies, shopping centres, retail history, flâneur, disruptive technologies 

3.1 Introduction 
Recent research has identified retail activity as a major constituent and broad indicator of the 

health and vibrancy of modern space economies (Productivity Commission, 2011a; Wrigley & 

Lowe, 2010).  Whilst ubiquitous retail activity is commonly perceived as being a condition of 

modernity, classical scholars have noted the substantial presence of shops in antiquity, which 

suggests that retailing and shops have always been a defining feature of cities (Dixon, 1995; 

Holleran, 2012; Purcell, 2012; Silver, 1983; Thompson, 1971).  Interestingly, the scholarly 

literature has offered limited treatment of the morphological evolution of retail space, instead 

preferring discourses focussing on retail history (Davis, 2007; Deutsch, 2010), and in the modern 

period – investigations in the business, consumption and marketing arenas (Evans, 2011; Jackson, 

1996; Powers et al., 1987; Shaw et al., 1998; Stobart, 2010), and retail geography (Crewe, 2000; 

Goss, 2004; Lowe & Wrigley, 1996; Wrigley & Lowe, 1996).   

Scholarly contributions targeting the physical aspects of retail space also appear to emphasize the 

modern period, including highly-regarded treatises by Goss (1993), Miller et al. (2005), and 

(Kärrholm, 2012), and research on specific retail platforms such as arcades (Benjamin, 1999; Geist, 
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1983), department stores (Lancaster, 1995; Miller, 1981; Whitaker, 2011), shopping centres 

(Clausen, 1984; Gruen & Smith, 1960), and streets (Jacobs, 1993; Mehta, 2013; Vaughan, 2015).   

Notably, there appears to be a meagre offering by the academy that stitches together the evolution 

of physical retail space in a holistic sense.  Put simply, the foundations and evolution of retail 

platforms, which are currently experiencing a metamorphosis as the digital retail revolution takes 

hold, (Drechsler, 2014), have been overlooked.  The changes being wrought are not just limited to 

the ubiquitous suburban shopping centre, but also embrace the totality of the typical western retail 

landscape, comprising street-based retail, shopping centres and town/activity centres. 

The evolution of retailing has resulted in the creation of the contemporary western retail landscape, 

evidenced today by several key platforms: suburban shopping centres or malls; traditional town 

centres; shopping arcades; market squares; and the street.  The historical lens underpinning this 

paper lends itself to pursuing three inter-related research questions:  

RQ 1 What significant retail morphologies have endured through time to find expression in 

the present? 

RQ 1 Is there a clear lineage(s) or pedigree of retail morphologies that can be traced to an 

archetypical situation? 

RQ 2 What civilisation or societal conditions existed at periods of major evolution of retail 

platforms?  

The paper starts with an exploration of the evolution and development various forms of retail space 

and their underlying typologies.  The paper then reveals the morphological lineages of present-

day retail platforms and the socio-political context in which their antecedents evolved and 

developed.  The paper concludes with some ponderings about physical retail in a digital future. 

3.2 Evolution of retail morphologies 

3.2.1 Methodological themes   

This study is mainly informed by scholarly research from the history, geography and archaeology 

disciplines, supplemented by scholarly contributions from the architectural and planning 

disciplines.  In this latter sense, the approach adopted employs typological, spatio-cognitive and 

architectural phenomenological methods to help explain the evolution of physical properties and 

spatial structures (morphologies) of retail environments over extended periods of time.  Historical 

and archaeological research suggests the provenance of the modern physical retail format spans 
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about six millennia - incorporating the ancient, classical, pre-modern, early modern and late 

modern periods of history.  Each of these periods exhibited their own special retail character, but 

with a common thread; in effect, a retail typology9, which this paper explores in some detail.  

Typo-morphology is but one school of thought pursued by the architectural academy.  Two other 

doctrines, broadly defined as spatial cognition and architectural phenomenology, also have much 

to offer in this morphological exploration of retail activity, as discussed below. 

The advent of typo-morphological research rests with Saverio Muratori (Muratori, 1960) and the 

Italian school of urban morphologists in the 1950s (Cataldi et al., 2002; Güney, 2007).  Muratori's 

thesis was that urban typologies and cultural traditions are intertwined and traceable back through 

time and into different geographical milieu (Bandini, 1984; Marzot, 2002; Muratori, 1960).  This 

approach mirrors Aristotle’s 'laws of continuity within a transformational process' (Marzot, 2002, 

p. 62), and in so doing Muratori attempted to discover the morphological archetype from which 

building forms evolved.   

The spatial cognition work of Kevin Lynch characterises the second approach, especially his 

seminal Image of the City (Lynch, 1960).  Lynch was concerned with the legibility of the city, and 

determined that its main perceptual constructs - paths, edges, nodes, landmarks and districts, 

constituted the public image of the city.  Concern for urban legibility was not limited to Lynch's 

remit, which concentrated on New World cities.  In this context, MacDonald (1986), in a major 

treatise, determined that during the Roman Empire, the fabric of towns was characterised by a 

main organising element that MacDonald termed the ‘armature’, which was synonymous with 

Lynch’s concept of a path construct.  According to Macdonald, armatures are 'central arenas of 

public activity' exhibiting 'directional and spatial unity', characterised by a consistent 'architectural 

repertory' (p. 8).  (Shane, 2005), took this one step further by explaining that armatures are a linear 

sequencing device and spaces of connection and flow, like a typical urban street.  In this paper, 

the armature concept is considered to be a major organising element in the development of retail 

typologies associated with not only retail streets, but also shopping arcades and shopping centres 

as discussed later in this paper.   

The third approach is represented by the work of the celebrated architectural theorist, Christian 

Norberg-Schulz, who applied a phenomenological approach to the study of space and place 

(Norberg-Schulz, 1980).  Invoking Gestalt theories of perception (Otero-Pailos, 2007), Norberg-

Schulz envisaged space as an existential entity structured into schemata and centres, directions, 

                                                 
9 In an architectural and planning context, typology is simply the classification of common characteristics in the built environment. 
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paths and domains in the manner of Lynch, (Haddad, 2010).  In contrast to Lynch however, 

Norberg-Schulz engaged a philosophical and mythological turn by introducing the concept of 

genius loci (or spirit of place) and a triad of landscape archetypes.  One of these, the cosmic 

landscape and its concrete manifestation – cosmic architecture, viewed the temple as the epitome 

of an archetypical urban form.  Again, in this paper, Norberg-Schulz’ schemata and the 

intersection of the sacred and mundanity of retail activity, form an important dimension in the 

development of retail typologies. 

All of the approaches outlined above have application in this examination of retail morphologies.  

For example, the typo-morphological approach of Muratori and his followers introduce the 

concept of physical lineages and historicity as a framework for the discovery of the evolutionary 

sequencing of retail platforms and the elusive retail archetype(s), while the spatial cognitive 

theorists offer a sound basis for a nomenclature of retail typologies.  Finally, Norberg-Schulz's 

revelations about the temple as a mythological archetype have currency in the search for a retail 

progenitor. 

3.2.2 Revealing retail morphological lineages 

Review of the research literature has identified some significant accomplishments in the evolution 

of physical retail platforms across the millennia.  Attention now turns to contextualising these 

achievements within the broader development of civilisation and society in order to trace and 

understand the morphological DNA of the western retail landscape (Bafna, 2012; Bianca, 2015; 

Lewontin, 2011).  This approach references the foundation Aristotelian principle of continuity, 

which Muratori (1960) employed, and is represented by the morphological schema presented in 

Figure 3.1.  The schema, analogous to a family tree with three main branches arising from a 

common ancestor (archetype), provides the conceptual framework for this paper.  The schema 

allocates retail formats into three domains: (i) derivation, (ii) constancy and (iii) recombination.  

The use of evolutionary biology metaphors is intentional and should assist in determining whether 

there is a form of 'genetic code' embedded in the planning and design of retail space (Bafna, 2012; 

Lewontin, 2011).  This concept also aligns with Kivell and Shaw’s (2013), ecological analogy in 

which ‘concepts such as competition, commensalism, adaptation and parasitism may be invoked 

to describe relations between retail units’ (p. 118), a point for later discussion. 
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Figure 3.1: Ancestral lineages of retail morphologies 
Source: Author 
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Domain of Derivation 
The domain of derivation has the most evolutionary pressure.  By way of analogy, environmental 

perturbations often dramatically affect habitats, thereby promoting change and adaptation amongst 

their inhabitants.  Likewise, this domain has experienced significant development and change, 

spurred on by the industrial revolution in the mid eighteenth century.  Successful retailers were 

those that best adapted to changes in the environment in order to maintain their competitive 

advantage.  Accordingly, the domain of derivation is a dynamic, innovative, constantly evolving 

built environment characterised by privately developed, restricted ownership, purpose-built retail 

centres.   

Domain of Constancy 
In contrast, the domain of constancy has not experienced the high levels of evolutionary pressure 

observed in the private development realm.  This domain's habitat is the trading street lined with 

shops, which has existed in a consistent form since ancient times.  The elapse of some 1,500 years; 

an industrial revolution, population growth and a burgeoning middle class prompted trading streets 

to adapt to the new social, economic and technological conditions of the nineteenth century.  It 

was during the second half of the nineteenth century that major innovations in the street retail 

environment, such as the department store, and light rail transit, served to make some streets 

powerful retail destinations, even to this day.   

Domain of Recombination 
The domain of recombination is the realm of multi-functional, mixed-use town centres often, (but 

not exclusively) anchored by major retail development.  Commonly called ‘activity centres’ in 

Australia, they combine elements of the derivative and constancy lineages to form a ‘new’ spatial 

planning entity.  Their main purpose is to generate employment, typically from commerce and 

knowledge-based activities, and to exploit existing services and transport infrastructure in urban 

centres.  In Australia, various state planning agencies have championed this form of development 

as a means of increasing urban densities, reducing suburban sprawl and enhancing the general 

sustainability of metropolitan Australia (Drechsler, 2014).   

3.3 The evolution and development of retail space   
The basic spatial unit of physical retailing is a simple fixed shop.  This form of retail seldom exists 

in isolation.  Rather, shops are more commonly found in clusters along streets and in urban centres 

on account of the attractions of spatial agglomeration and the complementarity of other activities 

(Hotelling, 1929).  Figure 3.1 provided a snapshot of the kind of morphologies that existed within 
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the retail milieux during a time span of some 4000 years.  This section provides a brief description 

of some of key physical retail types starting with ancient retail formats and ending in the early 

twenty-first century when retail has both a spatial and non-spatial presence. 

3.3.1 Ancient retail formats 

Archaeological research reveals that a rudimentary exchange culture developed concurrently with 

the urban revolution and the development of large urban settlements in the ancient Near East about 

four millennia ago (Childe, 1950), when primitive retail activity became evident in Mesopotamia's 

great cities – Ur, Uruk and Babylon (Nemet-Nejat, 1998; Silver, 1983).  This period saw the 

genesis of the relationship between religion and retail activity, for temples were the focus of the 

concentration and redistribution of goods, as well as labour organization – basically a form of 

‘theocratic socialism’ according to Whitehouse (1977, p. 53).  To gauge the nature and extent of 

retail activity in Ur, the ground-breaking work of Woolley (1931), yielded evidence of a primitive 

retail landscape with incipient retail clustering embedded in the city’s residential fabric10, as 

shown in Figure 3.2, which is a small portion of the city’s urban fabric that was separated from 

Ur’s agrarian hinterland by a fortified wall.  In common with other Mesopotamian cities, this 

fortification contained openings (gates), from which streets provided access to the chaotic fabric 

of the city, with shops and markets occurring in clusters along the narrow streets and near gates, 

(Whitehouse, 1977),  as shown in the typological diagram, Figure 3.3.   

In common with other Mesopotamian cities, the dominant visual (and cultural) element in Ur was 

the temple complex; a form of sacred anchor incorporating a pyramidal structure symbolising a 

mountain in an otherwise flat terrain.  Also present were manufacturing workshops and leisure 

activities (taverns and eating establishments) as well as a school, suggesting that knowledge-based 

activities were also a key component of early urban life, as in a modern activity centre.  While 

Figure 3.3, reflects the typological configuration of ancient Mesopotamian cities, such as Ur, the 

urban morphologies of Athens and Rome, some two thousand years later, assume many of the 

typological characteristics of their predecessors in the Near East. 

 

 

 

                                                 
10 Interestingly, there appears to be little in the way of zoning or intentional separation of land uses in Ur, other than that prompted 
by principles of agglomeration. 
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Figure 3.2: Plan of residential enclave in Ur ca.1900 BCE 
Source: adapted by author from Woolley 1931 (Pl XLVII) 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Archetypal activity centre typology 
Source: Author 
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3.3.2 Prototypical activity centres and shopping centres 

To place it in its chronological context, the Greek and Roman classical period (800 BCE–500 CE) 

occurred approximately midway between the urban revolution in the ancient Near East and the 

present.  From a retail perspective, Athens and Rome, plus their satellites, developed sophisticated 

retail sectors focusing on their principal gathering places - the agora and forum, and their 

connecting streets (Kostof, 1991; Mehta, 2013).  While the agora and fora were to provide the 

foundations for the development of physical retail platforms in the future, they also demonstrate 

the spatial interplay between sacred and retail spaces, as temples were a source of potential retail 

customers in the classical period.  

The Athenian agora was a multi-functional space and the political, religious and commercial hub 

of the Greek polis.  In a present-day context, the agora would be proclaimed an activity centre 

because of its land use diversity (see Figure 3.4).  The map clearly identifies the agora’s ancient 

processional route, the Panathenaic Way, leading from the main city gate (Dipylon) to its sacred 

anchor - the Akropolis (Robertson, 1998).  Embedded in this structure is a simple typology (Figure 

3.5) comprising an armature and sacred anchor - an organizational principle discussed in 

abundance in the research literature (Kostof, 1991; Norberg-Schulz, 1980; Shane, 2005).  At a 

more prosaic level some classical scholars assert that the Athenian agora was in fact an ancient 

shopping centre (Thompson, 1971).  The source of these claims mainly refers to stoas flanking the 

agora square on three sides, and particularly the colonnaded Stoa of Attalos (second century BCE) 

and the later Roman Market.  The stoa, a common occurrence in the Greek world, incorporated 

shops behind a colonnade, which energised the adjacent public thoroughfare such that the space 

resembled a linear street market .  The typical stoa was a fit–for–purpose building that not only 

became a model for Roman equivalents that were to follow, but the whole agora served as a 

template for the Roman fora, and ultimately, the great piazzas and squares of medieval Europe 

(Dixon, 1995).   
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Figure 3.4: Plans of Athenian agora ca.2nd century CE 
Source: adapted by Author from Agora Excavations Drawing PD 1195 and Image 2008.18.0013,  
reprinted and adapted with permission from the American School of Classical Studies at Athens 
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Figure 3.5: Open sacral armature typology 
Source: Author 

There is general agreement that Rome originated from a market centre adjacent to the Tiber River 

around 500 BCE, which evolved to become the Forum Romanum, (see Figure 3.6).  The forum 

was a multi-functional space like the agora, but in a more organised and developed form - 

evidenced by numerous temples and shrines, plus basilicas containing administrative, commercial 

and retail activities.  There was also a well-defined road network, including the Roman equivalent 

of the Panathenaic Way - the via sacra leading to the citadel and temples on the Capitoline Hill 

(Platner, 1911), which also accords with the typology represented by Figure 3.5.  

In the Late Republic, Rome was a city of one million inhabitants occupying an area of only 700 

hectares (Favro, 1996).  The overall lack of space for food production meant that Romans were 

essentially 'captives of their urban environment and had to rely on a strong retail sector to sustain 

the city' (Holleran, 2012, p. 2), which was concentrated in the forum and environs, and along the 

roads leading into it – the Argiletum being a prime example (Anderson, 1982).  The dominant 

retail format in Rome was the simple shop known as a taberna, which Holleran (2012, p. 10) notes 

‘would have been one of the most visible activities in the ancient city’.  Tabernae generally fronted 

the street as a single room with a full-width opening about four or five metres wide - a 

configuration that would be maintained for the centuries to follow (Holleran, 2012; Sear, 1998).   
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Figure 3.6: Forum Romanum ca.150 BCE 
Source: plan adapted by author from Lugli (1946).  Image by Orlando Scarpelli (illustrator) 

 

Although the mainly street-based taberna was omnipresent in the Roman empire, there was one 

exception, physical remnants of which survive to this day.  The Mercati di Traiano, or Markets of 

Trajan (see Figure 3.7), is hailed by some scholars as the world's first shopping centre (MacDonald, 

1986).  Completed in 110 CE, the market building was a unique multi-storey complex comprising 

tabernae, administrative offices and apartments organised around a covered street system, the via 

Biberatica.  Not only did this afford greater permeability, it also created additional opportunities 
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for commercial exposure by tabernae – a technique that will not gain prominence for another two 

thousand years with the emergence of enclosed shopping centres.   

Apart from the Markets of Trajan, the whole Roman empire’s retail landscape was dominated by 

tabernae lining streets, or clustered within fora and around piazze, as in the Forum Romanum.  

Regrettably, following the collapse of the western Roman Empire ca.500 CE, Europe entered the 

Dark Ages for about 800 years, which literally and metaphorically, was a dark age for retail as 

well.  Fixed shop retailing still followed the Roman template until the sixteenth century when 

Europe embarked on a new era of mercantilism that galvanised trade and led to the discovery of 

the New World (Stabel, 2006), and the inevitable transfer of European retail merchandising 

concepts to the New World. 

 

Figure 3.7: Markets of Trajan ca.110 CE 
Source: plan adapted by author from Derivative of Creative Commons Plan of  

The Markets of Trajan used under (CC-by-NC-SA) courtesy of The Khan Academy.  Image by author. 
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3.3.3 Transitional forms of retailing 

In the Middle Ages, street-based retailing was the main avenue of trading, although other formats 

including market halls, selds (clusters of shops off-street) and wardrobes (large private, mercantile 

houses set back from street) were also common in English towns (Keene, 2006).  More importantly, 

in the 16th century, a new retail format appeared in Europe.  This was a combined commodity and 

market exchange, or bourse, common in Antwerp, Paris, Prague and Amsterdam.  For the first 

time since the classical period, large purpose-built retail structures sponsored by individuals, 

institutions, political movements and charities, and in some cases, the church were developed.  

Housing up to 100 individual shops, these shopping galleries, as they were called, emphasised 

luxury, fashion and novelty goods, which was attractive to the upper levels of society (Walsh, 

2003).  The most striking examples were the Royal Exchange and New Exchange in London, plus 

provincial market halls and bazaars, which some scholars (Baer, 2007; Davis, 2007), suggest were 

progenitors of the department stores to follow in the nineteenth century.  The exchanges were the 

first example of a planned multi-purpose shopping facility, comparable to the Greek stoas and the 

Markets of Trajan.  The concept of dedicated retail facilities will be advanced even further in the 

following centuries with the development of covered shopping arcades in Europe – made possible 

by advancements in steel fabrication during the Industrial Revolution. 

3.3.4 The enclosed shopping arcade.   

The enclosed shopping arcade first came to prominence in Paris ca.1800 with the development of 

the Passage des Panoramas, illustrated on Figures 3.8 and 3.9.  The provenance of the enclosed 

shopping arcade rests with the stoas and basilicas of Greece and Rome.  In its simplest form, the 

typology of the arcade is a sheltered mid-block pedestrian route; a form of enclosed linear street  

flanked by retail tenancies (Mehta, 2013), that connects with streets (metaphorical anchors) at 

either end via metaphorical gates (see Figure 3.10).  In his canonical work, Geist (1983) explains 

that the arcade was a response to the cultural and industrial transformation at the time, while also 

satisfying the need for a weather-protected environment free from the traffic chaos of the streets.  

Inserted into this world was the flâneur, a male figure, celebrated in the writings of the nineteenth 

century observer of Parisian life - Baudelaire (2010), and his disciple Walter Benjamin (1999).  

The flâneur, is a recurring motif in urban literature, who in his search for meaning, is more at home 

among the streets and arcades, than his private dwelling (Tester, 1994).  In other words, the flâneur 

positions the arcade as a place to be consumed as much as a place of consumption: a status soon 

to be assumed by the department store at the fin de siècle. 
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Figure 3.8: Passage des Panoramas 2014 
Source: Author 

 

Figure 3.9: Plan of Passage des Panoramas 
Source: plan adapted by author from Association of the Village Panoramas  

official website www.passagedespanoramas.fr 

http://www.passagedespanoramas.fr/
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Figure 3.10: Closed retail armature typology 
Source: Author 

 

3.3.5 The Department Store.   

Together with the enclosed shopping arcade, the plethora of scholarly literature on the department 

store (sometimes known as an emporium) is testament to its importance as one of the most 

important retail morphologies to develop in the nineteenth century (Lancaster, 1995).  Appearing 

first in mid-nineteenth century Paris as Le Bon Marché (see Figure 3.11), there is conjecture 

amongst scholars about whether the department store was the progeny of its large self-contained 

predecessors – the galleries, market halls and bazaars, or rather the consequence of expanding 

smaller dry goods businesses, as some hagiographical accounts of department store founders 

would suggest (Burckhardt, 2012; Miller, 1981).  Certainly, from a typo-morphological and 

functional perspective, the weight of evidence suggests a lineal connection with the department 

stores' large format predecessors.  Venturing even further back in time, there is also a possible 

ancestral lineage to the trading ports/places of the Mediterranean basin known as emporia, 

suggesting more than a simple etymological connection as Demetriou (2012), points out in her 

comprehensive treatise on the subject. 
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Figure 3.11: Le Bon Marché, Paris 1900 (L) 2014 (R) 
Source: 1900 image Le Musée des Automates.  2014 image by Author. 

Returning to the nineteenth century, the scholarly literature abounds with discussions about the 

history of the department store; its role as a merchandising machine and its social and economic 

impact (Lancaster, 1995).  In his polemic novel - Au Bonheur des Dames - Emile Zola (1885) 

compared the seductive qualities of the Parisian department store with a church deserted by a 

wavering faith, which succumbed to 'a new religion of the body with the divine future of beauty' 

(p. 215).  This form of retailing was arguably enhanced by, and symbolically complemented the 

grandeur of Haussmann's massive urban renewal of Paris, which included the Croisée de Paris and 

the development of a series of grand boulevards (Benjamin, 1969).  The development of wide 

boulevards and rail transportation facilitated easy access for customers of the growing network of 

department stores, which were located at major intersections and near rail stations.  This urban 

spatial configuration was to become commonplace in Europe, America and Australia until the 

1920s when department stores also began to appear as anchor tenants in the first suburban 

shopping centres, such as Country Club Plaza, Kansas City, USA (Worley, 1990).   

3.3.6 Street-based Retailing.   

Archaeological evidence attests to the street domain being a constant setting for retail activity 

throughout the ages.  Not only were streets a preferred location for shops, they also represented a 

contested space.  The street was not merely an end destination for retail consumption, it was also: 

(i) a movement corridor for pedestrians and vehicles, (ii) the local neighbourhood for those that 

lived above shops; and (iii) a colonized space that was associated with particular groups.  In other 

words, the street was inscribed with complex and dynamic layers of multiple meanings, values 

that reflected the urban and human condition (Newsome, 2011; Betts, 2011).  Mehta (2013, p. 14), 

in his analysis of the ‘labyrinthine maze of the medieval city’ describes it as a space of ‘ambiguity’, 

‘liveliness’ and ‘surprise’.  This resonates with Laitinen and Cohen (2009) who declared that early 
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modern streets ‘were shaded, nuanced places’ with gender-specific activities (Cohen, 2009) and 

places of gossip for both men and women (Cowan, 2009).  Streets then are multi-dimensional 

places in both a morphological and a sensory context.  They are also representational and temporal 

- connecting the past with the present in both a figurative and literal sense.  In this context, 

Soderstrom (2008) explains that Rue Mouffetard, in the 5th arrondissement of Paris, has a retail 

provenance dating back to Roman times, when it connected the Roman left bank with southern 

Italy, and to this day, remains a lively pedestrian thoroughfare with shops, restaurants and street 

markets.   

In a physical context, stand-alone retail formats, beginning with galleria, and then department 

stores from the mid-nineteenth century, augmented the street-based retail milieu, in which fixed 

shops were the dominant retail platforms.  Eventually, some streets became globally renowned for 

their retail activity, such as Boulevard St Michel in Paris and Regent Street in London (Jacobs, 

1993).  In the New World, the 'Ladies Mile' stretch of Broadway in Manhattan and ‘The Block’ in 

Melbourne, Australia (see Figures 3.12 and 3.13), became renowned locations for early 

department stores and specialty retailing in general, (Boyer, 1985; Brown-May, 1998).   
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Figure 3.12: Street-based retailing 
Source: Getty Images, State library of Victoria 

 

Siegel Cooper Department Store – ‘Ladies Mile’ NYC ca.1890s 

‘The Block’ – Melbourne 1908 
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Figure 3.13: Street-based retail New York City (L) and Melbourne (R) in the late 19th century 
Source: Author; Bromley, G. W., & Bromley, W. S. (Cartographer). (1897); Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works (Cartographer). 
(1895). 

 

Figure 3.14: Open anchored armature typology 
Source: Author 
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There are many similarities in both locations including the streets’ role as commercial, sacred, and 

profane spaces.  For example, both Brown-May (1998) and Scobey (1992) note that these areas in 

Manhattan and Melbourne respectively had similar reputations as enviable shopping and 

promenading environments.  In addition, Melbourne was an early-adopter of enclosed shopping 

arcades, with the Royal Arcade and Block Arcade paralleling the introduction of this format in 

Europe in the second half of the nineteenth century (Kingston, 1994).  Other correlations between 

Manhattan and Melbourne occurred in the realm of ‘carnal consumption’.  In New York, 

Anonymous (1870), surreptitiously promoted ‘houses of ill-repute’ and ‘dens of iniquity’ as places 

‘to avoid’ in A Gentleman's Directory of New York City, whereas Brown-May (1998, pp. 58-59) 

contends that the presence of the 'ladies of the demimonde' compromised the shopping and 

promenading experience of ‘The Block’ in Melbourne.  Paradoxically, as a counterpoint to the 

role of the street as a place of carnal consumption, there is the sacred layer evident in both cities.  

For instance, Manhattan had a large representation of churches – less so in Melbourne, which 

contrastingly, had many hotels to satisfy hedonistic needs.  These examples reveal the street to be 

a multi-layered space with diverse meanings, as suggested by Hubbard (2017) and Mehta (2013).  

Traditionally lined with simple shops and cultural activities since antiquity, streets eventually 

increased their attractiveness as a retail destination and social space when large format retail 

spaces and trams were introduced to the thoroughfares during the late nineteenth century (see 

typology diagram, Figure 3.14).  Later, the street environment became even more contested with 

the emergence of affordable mass-produced motor vehicles after the First World War, which 

ushered in the era of planned centre-based retailing. 

3.3.7 Centre-based retailing 

Although the United States had open planned shopping centres from the beginnings of the 

twentieth century (McKeever et al., 1977), it was not until 1924 that the nexus between retail 

activity and proliferating car ownership became something that could yield strong economic 

returns.  The pioneer in this respect was real estate developer J.C. Nichols and his ground-breaking 

Country Club Plaza in Kansas City in 1924 (see Figure 3.15).  This became the world's first town 

centre offering automobile accessibility as a key feature in what was now a post-Fordist world 

(Longstreth, 1986; Worley, 1990).  Country Club Plaza was a multi-functional town centre and 

centrepiece of a large planned community.  In many ways, it was a modern iteration of the agora 

and fora two thousand years earlier, and likewise a prototypical activity centre.  Open streets were 

lined with shops and entertainment activities, and for the first time, department stores and car 

parking structures anchored the centre.  Other innovations included high-rise apartment buildings, 
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which created a captive market within walking distance of the centre's retail stores (Worley, 1990) 

in the manner of Rome's insulae and the modern form of Australian activity centre (Goodman & 

Moloney, 2011).  Country Club Plaza is still recognised as a landmark project that served as a 

reference point for three new retail morphologies driven by the massive suburbanisation process 

after the Second World War (Cohen, 1996).   

Figure 3.15: Country Club Plaza 
Source: plan adapted by author from Longstreth (1997a).  Image retrieved from Google Earth 2018 

Privately-owned open planned shopping centres were common in the United States from the early 

twentieth century, however, the first regional scale open mall developed after the war was Seattle's 

Northgate Centre.  Clausen (1984) provides the definitive treatise on Northgate - explaining that 

its spatial configuration deliberately imitated Pine Street, Seattle's main downtown shopping street, 

by incorporating an open pedestrian mall lined with specialty retail stores with department stores 

as anchors.   

Northgate was the catalyst for the development of the second type of centre - the enclosed climate-

controlled shopping mall, first conceptualised by the architect Victor Gruen (Gillette, 1985).  

Gruen’s Southdale Centre near Minneapolis (see Figure 3.16), which opened in 1956 subsequently 

became the model for all suburban global retail development until the end of the twentieth century.  

Gruen, who was an admirer of Country Club Plaza (Gillette, 1985), broke with tradition by 

devising a central court as a social space in his retail plans in acknowledgement that shopping was 

a not just a utilitarian consumption activity, but rather, a social and experiential process as well.  

Gruen’s concept subsequently found its way into the global retail DNA and has been copied ever 

since.   
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From a typological perspective, the suburban shopping centre appropriates antecedent typological 

forms (see Figure 3.17), including the arcade, public square and large format retail anchors, such 

as department stores and the new supermarket format, into a new retail platform highly dependent 

on motor vehicle access.   

 

Figure 3.16: Southdale Shopping Centre ca.1956 
Source: plan adapted by author from University of Wyoming American Heritage Center -  

Victor Gruen Papers. "Shopping Centers - Southdale (Edina, Mn) 

 

 

Figure 3.17: Closed anchored armature typology 
Source: Author 
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Both figuratively and metaphorically, the enclosed shopping centre has evolved to become the top 

predator in the retail world; usurping the department store as the merchandising machine and 

revealing itself as one of the most recognisable features of the contemporary suburban landscape.  

Such was their influence, they were deemed to be ‘cathedrals of consumption’ (Fiske, 2011; 

Marshall, 2006; Ritzer, 2005), and places where ‘commodities became the icons of worship and 

the rituals of exchanging money for goods are the secular equivalent of Holy Communion’ (Fiske, 

2011, p. 10).   

The third retail morphology – the activity centre, is a twenty-first Australian urban planning 

construct, and major component of the nation's capital city spatial planning frameworks (Drechsler, 

2014; Goodman & Coote, 2007; Shopping Centre Council of Australia, 2011).  More than just 

retail centres, activity centres are multi-functional nodes in metropolitan systems that ideally 

comprise commercial, residential and retail activities, and thus employment, in an urban 

environment that is networked via efficient public transport systems.  Australian activity centres 

are typically larger than shopping centre precincts and sometimes based around traditional high 

streets and rail stations, noticeably in Melbourne (Cervero, 1998; Goodman & Coiacetto, 2012a).  

A twenty-first century iteration of an activity centre is Rouse Hill Town Centre (RHTC), in 

suburban Sydney, Australia, which opened in 2008 to considerable fanfare.  Arguably more of a 

hybrid shopping centre than a town/activity centre, RHTC has achieved almost totemic status, and 

is now accepted as a de rigueur morphology for greenfield retail development in most, if not all, 

Australian planning jurisdictions.  The centre, illustrated in Figure 3.18, has both enclosed malls 

and an open street system, thereby conforming to two typologies illustrated in Figures 3.14 and 

3.17.   

While RHTC is heralded as the new paradigm for retail planning in Australia, the centre's lack of 

integration into the broader suburban fabric of Rouse Hill is noticeable.  Figure 3.18 could almost 

be an illustration of an ancient walled city with four gates, or even a medieval fortified bastide 

town in France.  In fact, the centre's much-touted inclusivity really only applies to activity within 

its 'walls', which in some ways; promote a countervailing notion of exclusivity, a proposition 

suggested by Ziller (2004), when describing another contemporary development in Sydney. 
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Figure 3.18: Rouse Hill Town Centre 
Source: adapted by author from Master plan by Civitas Urban design + Planning.  

Retrieved from http://openbuildings.com/buildings/rouse-hill-town-centre-profile-3983 

The notion of containment evidenced by Rouse Hill Town Centre finds its antithesis in the 

spatially expansive (4.5 square kilometres) Joondalup Activity Centre located in the suburbs of 

Perth, Australia.  Freestone (2010) describes Joondalup as an example of a strategic metropolitan 

centre with a community-defining role and design innovation, evidenced by a high level of public 

and private investment, culminating in the centre’s present spatial structure illustrated in Figure 

3.19.  The typological foundation of Joondalup, expressed in Figure 3.20, comprises: (i) the 

intermodal transit node’s walkable catchment that helps to delineate the boundaries of the centre; 

and, (ii) the diverse activities, which together engender significant employment, including retail 

and consumer services (RACS); knowledge intensive activity (KIA), incorporating education and 

health facilities; civic and cultural activity (CAC) and residential development (RES).   

 

 

http://openbuildings.com/buildings/rouse-hill-town-centre-profile-3983
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Figure 3.19: Plan and aerial photograph of Joondalup Activity Centre 
Source: Author 

 

 

Figure 3.20: Transit oriented multifunctional activity centre typology 
Source: Author 
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3.4 Contextualisation of retail morphologies 
Retail morphologies did not spontaneously occur, as if by a mutation.  As with biological evolution, 

changes within the human environment established pre-conditions for change in the retail milieux.  

These changes were often ‘revolutionary’ in response to a complex mix of political, economic, 

social and technological shifts.  In this respect, Figure 3.21 offers another interpretation of the 

evolution of retail typologies, in relation to revolutionary episodes or tipping points (Gladwell, 

2000), thought to underpin the changes to retailing over the millennia.  For example, the 

marketplaces of the classical period, the agora and fora, and their constituent retail platforms 

provided the springboard for the evolution of retail space in its various forms over the next two 

thousand years.  The next tipping point was the industrial revolution, which enabled steel 

fabrication that ultimately led to the development of enclosed shopping arcades in the nineteenth 

century.  Yet another tipping point occurred when the proliferation of motor vehicle ownership 

and mid-twentieth century suburbanisation ushered in age of the enclosed suburban shopping 

centre.  The third millennium sees the latest tipping point and a paradigm shift with the 

introduction of shopping via online modalities presenting significant challenges for the traditional 

retail high street (Drechsler, 2018).   

 

 

Figure 3.21: Contextualisation of retail morphologies 
Source: Author 
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3.5 Conclusion 
Employing a methodological framework derived from the historic urban landscape and typo-

morphological schools, this paper contends that the current triad of retail formats - shopping 

centres, retail streets and activity centres, have antecedents extending back some six thousand 

years to the archetypical temple complexes of the ancient Near East.  This suggests the presence 

of a ‘genetic code’ and its adaptation to the circumstances and needs of the time (Bianca, 2015).  

The ‘code’ is embedded in the retail DNA, or typological proxy, with armatures and anchors as 

the main organising structures through time.  The paper also acknowledges the contribution of the 

HUL paradigm, in that the urban and cultural landscapes are intertwined and imbued with meaning 

(Taylor, 2016), and that morphological evolution derives from a family of archetypes within a 

given cultural matrix (Bianca, 2015).  Moreover, as retail is possibly the most easily recognisable 

commercial activity, and often the most prevalent, it serves as an exemplar of typo-morphological 

evolution in the western urban landscape. 

The paper also briefly notes the nexus between retailing and religion in both a literal and figurative 

sense.  For millennia, places of worship were in effect sacred attractors drawing customers to 

opportunistic retailers at intervening locations.  The propinquity of religion and retail eventually 

gave way to a metaphorical relationship in the nineteenth century when the consumption of luxury 

commodities became a new religion, and the 'cathedrals of consumption', exemplified by the new 

department store format, became the places of worship (Hennessy, 2008; Zola, 1885).  While 

shops are still places of commodity worship, the evolutionary trajectory of retailing has been 

slowly disrupted in the last decade with the advent of online retailing.  This new virtual cathedral 

of consumption poses an increasing threat to traditional retail platforms, in much the same way 

that supermarkets contributed to the demise of local retailers and corner shops in the 1950s and 

1960s.  However, the HUL paradigm favours resilience (Denyer, 2014) and certainly retail is a 

very adaptable and resilient activity, as borne out by this exploration of ancestral retail 

morphologies.  Perhaps the lyrics of the Broadway song, Everything Old is New Again, (Allen & 

Sager, 1974) provides an apt finale, as referencing the past is but one way of grappling with the 

future, especially in the ever-changing retail world. 
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4 CHAPTER FOUR: THE ANATOMY OF A HIGH STREET 

This chapter has been written in a form suitable for publication as a paper in a peer-reviewed 

academic journal.  The paper, which constitutes Chapter Four in its entirety, has been submitted 

to the journal, Australian Geographer for peer review as a paper entitled - ‘Spatial morphology of 

an Australian high street: a century of retail change in Subiaco town centre’.  The paper, a sole-

authored contribution, constitutes Chapter Five in its entirety. 

Prologue 
If retailing is possibly the world’s oldest economic activity, then the retail street has the distinction 

of being retail activity’s ancient morphological archetype.  That is, the place from which 

aggregations of shops occur and the exchange of goods and services has been performed from 

shops since the development of cities in ancient Mesopotamia 4,000 years ago.  The previous 

chapter explored the evolution of the western retail landscape.  This found that some major 

civilisation-defining revolutions imparted a climate of change within the retail milieux.  Also in 

the manner of biological evolutionary analysis, it was discovered that the application of typo-

morphological techniques revealed the presence of ‘retail DNA’, as a form of genetic metaphor.  

This was expressed as two main retail lineages: one forming a domain of derivation (the ‘habitat’ 

of shopping centres); the other, a domain of constancy, being the typical trading street – the subject 

of this chapter11.  The retail high street, while a physical representation of continuity between the 

past and the present, is not simply a static entity.  Streets change constantly, as does society over 

time.  Also the commercial setting of the street fluxes as new fads begin to dominate, only to 

subside as their influence wanes over time.  Then again, major disruptors may initiate a more 

sustained impact on retail milieux; supermarkets and online shopping being two examples 

canvassed in this chapter.  

The research literature highlighted in this thesis demonstrated that the typical street was 

customarily the preserve of animal-drawn vehicles, people on horseback and the ubiquitous 

pedestrian, at least until the turn of the twentieth century when tramways were incorporated into 

road corridors in western cities.  Jumping forward fifty years, motorized forms of transport (both 

personal and public), overtake the tram as the commonplace people-mover in what Reyner 

                                                 
11 Another domain, that of recombination, incorporates the ‘DNA’ from the two main lineages and is expressed combinatorically as an activity 

centre.   
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Banham perceptively calls ‘internal combustion city’ (Banham, 2009, p. 136).  Although a space 

for movement, the street has also traditionally been a place of commerce, consumption and 

domicile.  It is also a socio-political space - a place of social interaction and protest.  The street 

can also be a place of celebration and ceremony, or alternatively, an expression of demagogic 

display and military might.  All things considered, the street can be thought of as a multifaceted, 

contested space with complex meanings; a space of ‘ambiguity, liveliness and surprise’ that 

reflects the ‘pulse of the common populace’ (Mehta, 2013, pp. 14, 17).   

In many ways, Subiaco Town Centre, with its two traditional retail high streets and Edwardian 

streetscapes, expresses many of these characteristics.  Yet an examination of the current town 

centre fabric reveals a significant number of shop vacancies together with a relatively high churn 

rate of businesses.  This has not always been the case.  After delving into the centre’s retail offering 

over the past century, only the period of the Great Depression seemed to produce a similar number 

of vacant premises.  The main culprit for the current situation is probably a drift towards non-place 

consumption via the instruments of e-commerce – particularly mobile devices.  While this is a 

contemporary example of creative destruction brought about by technological innovation, it is not 

the first time that disruptors have perturbed the status quo in Subiaco, as this chapter will 

demonstrate.   

Chapter Four describes an empirical case study of the Subiaco Town Centre.  The purpose of the 

study is to investigate spatial and temporal change within the town centre’s retail and business 

landscape over the past century and the transformative impact of the aforementioned disruptors - 

supermarkets, competing shopping centres and e-commerce.  The conceptual underpinnings of the 

chapter, together with its integrated research paper, draw significantly on scholarship in the 

historical geography and retail geography literature.  The chapter also introduces an urban 

planning and policy perspective as a means of counteracting the disruptive influences of 

technological change and improving the health of the town centre.  One of the main avenues 

canvassed is to allow the planning system, via the zoning process and perhaps relaxed car parking 

requirements, to positively discriminate in favour of increased residential densities in the town 

centre as a source of consumption expenditure on the town centre’s doorstep – so to speak   
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ABSTRACT: This paper addresses some possible gaps in the retail geography  research literature 

on retail high streets beyond Europe, where its provenance mainly lies.  The paper describes a 

case study of high streets in the Subiaco Town Centre in Western Australia, once a thriving retail 

and business centre, but now seriously compromised as the disruptive influences of omni-channel 

retailing gain further traction in the marketplace.  The study evaluates changes to high street 

spatial morphology at the micro-scale over the past century.  The study adopts a forensic approach 

to the analysis of economic activity using geospatial mapping of archival and contemporary data 

sources.  It provides evidence of Kondratieff long wave cycles of innovation and Schumpeterian 

creative destruction of economic landscape when supermarkets were introduced in the 1970s.  The 

paper examines the growing dominance of fast food outlets; the plethora of comparison stores; 

and a more-gendered offering in retail and personal services establishments.  The paper also 

refers to the potential of the town centre to regain its past residential status as a means of fostering 

economic sustainability.  Finally, the paper concludes with some prognostications about the future 

and some possible directions for further research around the theme of retail authenticity. 

Key words: high streets, retail change, Subiaco, gendered shopping, retail authenticity, creative 

destruction, urban morphology.  

4.1 Introduction 
Despite the advent of other competitive retail formats (e.g. arcades and shopping malls), the high 

street continues to survive because, as Mehta (2013), eloquently states, it represents the ‘the pulse 

of the common populace’ (p. 17).  This notion infers that the platiality (a term initially coined by 

Chaudhuri (1995) and popularised by Casey (1997)), and peopledness of the high street provides 

additional layers of meaning beyond that of simple commerce and commodity consumption.  

Paradoxically, the synergistic relationship between retailing and place is now being brought into 

sharp focus as the disruptive influences of omni-channel retailing, and now augmented reality 

technology, make inroads into the marketplace traditionally reserved for physical retail platforms 

like the street (Brynjolfsson et al., 2013; Cook, 2014).  Place disruption is a leitmotif of Joseph 

Schumpeter’s 1942 process of creative destruction by which old business types, such as physical 

shops, are destroyed or severely compromised as entrepreneurial innovators develop new business 

models, in this case ecommerce, over time (Schumpeter, 2010).  Paradoxically, this global 

phenomenon of disruption has attracted renewed scholarly interest in the high street, with its 

readily-apparent legacy of failed retailers and vacant shops indicative of an ongoing cycle of 
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decline, which at the same time, represents opportunities for developing urban strategies focussing 

on regeneration and reinvention, as those proposed recently in Wrigley and Brookes (2014).   

While much of the highly-cited contemporary retail research literature appears to be Anglo-

American in context, (Dolega & Celinska-Janowicz, 2015; Findlay & Sparks, 2014; Wrigley & 

Brookes, 2014; Wrigley & Dolega, 2011; Wrigley & Lambiri, 2014b; Wrigley & Lowe, 2014), 

there is also a body of scholarly literature from the geography discipline that help to explain and 

define the characteristics and operation of the Australian retail landscape.  Interestingly, the 

Australian academy was recognised early on for its body of geographic research literature 

referencing retail activity (Scott, 1959, 1965; Smailes, 1969; Walmsley, 2000; Walmsley & 

Sorensen, 1988).  Later, and with cognate disciplines in mind, research scholarship referencing 

retail activity occupied a number of areas including: retail history (Davison 2006; Kingston, 1994), 

street pattern development (Johnston, 1968; Siksna, 1998) street life (Brown-May, 1998), retail 

consumption (Crawford et al., 2010; Humphery, 1998; Whitwell, 1989), retail institutions and 

marketing history (McArthur et al., 2016), shopping centres and high streets (Clulow & Reimers, 

2009; Goodman & Coiacetto, 2012b; Reimers & Clulow, 2004, 2014; Spearritt, 1995), land use 

and morphological change in high streets (Groenhart et al., 2013), multiculturalism and inner 

suburban change including shopping areas (O’Hanlon, 2015), planning policy (Baker & Wood, 

2010; Goodman & Moloney, 2011; Wood & Baker, 2014).  This list of Australian scholarly 

literature is by no means exhaustive as later sections of this paper will demonstrate. 

This paper presents a case study of the retail and business landscape of the main high streets of 

the Subiaco Town Centre from 1916 to 2016.  The study discusses the macro-economic 

underpinnings of the centre’s development and a 50-year cycle of creative destruction in response 

to organizational and technological advancements.  The main objective is to evaluate the principal 

changes to the centre’s spatial morphology, plus threats and challenges to the centre’s ongoing 

viability.  To accomplish this, the paper poses three main research questions:  

RQ 1 What were the main themes and trends influencing the development of the town 

centre? 

RQ 2 What constituted the centre’s retail and business environment, and how was this 

physically expressed? 

RQ 3 How did the spatial and temporal structure of the centre change over the past 

century and what are the challenges testing the centre’s resilience in the future?  
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The structure of the paper comprises three main parts.  These analyse and discuss aspects of the 

town centre’s retail and business landscape within a common temporal framework of one century, 

from 1916 to 2016.  Part One discusses some important historic, macroeconomic and societal 

themes and trends that differentiate the evolution of Australian retail high streets from their 

supposed precedents in Europe.  Part Two analyses the centre’s land use composition and major 

retail categories plus forensically examines the centre’s food offering.  Part Three analyses the 

temporal and spatial distribution of street-front retail and business establishments via the agency 

of geo-spatial mapping.  The intention here is to illustrate the spatialized nature of retail and 

business activity and provide a window into the influences and operations of activities that 

inadvertently creatively destroy the retail and business landscape.  

4.1.1 Study Area and Methodology 

The Subiaco Town Centre study area comprises two traditional high streets - Rokeby Road and 

Hay Street (see Figure 4.1).  Rokeby Road is the dominant of the two streets in terms of the number 

of retail establishments and public profile.  A below-ground rail station, built as part of an urban 

regeneration project during the 1990s (Subiaco Redevelopment Authority, 2012), anchors the 

northern end of Rokeby Road, while at the southern end, is a civic precinct containing a library, 

council offices, theatre centre, primary school and a public park.  The town centre built-form is 

predominantly two-storey (see Figure 4.2), reflecting early twentieth century and inter-war period 

architectural styles.  Shops were typically located on the ground floor, while upper floors often 

contained residences, or in some cases, other commercial activities.   

The methodological objective of the study is informed by the town centre’s historical development 

time frame and spatial complexity.  The research approach utilises longitudinal datasets to 

determine the spatial and temporal variation of street-based, ground floor retail activity in the 

centre using the following secondary data sources: (i) post office directories (Wise, 1906-1946), 

(ii) land use surveys (Department of Planning, 1988-2015), supplemented by a land use census 

conducted by the researcher in 2016, (iii) historical census data (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 

2009).  All land use data were categorised using the Western Australian Standard Land Use 

Classification system (WALIS Secretariat, 1988), and mapped with ArcMapTM.  The utility of 

directories in reconstructing past geographies of trading enterprises was recognised five decades 

ago in the United Kingdom (Davies et al., 1968; Oliver, 1964), also as a resource in Chicago’s 

Skid Row (Holdsworth, 2003).  In another study, post office directories were used to interrogate 

Belfast’s retail structure (Brown, 1987), whereas more recent studies have used archival business 
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directories (Griffiths et al., 2013), and Goad Plans (Warnaby & Medway, 2017).  While the United 

Kingdom has abundant archival resources to draw upon in studies of retail geographies, Australia 

has a more modest offering generally limited to H. Wise & Co. Qld, NSW, SA, Tas, Vic, WA), 

Sands Directories (Sydney & NSW), Sands & McDougall (Melbourne & Vic., South Australia)  

Nevertheless, post office directories are still a valuable resource for this study when supplemented 

by more recent longitudinal datasets and geospatial mapping - providing a comprehensive picture 

of retail growth and change in the Subiaco town centre over the past century. 

 

 

Figure 4.1:Subiaco town centre study area 2015 
Source: Author. Base photomap obtained from NearmapTM http://www.nearmap.com 
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Figure 4.2: Hay Street, looking east ca.1914 (L) and 2015 (R).  Subiaco Hotel right-hand foreground. 
Source: Author & Shapcott, L. E. (2001) Shapcott Collection of Photographs BA1104/160, courtesy of SLWA 

4.2 Themes and Trends 
While Subiaco can be considered a traditional Australian town centre with a retail and business 

environment focusing on two retail high streets, its evolution and development reflects broader 

economic, social and cultural trends.  These can be better understood by enlisting Schumpeter’s 

(2010) theory of innovation-driven long wave cycles of capitalist economic development, which 

Drechsler (2018), also applied in a recent article about the disruptive influences of Amazon’s foray 

into the development of physical retail space.  Figure 4.3 is a rendition of Subiaco Town Centre’s 

development and metamorphosis in a Schumpeterian context.  The diagram depicts fifty-year 

Kondratieff Cycles underpinned by major global innovations that ultimately become agents of 

creative destruction.  In Schumpeter’s own words:   

creative destruction incessantly revolutionizes the economic structure from within, 
incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly creating a new one.  This process of 
creative destruction is the essential fact about capitalism.  It is what capitalism consists 
in and what every capitalist concern has got to live in (p. 73). 

Extending Schumpeter’s theory to an urban context, Harvey (1985), describes creative destruction 

as ‘the annihilation of space by time’ (p. 28); a ‘process of violence and pain’ (p. 29): a proposition 

which becomes abundantly clear in Figure 4.3 below and the following discussion.   

 

 

http://henrietta.slwa.wa.gov.au/search%7ES2?/tShapcott+collection+of+photographs+%3B+BA1104%2F160./tshapcott+collection+of+photographs+ba1104++++++160/-3%2C-1%2C0%2CB/frameset&FF=tshapcott+collection+of+photographs+ba1104++++++160&1%2C1%2C
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Figure 4.3: Long Wave Innovation Cycles in a Subiaco context 
Source: adapted by author from Schumpeter (2010) 
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Australia is archetypically a dynamic western space economy that successfully transitioned from 

a British colonial retail landscape to one that enthusiastically adopted new retail innovations from 

Europe and North America.  Throughout the nineteenth century, Sydney’s, and indeed Australia’s, 

retail landscape was characterised by small shops at street level, commonly with attached 

dwellings, echoing that found in Britain.  Thus, corner shops serving neighbourhoods and high 

streets were the commonplace settings for retailing in the country’s foundation capital cities, with 

one important exception.  In comparison to Britain, Australian cities were very prosperous as a 

result of the continent’s abundant natural resources, including large swathes of grazing land and 

bountiful mineral reserves that triggered the globally-significant gold rushes in  Victoria (1850s), 

and Western Australia (1890s), (Blainey, 2003; Hutchinson, 2015).  As a consequence, significant 

investment in infrastructure, resource development, pastoral assets and housing yielded Australia, 

in the second half of the nineteenth century, the highest per capita income and living standard in 

the world (Butlin, 1987; McLean, 2013).  Likewise Australia gained a reputation for the highest 

levels of consumption in the world, according to Humphery (2010), which provided a strong 

foundation for a thriving retail and business sector in its cities and towns.  This was particularly 

so in Western Australia with the 1890s gold rush providing an incentive for substantial population 

and economic growth (Appleyard, 1981; McLean, 2013).   

Needing to house immigrants from overseas and the eastern states, the Western Australian 

Provincial Government chose to release inner city land in the state’s capital Perth, to enterprising 

speculators and profiteers who had interests in Subiaco to the west of the city.  With a new railway 

to the port and a rail station at Subiaco, the locality rapidly grew from the late 1890s onward, as 

did an embryonic town centre responding to the station location (Bizzaca, 2014; Spillman, 1985).  

Echoing McLean (p.27), Subiaco too was built from scratch.  In 1895, Subiaco’s population was 

approximately one hundred persons (Spillman, 1985).  By 1916 the population had swelled to 

about twelve thousand; peaking in 1947 at about nineteen .thousand, approximating that of 2011 

(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009) and (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1966, 1986, 2011, 

2016). 

Australia became a Federation on 1st January 1901, with a new Federal Government that 

facilitated significant industrialisation of the country (Hutchinson, 2015; McLean, 2013).  

Consumer goods industries in the food and drink, textiles and clothing, toiletries and newspaper 

sectors dominated Australian manufacturing at Federation (Hutchinson, 2015), and likewise in 

Subiaco as the later spatial mapping and Wise’s (1906-1946), post office directories reveal.  After 

Federation, Subiaco’s retail landscape continued to expand, diversify and consolidate.  By 1916 
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the town centre’s spatial form approximated that of today, although the nature and composition of 

shops was to change significantly as the economy and society evolved over the next one hundred 

years or so.   

Important trends affecting the retail and business landscape included (i) improvements in 

packaging and processing technology in the 1920s and (ii) affordable refrigeration in the 1950s.  

These were to fuel a drift from bulk storage and provisioning, exemplified by the corner store and 

grocer, to the world of processed food epitomised by the self-service supermarket (Humphery, 

1998).  Higher rates of discretionary income also prompted a surge in the purchase of ready-made 

clothing - compromising home-based dressmaking while hastening the demise of Subiaco’s 

bespoke tailors (six instances), and dressmakers (twelve instances) operating from shop premises 

in the first half of the century.  The 1920s also saw the beginning of increased spending on 

Australia-made household durables, including small electrical appliances and white goods, which 

continued well into the 1950s and beyond (Hutchinson, 2015).  The intervention of the Great 

Depression and the Second World War dampened consumption dramatically in Australia.  

Household expenditure was rationed and the production of consumer durables diverted to the war 

effort (Whitwell, 1989).  A legion of wary consumers with a conservative, austere approach to 

consumption eventuated (Kingston, 1994).  This was to change with the subsequent baby boomer 

generation.   

The baby boomer cohort (those born between 1946 and early 1960s) became fully immersed in a 

new suburbanised society that rejected its parents’ philosophy of thrift and abstinence.  A new 

consumer society emerged, according to Whitwell’s (1989) definitive account of Australia’s 

economic transformation after World War Two.  ‘Flush with wartime savings, most Australians 

could contemplate converting their dreams of material acquisition into some sort of reality’ (p. 3).  

Whitwell attributes this new consumerism to increased discretionary expenditure and the ready 

availability of credit, prompting households to purchase things previously considered luxury items, 

such as refrigerators, washing machines, television sets and motor vehicles.  This environment of 

heightened consumption was a boon for the specialty retail sector selling household durables.  

There were however dark clouds on the horizon that would creatively destroy the retail and 

business status quo in Subiaco - de-industrialisation of the economy, plus the intervention of 

supermarkets and suburban shopping centres, all of which were to impinge on Subiaco’s retail 

landscape. 
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The 1970s saw the first supermarkets introduced into the town centre’s foodscape and competing 

shopping centres developed within and outside of the town centre.  About this time, industrial 

globalisation and the availability of cheaper labour overseas induced many Australian clothing 

and household equipment manufacturers to relocate offshore (Hutchinson, 2015; McLean, 2013).  

De-industrialisation, coupled with the dismantling of import protection, meant that retail goods in 

the non-food sector, especially clothing and footwear, became significantly cheaper, and stores 

selling these commodities proliferated in the Subiaco Town Centre and other Australian retail high 

streets, for example, in Adelaide (King William Road), Melbourne (Chapel Street), and Sydney 

(Oxford Street).   

Meanwhile, another societal characteristic emerged in the 1970s.  A new trend of eating out and 

consuming takeaway fast food.  This became an Australia-wide phenomenon (Murray, 2018; 

Taylor, 2015), that was reflected in the expanding presence of cafes, restaurants and takeaway 

food outlets in Subiaco in the past few decades.  Some researchers argue that convenience was the 

main component driving the fast food and takeaway phenomenon, with modern time-poor 

households seeking to overcome the time and effort expended in home cooking (van der Horst et 

al., 2011).  Another view is that dining out is mainly a social phenomenon in which the act of food 

consumption itself fosters social interaction and conviviality (Finkelstein, 1989; Warde & Martens, 

2003).  The digital revolution also has a part to play here as well.  Social media has become an 

integral part of the dining experience, with images of meals photographed by diners with mobile 

phones being shared on InstagramTM, to be digested by an imaged legion of followers.  Reference 

to the InstagramTM website (instagram.com) on 1 November 2017, revealed 244 million images of 

food attributed to the #food hashtag, and a further 470 million images for other food-related 

hashtags on the InstagramTM, FacebookTM, TwitterTM and TumblrTM social media platforms. 

Placing food to one side, mobile devices and social networks have become significant (re)shapers 

of the physical retail and business landscape - essentially instruments of creative destruction par 

excellence evident in the fifth Kondratieff Cycle (see Figure 4.3).  While major paradigm shifts in 

the physical retail sector influenced by mobile technology are investigated further in Drechsler 

(2014), this paper concentrates on other phenomena shaping the town centre from its inception 

during the second Kondratieff Cycle, and further development in the third and fourth cycles.  

These are explored in the next part, which focuses on the structural changes and quantification of 

some of the trends evident in the retail and business landscape over the past century.   
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4.3 Retail and Business Activity 
Retail activity is mainly driven by population numbers and demography.  The number of people 

living in a centre’s catchment; their household structure; nature of employment and household 

disposable income are all indicators of the ability to purchase retail goods and services of varying 

types and levels of affordability.  Since its inception, Subiaco’s demographic setting provided a 

favourable basis for the establishment and maintenance of a viable retail and business precinct 

through the second, third and fourth Kondratieff Cycles.  For its first fifty years, Subiaco had a 

high rate of family formation (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009), with an increased potential 

for spending on food, groceries and other convenience goods, which was well-satisfied by a strong 

convenience retail sector.  Contrast this with an ageing baby boomer population and a new set of 

priorities in addition to satisfying utilitarian needs, such as hedonic consumption (Drechsler, 2014).  

These are explored further in the following discussion, which charts some significant changes in 

the urban and economic landscape of the town centre over the past century. 

Figure 4.4 below assigns five major land use categories to the town centre’s urban-economic 

landscape - residential, manufacturing, retail, services and other.  The chart shows the overall 

dominance of retail activity; a relatively stable services sector; and diminishing residential land 

use and manufacturing in the town centre as it matured over the century.   

 

 

Figure 4.4: Frequency of Establishments – Subiaco Town Centre 1916 to 2016. 
Source: Wise, H. (1906-1946); Western Australian Planning Commission. (1988-); census by author 
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Figure 4.5: Proportion of retail & service establishments – Subiaco town centre 1916 to 2016 
Source: Wise, H. (1906-1946); Western Australian Planning Commission. (1988-); census by author 

 

Exploring further, a more-detailed insight into the retail and services sector is provided in Figure 

4.5, which charts convenience retail, comparison retail and services activities.  For the purposes 

of this study, and using Bucklin (1963) as a guide, convenience goods are those purchased most 

frequently and with a minimum of effort, as in grocery items.  Comparison goods are those that a 

customer compares based on suitability, price and quality, as in clothing and electronic goods.  

Services are shopfront activities involving the sale of a non-tangible consumable good, for 

example, hairdressing and banking.  The key features evident in Figure 4.5 are the overall increase 

in the proportion of comparison retail outlets, peaking in 2007 with ninety outlets, then declining 

slightly over the past decade.  Service establishments account for about 30 per cent of the town 

centre store offering – a figure that has been relatively stable for the past fifty years.  Significantly, 

the data indicate an overall decline in the number of convenience stores, albeit tempered by a 

marginal increase over the past twenty years.  In 2016, convenience stores accounted for 20 per 

cent of total establishments in contrast to 45 per cent in 1916.  This anomaly is explored further 

below. 
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Figure 4.6: Proportion of Food Shops by Type – Subiaco Town Centre 1916 & 2016. 
Source: Wise, H. (1906-1946); Western Australian Planning Commission. (1988-); census by author 

 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the proportional breakdown of food shop categories in 1916 and 2016.  For 

example, there are few butchers in 2016 (one instance), when compared to 1916 (five instances).  

The same goes for confectioners, fishmongers, fruiterers, green grocers and grocers – all 

specialised independent retailers offering a personalised and authentic service to the customer, and 

absent from the 2016 offering.  Contrastingly, in 2016 the convenience chain store 7-Eleven enters 

the Subiaco store mix.  Conceptualised in the United States in 1927, this format charges a premium 

because of its longer hours of operation and convenient location (Bowlby, 2000), and is a similar 

concept to the mixed business store common in early Subiaco, but without the independence and 

gritty authenticity of the earlier format (see Figure 4.7).  The other major change evident in 2016 

is a profusion of take away food outlets (eight instances); these were not evident in the town centre 

a century earlier, and thus confirms that the structure and operations of Subiaco’s retail offering 

in the past century has changed dramatically in response to changing macro-economic conditions, 

agents of creative destruction and sectoral trends in retailing that are considered in more detail in 

the next section.   

4.4 Spatial and Temporal Distribution of Retail and Business Activity 
The previous discussion considered the composition of retail and business activity in the Subiaco 

Town Centre in a non-spatialized, functional context.  In this section, Figure 4.8 spatializes the 

preceding analysis in the form of a time series of maps, generated with ArcMapTM.  These illustrate 

the distribution of ground floor land uses and tenancies for the years 1916, 1946, and 2016.  

Several key features are evident in Figure 4.8.  First and foremost, Rokeby Road and Hay Street, 
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Figure 4.7: E.A. Lums & Co Cash Grocers and Provision Merchants 1916 
Source: Chung Wah Association collection of photographs; BA1483/2.  Courtesy of SLWA 

 

having the most ground floor premises, are obviously the primary commercial high streets in the 

town centre.  Arguably, this status was afforded by the early adoption of an electric tram service 

in 1900, privileging the community and businesses for half a century until its demise in 1958 in 

favour of buses (Lee, 2003; Spillman, 1985).  The 1916 map points to the town centre having a 

vibrant and diversified commercial sector soon after its inception at the turn of the nineteenth 

century – a response to population growth and the boom conditions generated from mining activity  
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Figure 4.8: Urban Economic Landscape 1916-1946-2016 
Source: Wise, H. (1906-1946); Western Australian Planning Commission. (1988-); census by author 
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(McLean, 2013).  At this time, the residential fabric framing the town centre was essentially 

complete, as was a sizeable proportion of the immediate suburb (Spillman, 1985).  Overall, retail 

intensity appears greatest on the western side of Rokeby Road, with a concentration of 

convenience retail establishments at the centre’s southern end; explored as a small temporal case 

study below.  

In 1916, this 130-metre stretch of Rokeby Road had four grocers, four greengrocer/fruiterers, three 

confectioners, three butchers, two pharmacies, plus seven comparison stores and three bootmakers.  

Thirty years later, in 1946, the same number of shops yielded two grocers, two 

greengrocer/fruiterers, two confectioners, four butchers, two pharmacies, three mixed businesses, 

plus a newsagent, fishmonger and cake shop, completing the convenience retail offering.  Moving 

forward seventy years, the 2016 map clearly shows an obliteration of the foodscape mentioned 

previously.  What remains is a specialist grocer, newsagent and one pharmacy.  Now cafes appear 

alongside service businesses like travel and real estate agents and high-end jewellers.  This pattern 

repeats itself throughout the town centre – reflecting the transition from independent convenience 

shops to a focus on comparison goods and services offerings.  An exception to this general rule is 

the intermingling of one or two convenience outlets (grocer, butcher), with dwellings and 

comparison outlets (furniture), plus service establishments (dressmaker, bootmaker), along the 

southern side of Hay Street, east of the Subiaco Hotel in 1916.   

This pattern continued through 1946 until the post-1988 decades when the spatial focus shifted to 

personal services, clothing and homewares.  Interestingly, in the four most recent decades the data 

reveal a gendered distribution of outlets – first, by a disproportionate (in comparison to male), 

number of female clothing store instances (sixty-eight instances), and second, by the number of 

hairdressing and beauty outlets (twenty-two instances). 

Coinciding with Subiaco’s first population peak in 1946 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009), 

retail infilling of Rokeby Road and Hay Street was effectively complete by mid-century.  Vacant 

lots were developed and the vacant premises, evident in the decades of austerity before, were 

largely occupied.  Nevertheless, three decades onward to the 1970s and the town centre 

experienced some significant changes.  The most noteworthy of these was the development of two 

supermarkets, as agents of creative destruction - one in the new Crossways Shopping Centre, and 

the other, a Coles New World Supermarket, in a stand-alone configuration nearby.  

Disappointingly, the research literature is silent on the specific economic impact of these two 
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developments on nearby Rokeby Road enterprises.  Nevertheless, it is possible to make some 

global inferences from scholarly literature on similar situations in other places.   

The introduction of the supermarket format into the retail landscape had a three-fold impact.  First, 

specialised food retailers in the vicinity were forced out of business due to competition and the 

novelty value of self-service offered by the lower priced alternative – a typical creative destruction 

scenario.  The intimate relationship between customer and grocer was one of friend and expert; ‘a 

kind of family retainer’ (Kingston, 1994, p. 88).  More specifically, Bowlby (2000) explains that 

the grocer-personality was supplanted by an impersonal ‘outlet for brand name, mass-produced 

goods identified by packaging and promoted by advertising’ (p. 94).  Gone was the grocer’s 

counter – any barrier between customer and merchandise could impede the consumption process.  

It was a case of ‘anything not for sale is an obstruction to the direct encounter of customer and 

product’ (p. 99), who, ‘numbed by the hypnotic trance of muzak and the psychologically selected 

colours of the packets of washing powder’ (p. 96) became deprived of the power of critical 

thinking – the so-called Gruen effect (Hardwick, 2004).  The second, more mundane and obvious 

impact illustrated on the maps, was the demolition of existing housing stock for car parking areas 

near the supermarkets (the demise of the housing stock is discussed separately below).  Cars and 

supermarkets are mutually-dependent.  Arguably, supermarkets would not exist but for the car, as 

it provides the means of transferring goods to the home.  Third, with the new supermarkets, the 

convenience retail ‘centre of gravity’ was further cemented at the southern end of the town centre, 

albeit with a seriously depleted and modified independent retail sector.   

The focus of retail was to change again in 1997, when the railway was sunk, affording an 

opportunity to develop another shopping complex containing a large full range supermarket at 

Subiaco Square (see Figure 4.1), immediately north of the railway station in the urban regeneration 

area (Subiaco Redevelopment Authority, 2012).  More recently, one of the original supermarket 

operators (Coles) relocated close to Subiaco Square in December 2017 heralding a potential new 

era of creative destruction.  Coles is the convenience store anchor of a new shopping complex that 

originally incorporated a discount department store (now targeted for closure), specialty shops and 

food and beverage outlets, plus parking for 400 cars (Le Messurier et al., 2015).  The inevitable 

result of Coles’ decision will be a northward shift in the convenience retail centre of gravity, away 

from its traditional location, which will be left with a legacy of a small, specialised supermarket 

operation in the Crossways Shopping Centre.  This could have serious implications for the town 

centre’s current retail focus should measures not be undertaken to counteract the potential adverse 

consequences of the relocation of the Coles operation. 
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The use of large format retailers such as supermarkets and in-town shopping developments as 

agents of change has been debated in the research literature since the 1980s.  Some scholars argue 

that such developments draw the very life blood from the independent store landscape in 

traditional town centres (Bennison & Davies, 1980; Crosby et al., 2005), while others contend that 

new entrants create a re-generative atmosphere, which could be termed creative improvement, 

with spinoff benefits in the locality (Lowe, 2007; Wrigley & Dolega, 2011).  However, the 

situation in the Subiaco Town Centre is different.  The traditional centre’s convenience landscape 

will possibly have to re-adjust to the consequences of the excision of one of its major retail 

attractors from its southern end.  This will surely test the centre’s resilience, but may also foster a 

spirit of reinvention through the adoption of a re-invigorated convenience culture, such as that 

proposed by Wrigley and Lambiri (2014a).  A convenience culture transcends the traditional 

notion of convenience shopping from the 1950s and 1960s, which focused on provisioning 

traditional single-income households and weekly shopping by car.  The culture of convenience 

emphasises the local; continual rather than weekly shopping and caters for non-traditional 

households, such as single parent and same sex.  It is compatible with an ageing population, 

increased participation in the workforce by women, and longer working hours (p. 21).  In other 

words, echoing the notion of authenticity as an approach to retail provisioning and consumption – 

something that Subiaco’s early traditional retail landscape would have easily accommodated.   

Authenticity in retailing is a hotly-debated topic in the past few decades; ‘you must earn the 

privilege of being deemed authentic only through the act of rendering’ according to Gilmore and 

Pine (2007, p. 90).  In other words, you must be what you say you are and deliver the goods to the 

customer accordingly.  Notwithstanding, Hubbard (2017) takes issue with this whole notion of 

authenticity and high street regeneration, asserting that it is ‘an attempt to transform and re-

moralize (the high street), imbuing it with the virtues and tastes of the middle classes, displacing 

traces of working class identity’ (p. 39) by ushering in processes of residential gentrification.  

Despite these concerns, state and local government has gentrification as a clear policy and 

planning objective (City of Subiaco, 2017; Western Australian Planning Commission, 2010b).  

Nowhere is this more evident than in the Subi Centro regeneration project, which saw the 

destruction of an industrial precinct and its (creative) replacement with an upmarket residential 

enclave with luxurious parks and gardens and convenient access to new shops and businesses, plus 

rail transport.   

While retail and business activity are an obvious driving force in the Subiaco Town Centre, it is 

by no means an exclusive feature defining the centre’s urban landscape.  For example, anchoring 
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the intersection of Rokeby Road and Hay Street is the Subiaco Hotel, an enduring landmark from 

1898, and diagonally opposite, the iconic art deco Regal Theatre from the mid-1930s, are evident 

on the maps.  Completing this entertainment precinct was the open-air Palace Gardens, originating 

on the intersection’s northeast corner in 1912 and the enclosed West’s Picture Theatre next door - 

one of Perth’s earliest cinemas.  The picture gardens closed in 1971 – a victim of increasing traffic 

noise from Rokeby Road (Australian Museum Of Motion Picture & Television, 2015).  The 

positioning of the hotel in such a prime location was no accident.  Close to the railway station and 

on the main thoroughfare from the city, the hotel was built to serve the mainly working-class 

suburb, plus employees of light industrial and manufacturing businesses in the area, which have 

mostly disappeared from the urban landscape. 

Another spatial trend evident in Figure Six is the gradual erosion of the town centre’s residential 

fabric over time - predominantly single dwellings on individual lots.  The 1946 town centre map 

shows 136 single dwelling lots.  To this figure can be added a possible 70 dwellings if available 

upper floor tenancies are utilised for residential purposes – making about 200 dwellings in total.  

Allowing for an average of 4.4 persons per dwelling (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009), the 

town centre’s population could have approached 900 residents in 1947.  Aerial photographs from 

the following decades saw a diminution of residential lots in favour of commercial developments 

and areas for car parking, particularly after the 1970s construction of parking-dependent 

supermarkets.  This is clearly evident in the 2016 map on Figure 4.8. 

Recently, and mainly as a broad sustainability measure, state governments throughout Australia 

have formulated strategic spatial plans aimed at achieving higher residential densities in activity 

centres, along activity corridors, and around transport nodes (Western Australian Planning 

Commission, 2010b).  In response to this policy initiative the City of Subiaco prepared the Subiaco 

Activity Centre Plan, which earmarks the centre for a residential density increase (City of Subiaco, 

2017).  Predictably, there has been significant consternation within the community about the way 

increased densities should be delivered – the main issue being building heights and their impact 

on existing residents.  This suggests an interesting paradox; increasing densities to ensure a 

thriving town centre, or protection of individual rights and the concomitant erosion of the centre’s 

economic life force.   

Other features evident in the 2016 map are unoccupied premises, including the large covered 

Pavilion Market anchoring the northern end of Rokeby Road, which closed in 2007.  A decade 

later and this site remains vacant despite attempts to develop the site as mixed use with high rise 
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apartments, which was subject to an extreme backlash from a community of interests, including a 

small, vocal voting bloc on Council (Parker, 2017).  Another revelation is that the 2016 vacancy 

rate exceeds that of the 1936 post-Depression period, according to Post Office Directories (Wise, 

1906-1946).  Two main reasons for this can be speculated – both markedly different.  The first, a 

global shock following the 1929 stock market crash resulted in low levels of prosperity and 

deteriorating labour market conditions that dragged down an already weak Australian economy 

(McLean, 2013), thereby restricting retail demand.  The second has a twenty-first century 

emphasis: the introduction of new digital shopping platforms offering alternatives to physical shop 

patronage (Drechsler, 2014), combined with rising occupancy costs in an environment of 

deteriorating consumer sentiment (Westpac Economics, 2014-2017).   

The discussion so far focuses on the spatial distribution of many ground floor land use types 

illustrated on Figure 4.8.  Previously, Figure 4.5 provided a narrower insight into convenience 

retail, comparison retail and services activities in a non-spatial context.  Figure 4.9 now spatializes 

this information as figure and ground sketches for each category for the years 1916, 1946 and 

2016.  For a more fine-grained expression of changes in the town centre’s retail and business 

landscape over time, a separate decadal animated presentation is available for the period 1916 to 

2016.   

Overall, the distribution of convenience outlets shows a bias towards the western side of Rokeby 

Road, peaking in 1946.  However, by 2016 the number of street-based convenience outlets is 

significantly diminished, where the dominance of Crossways Shopping Centre and The Coles 

Supermarket is clearly evident.  The distribution of comparison goods outlets also has a similar 

focus on Rokeby Road until 1946, however by 2016 the number of comparison shops has 

increased significantly with a corresponding emphasis on Hay Street.  Figure 4.9 also demonstrates 

that the number of outlets representing the services sector has remained constant along the high 

streets over the past century.  By 2016 however, change is evident in the off-street frame area.  

Here office buildings have displaced residential land uses, ushering in a transformative period as 

the town centre becomes an increasingly attractive business location outside of the Perth CBD, by 

virtue of its accessibility by car and rail. 
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Figure 4.9: Convenience, Comparison & Services Landscapes 
Source: Wise, H. (1906-1946); Western Australian Planning Commission. (1988-); census by author 
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4.5 Conclusion 
This paper is a case study of the retail and business landscape of the main high streets of the 

Subiaco Town Centre from 1916 to 2016.  The main objective of the study is to evaluate the 

principal changes to the spatial morphology of the town centre, including components and trends 

that influenced the composition and operation of shops and businesses over the past century, plus 

threats and challenges to the centre’s ongoing viability.  Importantly, the paper contextualises the 

development of the town centre in terms of Schumpeter’s (1939, 2010), Kondratieff long wave 

innovation cycles and underlying processes of creative destruction as major drivers of change.  

This has taken the form of (dis)placement and (re)placement of activities in the town centre, 

otherwise conceptualised as ‘the annihilation of space by time, (Harvey, 1985, p. 28).   

Forensic analyses of retail high streets are well-represented in the contemporary European 

scholarly literature (Carmona, 2015; Vaughan, 2015), however, much less so in its antipodean 

counterpart.  The paper argues that this indifference possibly stems from Australia’s position as 

an instantaneous colonial settler economy (McLean, 2013), which required a thriving retail sector 

to provide goods and services to the community in places like Subiaco from the outset.  This can 

be contrasted with high street temporalities in England described by Griffiths (2015), in which 

retail streets evolved over millennia via interconnected urban villages.  The Australian high street 

environment, diverging from this protracted process, symbolised an intensification and temporal 

collapse (arguably a profound annihilation of space by time), of the millennial evolutionary 

processes common in Europe’s high street development.   

From its humble beginnings in the mid-1890s, Subiaco’s population grew rapidly in response to 

gold discoveries near Kalgoorlie (Spillman, 1985).  By 1916 the town centre achieved a spatial 

form recognisable today, although as the paper shows, the composition of activities would change 

greatly over the following century.  Supermarkets, as agents of creative destruction, were 

introduced into Subiaco’s foodscape in the early 1970s and were to have a dramatic impact.  The 

paper demonstrates that the once strong independent convenience retail sector, was effectively 

decimated, as consumers flocked to the new self-service concept, while succumbing to the 

supermarkets’ subliminal manipulation, otherwise known as the Gruen effect (Hardwick, 2004).  

Convenience stores went from 45 percent of total establishments in 1916 to 20 per cent in 2016, 

and of the latter number, the majority were takeaway fast food outlets.  This paradigm shift in the 

convenience retail landscape signalled a decline in retail authenticity and a depersonalisation in 

the relationship between retailer and customer in favour of the corporate anonymity of the 
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supermarket format.  In a similar vein, the paper illustrates the trade-off between authentic home 

cooking and the expediency offered by takeaway food for time-poor households.  Authenticity has 

been a re-occurring theme in this paper, reflecting some of the more recent research literature 

(Gilmore & Pine, 2007; Hubbard, 2017; Wrigley & Lambiri, 2014a), and in the Subiaco context, 

is worthy of a further research in the future. 

In the closing decades of the twentieth century, de-industrialization, dismantling of import 

protection, and globalisation changed the nature and composition of the comparison retail 

landscape, which was to become more gendered in composition, as the paper demonstrates.  

Clothing and footwear retailers proliferated, especially for female consumers.  In the services 

sector, garment manufacture at home was no longer necessary as imports were relatively cheap.  

Bespoke dressmakers and tailors disappeared from the high streets, which now refocused on 

hairdressing and beauty - also female-orientated.  At the turn of the century, online shopping, new 

digital shopping modalities and modern competing shopping centres exacted a toll on the 

economic viability of Subiaco’s once prosperous retail high streets.  Vacant premises and transient 

pop-up shops have now become a fixture in the centre, inadvertently echoing the Great Depression 

eighty years earlier, as the paper shows.  However, of greater concern, is the looming relocation 

of the Coles supermarket to join the other full-line supermarket north of the railway.  This will 

shift the retail centre of gravity from its traditional location at the town centre’s southern end, 

severely testing its resilience, unless a new supermarket entrant or other major attractor joins the 

fray.  It will then remain to be seen whether scholarly prognostications on retail regeneration 

(Lowe, 2007; Wrigley & Dolega, 2011), or a reinvigorated convenience culture (Wrigley & 

Lambiri, 2014a), can restore Subiaco Town Centre to its former glory. 
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5 CHAPTER FIVE: SUBJECTIVE PERCEPTIONS OF TWO RETAIL 
MORPHOLOGIES 

This chapter has been written in a form suitable for publication as a paper in a peer-reviewed 

academic journal.  The paper entitled ‘Subjective perceptions of retail high street and shopping 

centre platforms by informed actors: a mixed methods approach’ will be a sole-authored 

contribution appropriate for an urban studies journal.  The paper constitutes Chapter Five in its 

entirety. 

Prologue 
The previous chapters have established that the retail landscape is a dualist phenomenon.  That is, 

the spaces and places from which goods and services are provided essentially consist of two 

morphologies - retail high streets and shopping centres.  On the one hand, shopping centres - a 

relatively modern retail platform, are said to exist with the prime purpose of bringing together 

retailers and consumers arriving by car in order to negotiate retail transactions.  Some scholars, 

have applied the sobriquet ‘cathedrals of consumption’ in a half-mocking reference to shopping 

centres (Ritzer, 2005), although this possibly has its roots in Zola’s polemical novel Au bonheur 

des dames (Zola, 1885), where department stores were said to engage in worshipful seduction of 

women shoppers.   

Depending on whether a social science or retailing and consumption perspective is being advanced, 

the research literature is polarised in its treatment of high streets and shopping centres.  By way 

of example, the anthropologist Marc Augé (1995), went as far to suggest that shopping centres are 

in effect non-places; an expression of supermodernity and spaces of anonymity and consumption 

that are devoid of meaning.  Moreover, places according to Augé, are imbued with meaning by 

virtue of the fact that they are ‘relational, historical and concerned with identity’ (p. 77).  

Furthermore, they are ‘anthropological’, socio-cultural and can engender feelings of attachment.  

Non-places, and by extension – shopping centres, are thought not to exhibit any of these qualities.  

High streets, by contrast, are thought to embrace the quintessential notion of place.  In addition to 

retail consumption, they provide a social and experiential offering that is often absent in the typical 

suburban shopping centre, as the previous chapters have explained.   

Two significant contributions to the recent research literature (Hubbard, 2017; Mehta, 2013), 

recognise and celebrate the platiality of the street.  To the architect and urban designer, Vikas 

Mehta, the street offers a myriad of functions including shopping.  However, for Mehta, it is the 
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street’s sociability that defines it as a place, which also resonates with Lefebvre’s statement that 

the street environment is a place of encounters with things that people use and observe, including 

other people (Lefebvre, 1996).  On another tack, the geographer, Phil Hubbard is concerned with 

the diminution of authentic experiences offered by the traditional high street.  He laments the 

disappearance of some of the grittier elements of streets in favour of gentrified, leisured 

consumption.  Here he is talking about pubs, the sex industry, betting shops, charity shops and the 

like; in fact, any activities that have a taint of working-class patronage.  Contrast this image with 

that of the typical shopping centre platform.  In this case, the sole objective is to maximise profits 

for the owner(s) in a well-managed and designed environment that overtly, or even subliminally 

according to Bowlby (2000), increases the prospect of people purchasing commodified goods and 

services promoted by various forms of advertising media.  So, given its binary nature, which mode 

of physical retailing provides the most attractive proposition for the community and stakeholders 

aligned with the retail sector?   

Chapter Five reports on an empirical and methodological research project that examines the 

subjective perceptions of retail high streets and shopping centre platforms by informed specialist 

participants who may be thought to have allegiances to one platform or the other, and who can 

inform debate on the relative contributions that each morphology can make to the retail landscape.  

These were recruited from the senior ranks of the creative professions, regulatory and policy areas, 

retail sector, and development industry.  The sequential mixed methods approach used in the study 

incorporated both qualitative and quantitative elements, in this case Q-methodology, which is 

explained in detail in Chapter Two and the research paper.  Put simply, the research design 

involved investigation of participants’ reactions to written and visual stimuli, which were then 

subjected to principal components analysis to determine the underlying themes they held in 

common.  The themes and participants’ subjective views were then subjected to a detailed 

interpretative process using hermeneutic methods, as explained in Chapter Two.  The object of 

this approach was to elucidate the nature of viewpoints among participants, which can reveal 

attitudes about the relative qualities of retail places and spaces.  These can possibly help inform 

strategic planning policy frameworks to engage in measures that increase stability in the physical 

retail landscape in an increasingly online consumptive environment. 
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ABSTRACT: In the typical western urban landscape there are essentially two retail morphologies 

– an evolutionary form represented by the traditional high street, and a revolutionary form 

represented by the suburban shopping centre. Each morphology has its own raison d'être and 

corresponding set of customer allegiances, which are being severely tested as new forms of digital 

disruption take hold in the retail milieux.  This paper explores the subjective perceptions of the 

high street and shopping centre domains by people having specialist knowledge, and possibly 

different perspectives, of both retail environments in Perth, Australia.  The participant group 

included architects, urban planners, local politicians, retail proprietors and developers.  These 

were subjected to a Q-methodological approach entailing ranking on a preference scale, forty 

statements and images pertaining to high streets and shopping centres respectively.  The results 

were quite unexpected and somewhat surprising.  The divergence of viewpoints among 

participants was captured via principal component analysis.  Unexpectedly, a majority of 

shopping centre developers were favourably disposed towards the high street, while 

acknowledging the shortcomings of the shopping centre platform.  Overall, the dominion of the 

traditional high street was confirmed as an authentic, representative place able to be consumed 

in multiple experiential and sensory ways compared to the typical shopping centre.  Despite this, 

the study found that traditional high streets were not given enough support from a strategic policy 

perspective, as planning authorities seemed to be more favourably disposed towards the 

maintaining order in metropolitan shopping centre networks.   

Keywords: retail, high street, shopping centre, stakeholder perceptions, authenticity, planning, Q-

methodology  

5.1 Introduction 
Retail platforms, that is, the spaces and places from which goods and services are provided and 

consumed, broadly occupy two domains - retail high streets and shopping centres.  Shopping 

centres are a modern form of development invented in the 1950s, to bring together retailers and 

consumers arriving by car in order to facilitate commodity consumption in a controlled 

commercial setting.  The research literature on the genesis and evolution of the suburban shopping 

centre is quite voluminous, including hagiographic accounts of Victor Gruen, its architect 

(Gladwell & Avedon, 2004; Hardwick, 2004), his legacy (Gillette, 1985), the evolving retail 

landscape (Ghosh & McLafferty, 1991; Kowinski, 1985; Wrigley & Lowe, 2014), and alternative 

futures (Drechsler, 2018; Kruse, 2007).  Such is their influence, religious metaphors have been 

used to describe shopping centres, including Ritzer’s (2005), often quoted, ‘cathedrals of 
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consumption’, which Fiske (2011), describes as places ‘where commodities become the icons of 

worship and the rituals of exchanging money for goods are the secular equivalent of Holy 

Communion’ (p. 10).  Apart from the obvious symbiotic relationship between consumer and 

retailer, and the religious fervour by which western society is engaged in conspicuous mass 

consumption (Goss, 1993), there is another reason for the ongoing success of the shopping centre 

format.  This relates to the ready availability of development finance and the popularity of retail 

centres as major elements in portfolios held by real estate investment trusts (REITs), and 

superannuation funds (Drechsler, 2014).  Shopping centres thus have a dedicated legion of 

disciples and promoters, especially among the development and corporate investment fraternity, 

as will be demonstrated by this study.   

High streets, by contrast, provide a more nuanced offering beyond that of simple commerce and 

commodity consumption (Hubbard, 2017; Wrigley & Brookes, 2014).  If shopping centres are 

‘cathedrals of consumption’ , then high streets conceivably represent ‘the pulse of the common 

populace’ Mehta (2013, p. 17).  This eloquent expression suggests a measure of intangibility, plus 

additional layers of meaning because of the high street’s platiality and peopledness.  Whereas the 

shopping centre is a representation of modernity and a machine for selling, the high street has a 

provenance extending back millennia (Betts, 2011; Holleran, 2011; Newsome, 2011).  This 

suggests that the high street is a product of urban evolution (Carmona, 2015; Vaughan, 2015), 

whereas the shopping centre is a response to an urban revolution incited by mass suburbanization 

after WWII (Gillette, 1985; Gladwell & Avedon, 2004).  This difference manifests itself in the 

notion of authenticity, i.e. respecting tradition, celebrating diversity and avoiding the generic; but 

most of all, providing avenues for communication and social interaction (Gilmore & Pine, 2007).  

In effect, the evidence points to a dual paradigm with high streets and shopping centres as binary 

typologies having different raisons d'être in the urban retail landscape.   

The aim of this study is to provide further insight into the character of the retail landscape by 

exploring the subjective perceptions of the high street and shopping centre domains by people 

having specialist knowledge, and possibly different perspectives, of both retail environments.  

Such individuals include architects, town planners, retailers and developers.  In another sense, they 

could be described as informed subjects who exert influence in the conception, regulation, 

development and operation of retail spaces.  As such, they can be considered as experts with 

purportedly strong viewpoints and a story to tell.  In this study, the precise nature of the story in 

this case will be elucidated through Q-methodology - a hybrid, qualitative-dominant form of mixed 
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method research that explores the subjective accounts of phenomena from a participant’s unique 

perspective (Ramlo, 2016; Ramlo & Newman, 2011).   

The method was developed by William Stephenson in the 1930s (Stephenson, 1953), and 

subsequently refined by Brown (1980).  Notably, most of the scholarly literature reporting on Q 

are almost apostolic in their admiration of its founders and go to considerable lengths to 

recite/repeat the 80-year old doctrine of Q.  This means that collectively, the oeuvre of Q literature 

has the method appearing to dominate the research narrative, to the extent that Q assumes centre 

stage, rather than the research manifesto itself.  Ramlo (2016), is aware of this trend and warns 

about producing ‘cookbook styles of research that focus on following (Q) procedures in an 

algorithmic way’ (p. 42).   

Despite Ramlo’s (2016), concerns about researchers adopting a checklist approach, many scholars 

in the Q academy argue that the methodology is essentially a holistic or gestalt procedure.  That 

is, it can reveal groupings or configurations of themes favoured by a participant group, in a creative 

and all-inclusive way (Brown, 1980; Stainton Rogers, 1995; Watts & Stenner, 2005).  Moreover, 

this idea of holism also accords with the notion of Q-methodology as a phenomenological 

construct and leitmotif in the research literature (Brown, 1980; Shinebourne & Adams, 2007; 

Stainton Rogers, 1995; Stephenson, 1953, 1988).  Accordingly, this significant alignment of Q 

methodology with phenomenology, provides a solid conceptual grounding for this study.  By 

adopting Q-methodology, important themes, beliefs and experiences shared by a group of 

participants can be revealed once they are presented with appropriate stimuli, which may include 

narratives, images, music, films and artworks; in fact, anything that can be ‘read’ and interpreted 

in a hermeneutic sense (McKeown, 1998; Shinebourne & Adams, 2007; Watts & Stenner, 2005) 

Traditionally, Q literature has focused on multiple areas of research, with a bias towards health, 

given its psychological underpinnings (Block, 2008; Stephenson, 1953).  In recent times however, 

the breadth of Q-research has widened to include studies on: resource development (Chapman et 

al., 2015), tourism (Carr & Liu, 2016), horror movies (Robinson et al., 2014), transportation 

(Cools et al., 2009), advertising (Cian, 2011; Gustafson et al., 2008; Robinson et al., 2008), 

aesthetic preferences (Somerstein, 2014; Weber et al., 2008), and landscape change and 

management (Green, 2010; Milcu et al., 2014; Ockwell, 2008).  More recently, a study of 

perceptions of urban consolidation held by planners, developers, architects and local politicians in 

Brisbane, Australia was carried out by Raynor et al. (2018), which thematically, has possibly the 

closest alignment with this research undertaking.  A cursory scan of the Q-methodology literature 
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reveals a fairly meagre offering in the retail domain.  Therefore, this study could be considered an 

initial attempt to investigate and explore the subjective perceptions and understandings of high 

streets and shopping centres held by key stakeholders having what the enigmatic Warren Buffett 

calls ‘skin in the game’.  In a similar vein to Raynor et al. (2018), these individuals are drawn 

from the planning and built form professions, development community, retail proprietors and local 

politicians. 

In this retail-focussed study, the stimuli presented to participants comprise a collection of written 

statements and images pertaining to high street and shopping centre environments.  The results 

are then statistically analysed to uncover dominant components, themes and patterns.  It is 

anticipated that this will provide insights into the subjective understanding of both retail 

environments by the participants and help to answer the following research questions: 

RQ 1 does a qualitative dominant mixed-method research technique like Q-methodology 

have a place in the retail research domain  

RQ 2 what are the respective qualities of each retail morphology that elicit strong feelings 

amongst participants and what, if any, any patterns or themes emerge from the accounts 

of participants that may be considered as incongruous or unexpected 

RQ 3 are there any findings from a planning policy, design and development perspective that 

would improve the retail landscape for the whole community? 

In answering these questions, this paper will neither slavishly follow, nor regurgitate the doctrine 

of Q in its entirety.  The principal reason for this is that the Q-literature on retailing is quite sparse, 

to say the least.  Furthermore, the study seeks to shed light on what amounts to a binary 

morphological situation in the retail environment, which to all intents and purposes, should 

produce a dualistic set of viewpoints and perspectives from the study participants because of their 

professional or business allegiances towards one retail platform or the other.   

The Q-methodological approach adopted in this study recognises the generally-accepted 

procedures detailed in the abundant scholarly literature on the method (Brown, 1980; McKeown 

& Thomas, 2013; Stainton Rogers, 1995; Stephenson, 1953; Watts & Stenner, 2012).  Overall, the 

research literature adopts a consistent approach for a conventional Q-study, typically involving 

three stages: (i) investigation, (ii) analysis, and (iii) interpretation.  This paper describes a similar 

methodological sequence, but is more considered in its description of the method, which is covered 

in the quite voluminous literature on Q.  Contrastingly, the focus of this paper is on the study’s 
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message rather than its medium – a decidedly more parsimonious approach that preferences the 

qualitative essence of the study over its quantitative aspects (Ramlo, 2016; Ramlo & Newman, 

2011). 

5.2 Part one – investigative phase 
The initial investigative phase generally follows the sequential steps outlined in the Q-

methodology research literature previously cited.  This involves: formulating a Q-set from a larger 

concourse of items; selecting a participant sample, known as a P-set; administering the participants’ 

Q-sort process; and, conducting post-sort interviews with the participants.   

5.2.1 Formulating the Q-set 

The Q-set is a sample derived from a concourse of items applicable to the research topic that 

participants will ultimately be asked to rank.  The Q-set ‘approximates the total commentary on a 

given issue; its purpose is to provide a comprehensive but manageable representation of the 

concourse from which it is taken’ (McKeown & Thomas, 2013, p. 23).  The broader concourse 

represents the flow of communicability surrounding a topic and provides the raw materials for the 

Q-set (Brown, 1993), and can be any number of socially-contestable items that produce alternative 

stances or viewpoints by participants (Stainton Rogers, 1995).  In this study, the concourse 

comprised 72 written statements and 62 images pertaining to high streets and shopping centres.  

These were gathered from the scholarly literature and popular, academic and social media sources, 

and supplemented by photographs taken by the author.   

Through a process of structured sampling (see below), the concourse was reduced by about 70 per 

cent to forty items.  This comprised the Q-set.  To ensure that the Q-set was largely representative 

of the concourse, the reduction process took into account the principles of balance, appropriateness, 

simplicity and comprehensiveness described by Stainton Rogers (1995, p. 177).  The structure and 

composition of the Q-set is presented in Table 5.1.  This identifies the two retail typologies –

suburban shopping centres and retail high streets, and further breaks down the Q-set into textual 

(55%), and image (45%), categories.  While textual items are a default position in the Q literature, 

especially in the psychological and social science disciplines (Block, 2008; Brown, 1980; 

Stephenson, 1953), the use of images is commonplace, seemingly because of their interpretability 

(Fairweather & Swaffield, 2001; Green, 2010; Gustafson et al., 2008; Milcu et al., 2014; 

Somerstein, 2014; Weber et al., 2008).  Nevertheless, because this study is about two physical 

retail typologies, a hybrid visual and narrative approach was considered preferable to a singular 

form as it provides further definition of the study’s urban dimension.   
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Table 5.1: Composition of Q-set – type & distribution of items 
 

Categories 
High Street Shopping Centre 

Textual Image Textual Image 
Place 5 5 6 3 
Experience 3 1 2 3 
Attachment 4 3 2 3 

 12 9 10 9 
 
Source: Author 

The structured sampling process that generated the chosen Q-set stemmed from the author’s 

immersion in the universe of propositions contained in the concourse.  This approach aligns with 

Brown (1980), and McKeown and Thomas (2013), who prefer a structured Q-set because it 

achieves a more balanced and representative outcome compared to the unstructured form.  

Accordingly, the Q-set statements were further categorised in terms of:  

(i) place - the contexts of the lived world that are the focus of our intentions, attitudes, 

purposes and experience (Relph, 1976);  

(ii) experience – the modes by which a person constructs reality via sensations, perception 

and symbolization (Tuan, 1977),  

(iii) attachment – the emotional bond, which can be positive, negative or ambivalent, 

between people and a particular place or environment (Manzo, 2005).  

The categorised list of items in the Q-set presented to the study participants is contained in 

Appendix B. 

5.2.2 Selection of Participants 

The selection of the participant group for this study used purposive sampling to achieve as much 

diversity of opinion as possible with the added ability to express informed views on the research 

topic, rather than statistical representativeness (Honey et al., 2013).  Collectively known as the P-

set, the scholarly literature emphasises that the participant sample should be heterogenous, and 

have participants with a defined viewpoint to express in relation to the research topic (Watts & 

Stenner, 2012).  As previously mentioned, this study accords with the essentially binary nature of 

physical retail space.  This too was a consideration in the selection of participants, who could be 

thought to represent (overtly or subtly), either high street or shopping centre factions 

In this study, twenty-two participants, representing five operational categories, were chosen for 

their relevance to the objectives of the study and their specialist knowledge of the retail sector.  
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Most participants were very senior professionals, either in the private (65%), or government (35%), 

sectors.  An additional three participants, representing the informed consumer, was incorporated 

in the P-set as a non-specialist reference group, making twenty-five participants in total.  The 

gender breakdown of the study group was 60:40 male to female ratio.  The overall structure and 

composition of the P-set is included as Appendix C. 

Table 5.2 provides a summary of the P-set, including the five operational categories reflecting 

participants’ areas of expertise, these are: 

(i) create: professionally plans and designs shopping centres and/or town centre 

environments incorporating high streets, e.g. architects and urban designers;  

(ii) regulate: devises and implements policy and regulates retail development at the local 

and state government level, e.g. local government planners, state government planners 

and elected members of local councils;  

(iii) retail: owns and operates physical shops and/or online retail enterprises, or represents 

and advises the retail sector, as in a town centre business association;  

(iv) develop: develops and/or owns shopping centres on private land, or facilitates 

development of shopping centres and town centres on public land;  

(v) consume: engages in retail consumption in shopping centres and high streets. 

Table 5.2: Synopsis of P-set (n=25) 
 

Create Regulate Retail Develop Consume 

Architect x2 L.G. Planner x2 Proprietor x4 Priv. Developer x4 Customers x3 

Urban Designer x3 S.G. Planner x2 Bus. Assoc. x1 Gov. Developer x2  

 Elected member x2    

 
Source: Author 
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5.2.3 Administering the Q-sorts 

The medium of the Q-sort is a device that systematises a participant’s subjective understanding of 

the topic (Brown, 1980).  This is an important point that differentiates Q-methodology from the 

hypo-deductive approach of r-methodology, because only the participant can capture their own 

subjectivity, not the researcher (Ramlo, 2016). 

Each Q-set item listed in Appendix B. (either a statement or image), was assigned to a single 

laminated card, making forty cards total.  As a guide to assist with the sorting process, a response 

grid, containing exactly forty spaces in which the cards could be placed, was used (see Figure 5.1).  

This resembled a flattened form of a fixed normal distribution to accentuate the tails of the 

distribution rather than the middle, as in a typical normal distribution (Brown, 1980).   

 

 

Figure 5.1: Typical completed response grid (item rankings by participant Cre_4) 
Source: Author 

 

The sorting process ranked the items from +6 (most preferred) to -6 (most unpreferred).  The 

objective of configuring the sorting template this way was to capture participants’ very strong 

feelings about high streets or shopping centres at the extremities.  In the middle, represented by 

zero, a degree of indifference about an item in the mind of the participant could be said to exist 

(Watts & Stenner, 2012).  McKeown and Thomas (2013), and Ramlo (2016), explain this further 

- noting that there is no a priori designation by the researcher as to what is important or not.  This 

can only be revealed by items bearing a positive or negative salience relative to other items as 

decided by the sorter.   

Upon completion of a Q-sort, which took about 30-40 minutes, a photograph was taken of the 

filled-in response grid to enable coding of the participant’s item rankings according to a pre-

determined numbering system for the items, as shown in Figure 5.1.  The participants were then 
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afforded an opportunity to discuss, in a post-sorting interview, their sorting rationale and to 

amplify their reasons for ranking an item at a given level.  In effect, the completed response grid 

became the probing mechanism for the subsequent interview, thereby preventing the researcher 

from ascribing meanings to the participant’s sort (Gallagher & Porock, 2010).  In the interview, 

emphasis was placed on items allocated to the grid tails, as these rankings represent the strongest 

viewpoints expressed by the participant in the Q-sort (Brown, 1980).  Each discussion was 

recorded in the researcher’s field notebook with an audio backup.  Notably, only one participant 

refused to be audio recorded. 

5.3 Part two – principal component analysis 
Once the Q-sorting process was completed, the participants’ Q-sorts were transformed into 

numerical data using PQ Method, a dedicated freeware package for Q studies (Schmolck, 2014).  

These data were then subjected to a data reduction process, in this case, principal components 

analysis (PCA), with varimax rotation, as recommended by Brown (1980).  The analysis identified 

the main families of Q sorts that were highly correlated with one another.  In this study, three 

perspectives, each represented by a component, were revealed.  These accounted for 55 per cent 

of the data variance - easily satisfying the proposition that anything in the region of 35 to 40 per 

cent, or above, is an acceptable outcome for this type of study (Kline, 1994; Watts & Stenner, 

2012).  In addition, the three-component schema best captured the divergence of viewpoints 

expressed by the participants, particularly the bi-polarity of opinion associated with both retail 

morphologies, as the analysis below demonstrates. 

After the data were reduced to the three components, two sets of supplementary statistics help to 

further define the results.  The first refers to the degree that participants are associated with each 

component; and the second, the relative strength of opinion about each Q-set item.  Participant 

component associations are summarised in Table 5.3.  This shows Q-sorts that define or most 

characterise a component - often termed exemplifying Q-sorts.  The most notable feature evident 

in the table is that the three components capture 22 of the 25 Q-sorts12.  The component loading 

shown for each participant’s Q-sort indicates the strength of association with each component.  

For example, both Cre_2 and Con_25 share the highest component loading of 0.77 on Component 

One, indicating that their Q-sorts were highly correlated with this component.   

 

                                                 
12 Three participants – Cre_5, Reg_10 and Ret_14 do not load on any of the derived components. 
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Table 5.3: Participant component associations 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Code No. Component One Component Two Component Three 

Cre_1 0.20 0.80 0.02 

Cre_2 0.77 -0.07 0.08 

Cre_3 0.65 0.35 -0.35 

Cre_4 0.39 0.36 0.67 

Cre_5 0.40 0.41 -0.21 

Reg_6 0.45 0.57 -0.23 

Reg_7 0.19 0.62 -0.22 

Reg_8 -0.04 0.44 0.46 

Reg_9 0.75 0.15 -0.07 

Reg_10 0.30 0.35 -0.39 

Reg_11 0.66 0.41 -0.25 

Ret_12 0.69 0.47 -0.09 

Ret_13 0.57 0.12 -0.31 

Ret_14 0.09 0.08 -0.23 

Ret_15 0.47 0.38 -0.64 

Ret_16 0.10 0.63 -0.32 

Dev_17 0.57 0.31 0.03 

Dev_18 0.05 -0.01 0.79 

Dev_19 0.36 0.63 0.17 

Dev_20 0.54 0.03 0.03 

Dev_21 0.75 -0.01 0.10 

Dev_22 -0.07 0.80 0.12 

Con_23 0.62 0.32 -0.31 

Con_24 0.69 0.16 -0.12 

Con_25 0.77 0.32 -0.15 

    

% variance 26 18 11 

Defining sorts 12 6 4 
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The same is true for Cre_1 and Dev_22 on Component Two, both of which correlated at 0.80.  

Similarly, Component Three has Dev_18 with the highest loading at 0.79.  The second set of data 

recognises the strength of the z-score13 as an interpretative mechanism.  Recent studies using z-

scores this way include: measuring stakeholder perspectives of tourism in Caribbean economies 

(Carr & Liu, 2016), exploring perceptions of change in two resource-dependent towns in Western 

Australia (Chapman et al., 2015), university students’ views of learning and knowledge (Newman 

& Ramlo, 2010), and, a perceptual study of negative stereotyping of older people in magazine 

advertisements (Robinson et al., 2008).  Of particular interest is a new computer program that 

calculates and conveys z-scores using R methodology (Zabala, 2014; Zabala & Pascual, 2016).  

Mostly, these studies present z-scores in a conventional, tabular form, however two studies (Carr 

& Liu, 2016; Zabala, 2014), elect for a more flamboyant, illustrative approach without diminishing 

the overall statistical robustness of these data.  This approach will be adopted here.  Accordingly, 

Figure 5.2 maps z-scores in a manner similar to that produced by Zabala (2014). 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the patterning of component z-scores for each Q-set item in terms of its 

standard deviation from the mean.  The higher the z-score, the greater its salience and therefore 

interpretive power (Zabala & Pascual, 2016).  Moreover, the greater the separation between scores, 

as in Item 04, the greater is the distinctiveness of their constituent components (Zabala, 2014).  

Where scores are clustered, as in Item 07, this indicates a degree of consensus in participant 

viewpoints.  The research literature confirms that consensus statements may reveal communalities 

among perspectives, ambiguity, or participants’ disengagement with an item for unspecified 

reasons (Zabala & Pascual, 2016).  Therefore, they should not be totally disregarded - to do so 

may compromise the explication of viewpoints being expressed by participants, possibly rendering 

the interpretative process incomplete (Gallagher & Porock, 2010; Newman & Ramlo, 2010).  

Nevertheless, the scholarly literature points to the proposition that, for the purposes of 

interpretation, focus should be on item z-scores greater than +1.0 /-1.0 for each component (see 

Table 5.4).  The reason is simple; these represent the greatest level of distinguishability among 

items, i.e. ‘most preferred’ or ‘most unpreferred’ statements or images pertinent to each 

component (Gustafson et al., 2008; Newman & Ramlo, 2010; Robinson et al., 2014).  Table 5.4 

describes the distinguishing items that constitute each component.  Q-set items that fit the 

                                                 
13 Z-scores indicate the strength of the relationship between Q-set items and the components. 
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distinguishing criteria (Z-scr)14, are highlighted together with its ranking (Q-sr)15, in what would 

be an idealized, composite Q-sort. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Patterning of z-scores 
Source: Author 

  

                                                 
14 (Z-scr): Item Z-score (refer Figure 5.2) 
15 (Q-sr): Item Q-sort ranking 

13. High street charm  and historic  character
14. High streets are  places to be consum ed

04. High streets evoke intim acy
20. High street lynch-pin m etro spirit

08. Alfresco im age
17. High street tem poral bridge

15. High street diverse  m ulti-functional place
03. High streets - chance encounters
16. High street collective  social value
05. High street activities can influence policy
10. B utcher im age
12. Urban art im age
23. Street m arkets im age
31. Shopping centre  recognised for store  m ix
06. Shopping centres can elic it  a ttachm ent
30. Shopping centre  preferred by custom ers
27. Shopping centres optim al conditions
36. Two storey m all im age

34. Shopping centres foster fem ale  consum ers
07. Footpath im age
09. Alley im age
21. Shady streetscape im age
22. Street party poster im age
24. R estaurant a t night im age

25. Historic  streetscape im age
39. C harity shop im age
40. Town centre  figure  &  ground im age

32. Shopping centre  sanitized high street
33. Shopping centre  less freedom

02. People  prefer places that express identity
29. Shopping centres cultivate  their im age

11. C halkboard im age with children
01. High streets arouse em otional a ttachm ents

37. New m ain street im age
28. Shopping centre  offers m ore choice
26. Street party im age

19. High street precinct popn. should increase

38. Shopping centre  figure  &  ground im age
35. Shopping centre  car park im age
18. High street offer authentic ity

0 +1 +2 +3-1-2-3

Component One Component Two ComponentThree

Z-scores
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Table 5.4: Distinguishing items 
 

No. Item Component One Component Two Component Three 

Z-scr* Q-sr† Z-scr* Q-sr† Z-scr* Q-sr† 

01 High streets arouse emotional attachments 
  

-1.00 -3 
  

02 People prefer places that express identity     1.23 3 

03 High streets - chance encounters       

04 High streets evoke intimacy 1.25 4   -1.29 -5 

05 High streets activities can influence policy       

06 Shopping centres can elicit attachment     2.28 6 

07 Footpath image Consensus Consensus Consensus 

08 Alfresco image Consensus Consensus Consensus 

09 Alley image Consensus Consensus Consensus 

10 Butcher image   -1.13 -3   

11 Chalkboard image with children       

12 Urban art image     1.27 3 

13 High street charm and historic character 1.85 6 1.37 5   

14 High street place consumption 1.68 5     

15 High street diverse multi-functional place   1.36 4   

16 High street collective social value   Consensus Consensus 

17 High street temporal bridge   1.49 5   

18 High street authenticity Consensus Consensus -1.96 -6 

19 High street precinct popn. should increase Consensus Consensus Consensus 

20 High street lynch-pin metro spirit 1.18 4     

21 Shady streetscape image Consensus Consensus Consensus 

22 Street party poster image Consensus Consensus Consensus 

23 Street markets image   Consensus Consensus 

24 Restaurant at night image Consensus Consensus Consensus 

25 Historic streetscape image Consensus Consensus Consensus 

26 Street party image Consensus Consensus 1.39 4 

27 Shopping centres optimal conditions     1.64 5 

28 Shopping centre offer more choice -1.34 -4 -1.82 -5 1.40 4 

29 Shopping centre cultivating image -1.49 -5   -1.08 -4 

30 Shopping centre preferred by customers     2.16 5 

31 Shopping centres recognised for store mix   1.35 4 1.03 3 
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32 Shopping centre sanitized high street -1.45 -4 1.12 3 -1.31 -5 

33 Shopping centre less freedom     -1.15 -4 

34 Shopping centres foster female consumers -1.66 -5 Consensus Consensus 

35 Shopping centre car park image -2.25 -6 -2.2 -6   

36 Two storey mall image -1.04 -3 -2.16 -5   

37 New main street image   -1.39 -4   

38 Shopping centre figure & ground image -1.08 -3     

39 Charity shop image Consensus Consensus Consensus 

40 Town centre figure & ground image Consensus Consensus Consensus 

 
Source: Author 
 

5.4 Part three - component interpretation 
The scholarly literature generally concurs that with Q-methodology the interpretative task, which 

involves the preparation of summarizing accounts for each component (Watts & Stenner, 2005), 

is its most demanding.  In this case, the interpretation of components is informed by two important 

sets of data: participant component associations (Table 5.3) and patterns of z-scores (Figure 5.2), 

and their distinguishability (Table 5.3).  This simple interpretation of data, however, does not 

necessarily convey the whole story. A holistic interpretation must also consider subtleties in 

viewpoints that these data alone cannot reveal.  It is for this reason that the interpretative task must 

also resort to the consensus statements previously mentioned, plus qualitative comments provided 

by the participants who load significantly on the component being interpreted (Watts & Stenner, 

2005).  In this context, component interpretation in this study closely aligns with Gallagher and 

Porock (2010), who resorted to the ‘voices’ of exemplar participants.  This tactic sought ‘to reveal 

the underlying beliefs and values that lead to a particular stance on the issue’ (p. 296), thereby 

negating the possibility of researcher bias in favour of the participants’ underlying rationale for 

the sorting arrangement.  Some of the general post-sorting comments by participants provide 

valuable background context to this interpretative phase and are therefore deserving of further 

consideration before the detailed investigation of the components proper. 

5.4.1 General post-sorting comments 

Overall, the participants indicated a positive attitude towards the sorting process, while often 

noting that sorting presented challenges to their pre-conceived views about high streets and 

shopping centres (Con_24).  One area that respondents mentioned frequently was the ranking 

descriptors, ‘most preferred’ and ‘most unpreferred’, on the sorting grid.  This seemed to create a 
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quandary for those participants with a mindset typically orientated towards bi-polar concepts such 

as agree/disagree, like/dislike, which was the intention in choosing these terms.  In many cases, 

items were judged to be correct or agreed to, but were conflictedly relegated to the most 

unpreferred tail of the distribution by some participants, or in other words; ‘its correct, but I don’t 

like it, so I’m going to deal with this item in a negative way’ (Cre_2, Dev_22, Con_25).   

The content of the sorting cards was expressed as either written statements (n=22), or images 

(n=18).  Some participants found the images harder to ‘read’ because they conveyed multiple 

meanings, whereas the written statements often conveyed a simple meaning and were easier to 

rank.  A possible reason for this may be that multiple meanings embedded in the images were 

often more difficult to verbalise because of ‘difficulties associated with coding analogical or 

symbolic communication forms as opposed to words’ (Lobinger & Brantner, 2015).  Consequently, 

and with few exceptions (confirmed in Figure 5.2), images were placed in the middle (minimum 

salience), of the sorting grid or towards the unpreferred side (Cre_1, Reg_6, Ret_15, Dev_19, 

Dev_22).  Contrastingly, some participants found the images easier to sort because; ‘they give 

greater depth to the story than a few words in a box; images are more experiential than words 

because you’ve been to places like the photos’ (Reg_7).  Other participants were more intuitive in 

their comments – ‘a statement is easier to deal with than an image - nothing to do with the quality 

of the photo, rather the quality of the subject, e.g. some images are happy and nice artistic things, 

while others are nostalgic and reflective; try-hard attempts at what a high street should be’ (Cre_4)   

In some ways, this study’s participant sample had views of images inconsistent with other studies, 

especially those with Q-sets based solely on images.  In their pioneering Q-methodological study 

using photographs of agreeable and discordant landscapes, Fairweather and Swaffield (2001), 

found that, combined with post-sorting interviews, photographs were a powerful interpretative 

mechanism for discerning environmental design quality and the visitor experience.  Somerstein’s 

(2014), study of aesthetic preferences as revealed by paintings or photographs, found that 

participants expressed a fondness for old sepia photographs, regardless of their content.  With a 

few pertinent exceptions discussed below, this study’s participant sample was fairly ambivalent 

towards photographs in general and ‘nostalgic’ images in particular.  The exception was where 

images conveyed a very strong message and were placed at the extremities of the sorting grid.  A 

plausible reason for the overall ambivalence to images may be the alternative proposition that the 

‘message’ is communicated better in a written statement in this case, and yielded a more 

expeditious response, as Carr and Liu (2016), found in their recent tourism study. 
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5.4.2 Component One: the high street reigns supreme 

Component One accounted for 26 per cent of the study variance.  Twelve exemplar participants 

were associated with this component: 

• two creatives (urban design: one male; one female) 
• two regulators (mayor and town planner: both male) 
• two retailers (business advocate, high street tenant: one male; one female) 
• three developers (two private sector, one public sector: two male; one female) 
• three consumers (all female) 

Component descriptors: experiential, place attachment, social interaction, multi-sensory, 

movement and stasis, public realm, authentic, streetscape character, gendered 

Component One acknowledges the dominion of the traditional high street and its role as an 

authentic, representative place able to be consumed in multiple experiential and sensory ways.  

This contrasts with the shopping centre platform and its concentration of dedicated retail space, 

which is economically-driven, and mainly confined to the retail consumptive experience.  

Participants loading highly on this component viewed high streets as freer, less-controlled, gender-

inclusive and socially interactive places offering greater meaning than the shopping experience 

alone.  A retail proprietor noted that ‘traditional high streets display their own unique character 

and history, which fosters engagement, and often, the recall of positive memories’ (Ret_13).  The 

evocation of memories and the production of social experiences was also communicated by a 

senior regulator, who believed the high street, being an integral part of the public realm with its 

diversity of stakeholders and variety of transport modes, cannot be replicated by the purpose-

designed, single-ownership shopping centre (Reg_11).  Indeed, the availability of good public 

transport along the high street, whether commuting to employment or visiting businesses, was 

viewed as an important key to the success of the high street (Ret_12).  Expanding this theme 

further, a retailer saw movement or stasis as an integral part of social interaction i.e. either people-

watching while seated at tables on the footpath, or in a moving vehicle, Ret_13 claimed that 

‘whether moving or stopping, slow movement is crucial in creating opportunities to experience 

more things; people want to see other people interacting’.  The public realm was often mentioned 

by participants.  A developer participant noted that ‘there is no corporate ownership of public 

space; the people own the space’ (Dev_21).  This notion of high street egalitarianism was 

contradicted by a creative who observed that ‘you don’t even have to be misbehaving in a shopping 

centre to be thrown out, e.g. your appearance or perceived loitering behaviour could give cause 

for immediate ejection from the premises’ (Cre_3). 
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Authenticity, according to exemplar participants, was considered a defining feature of the 

traditional high street when compared to the formulaic nature of the typical suburban shopping 

centre.  Cre_2 believed that ‘the urban fabric of the street, with its multiplicity of land uses (not 

necessarily connected with shopping), fine-grain detail and movement was an important driver of 

the authentic experience’.  Authenticity was also raised in the context of individualisation of the 

retail experience, e.g. a consumer exemplar noted that ‘the high street has a multiplicity of shops 

with their own distinctive character, whereas a planned shopping centre had a sameness about it’ 

(Con_23).  This characteristic was also recognized by a developer who stated that the authenticity 

of the high street cannot be matched by the shopping centre because the historical legacy of the 

street was attractive to the community even if its presentation was ‘daggy’ (Dev_17.   

Without exception, Component One’s exemplar participants acknowledged that in the high street 

there is much more going on than shopping.  A consumer participant stated that ‘the community 

comes together to meet one another, creating a feeling of neighbourliness and sense of belonging 

to your own community’ (Con_24).  Another participant communicated an altruistic perspective; 

‘people patronise the high street because they want to support the local businesses’(Con_23).  This 

participant was a committed high street customer - shopping for fresh food daily and enjoying the 

convivial aspects of the high street’s outdoor aspect in contrast to an enclosed and crowded 

shopping centre environment.  This ambivalence towards shopping centres was a theme that 

permeated Component One viewpoints. 

Participants generally exhibited varying degrees of antipathy towards shopping centres compared 

to the retail high street, as revealed by the negative z-scores evident in Figure 5.2 and Table 5.3.  

Regarding whether shopping centres offer more choice, entertainment, convenience and 

excitement than the high street, participants were very clear that high streets offered a superior 

retail experience than centre-based retailing.  There was some acknowledgement that the 

compactness of the centre and store density might be attractive to some people (Con_25), but 

overall, the shopping centre cannot compete with the high street in either a socio-cultural (Con_23), 

or multi-sensory context.  Furthermore, participants were not predisposed to the idea that shopping 

centres invest heavily in cultivating their image, whereas high streets do not.  A high street 

business association president stated that ‘shopping centre image marketing does not drive 

patronage, the tenants do (Ret_12).  Comment was made by a creative that the focus of shopping 

centres is on their interiors, while seemingly ignoring their outward appearance (Cre_2).  This 

introverted design approach inevitably leads to a less than satisfactorily streetscape – a paradox, 

because it is the character of the retail high street that is indeed one of its drawcards.  The whole 
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issue becomes one of management and coordinating high street tenants, according to Cre_2 and 

Ret_12, however this approach may yield some unwelcome consequences by diminishing the 

platform’s authenticity in the eyes of the community. 

The closing perspective embraced by Component One, revolved around the suggestion that retail 

consumption was a gendered proposition and that in this respect shopping centres figured strongly.  

This item ranked among the most unpreferred items in the whole Q-set.  Not unexpectedly, there 

was some polarization (along gender lines), in the viewpoints expressed by the participants.  These 

were split between those who agreed with the statement but expressed a negative preference 

(Reg_9; Cre_2; Dev_21; [all male]), and those who disagreed with the statement, but still 

expressed a negative preference (Dev_20; Con_24; Con_25; [all female]).  A policy maker’s view 

was that ‘shopping centres are designed if women were 99 per cent of the population; centres are 

not man-friendly and could have a man creche’ (Reg_9), which ironically lends support to the 

case articulated by the original statement.  A creative’s perspective accepted that shopping centres 

are female-orientated but believed that household roles are becoming more blurred in terms of 

parenting and employment and this may eventually be reflected in new retail consumption 

practices (Cre_2).  A developer thought that ‘shopping centres unnecessarily restricted their 

audience to the female shopper and that they should endeavour to make shopping a more diverse 

and gender-inclusive process’ (Dev_21).  An opposing stance was formed by Dev_21 and Con_25, 

both of whom stated that shopping centres cater to families, particularly on weekends.  As a 

rejoinder, Con_25 did not like the possibility that she was ‘being manipulated by shopping centre 

market researchers’.  In closing, Cre_2 gets the last word about the genderization of the shopping 

experience; ‘the high street is, and always has been, a gender pluralistic retail platform’, which is 

one of its most enduring and appealing features. 

5.4.3 Component Two: high streets are places, but there’s still a place for shopping 
centres  

Component Two accounts for 18 per cent of the study variance.  Six exemplar participants were 

associated with this component: 

• one creative (retail architectural design: male) 
• two regulators (town planners: both male) 
• one retailer (shopping centre tenant: female) 
• two developers (one private sector, one public sector: both male) 

Component descriptors: temporality, shopping centres, safety and security, faux high streets 
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Component Two celebrates the traditional high street as a diverse place characterized by a 

concentration of social, economic and cultural of activities that cannot be replicated in a typical 

suburban shopping centre.  While participants loading highly on this component were also 

accepting of the role of shopping centres in some respects, they were critical of some facets of 

shopping centre design.  They were certainly less-forgiving of the proposition that shopping 

centres can effectively compete with the high street as an urban placescape, with its temporal 

layering of social and economic activity.  In this respect, there was a congruency of viewpoints 

among participants that high streets are an effective bridge between the day and night economies.  

A town planner (Reg_7), believed that a radical planning agenda should be instituted favouring 

activities that energize high street precincts outside of business hours.  This would include land 

uses embraced by the popular live, work, play idiom, which can exploit the high street’s 

temporality.  These same participants also acknowledged that shopping centres are temporally-

constrained because of their singular ownership that normally requires ‘the asset’ to be locked 

down at night for safety and security, plus public risk mitigation (Dev_22).   

Despite these temporal constraints, the concourse of items revealed that many people had positive 

experiences with centre-based retail consumption.  Desirable qualities often mentioned by 

customers included: store mix, controlled environment, security and ease of parking; as in Q-set 

statement No.31.  A developer participant offered a pragmatic interpretation of this statement, 

submitting that: ‘due to the sole ownership of a centre, in contrast to multiple ownerships in the 

high street, it’s easy to control store mix and manage security and car parking, in a shopping 

centre’ (Dev_19).  Volunteering a social perspective, a developer participant, (Dev_22), cited 

suburban shopping malls and food courts as magnets for youth of both genders.  In urban popular 

culture this group is sometimes encumbered with the sobriquet ‘mall rats’ – a burden for centre 

management but possibly a blessing for the community as their whereabouts are known rather 

than invisible to their families.   

In contrast to the committed high street admirers encompassed by Component One, this 

component’s exemplars tended to recognize the utility and convenience of the suburban shopping 

centre to its consumer base.  They also accept that centre tenancy mix, and spatial configurations 

are orchestrated to maximize sales (Ret_16).  Nonetheless, this does not diminish participants’ 

observations that shopping centres, are formulaic, simplified ‘cookie cutter’ versions of the high 

street platform; essentially derivatives of a sixty-year-old template (Reg_7).  The marketplace has 

changed dramatically since the 1950s, both economically, socially and technologically, hence to 

maintain their relevance in a rapidly changing retail landscape, radical interventions are required.  
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One such approach to intervention is predicated on the appropriation of elements from the high 

street platform that help to define it as a place, in the hope that these same qualities will be 

transferred to the shopping centre platform.   

The most potent example of appropriation is the incorporation of faux high streets in new shopping 

developments in the past decade or so.  In this respect, participants held strong views about a 

photograph of a new main street in an unnamed town centre.16  One creative viewed the street as 

‘contrived and prescribed’, lacking a residential overlay, and cynically, ‘a product of a new 

urbanist planning’ (Cre_1), which had negative connotations for the participant.  A regulator was 

equally scathing - the faux main street pictured showed a vehicle-orientated rather than pedestrian 

focus - a ‘busy, yet dead public realm’ in the manner of a linear car park (Reg_9).  An alternative 

perspective was advanced by a developer participant - ‘while preferring traditional, evolved main 

streets, the new ones (as depicted), could become authentic in the future’ (Dev_19).  This of course 

would negate an important dimension of authenticity revealed by other participants, i.e. multiple 

ownership of the high street urban fabric, or the alternative proposition - new main street activities 

would have to be transferred to multiple forms of tenure.  The prospect of this occurring is not 

entirely inconceivable, as main streets could be viewed as problematic elements in the modern 

shopping centre geared to profit-driven spatial configurations, as previously suggested by 

developer participants.   

The usual mechanism employed by centre owners to increase revenues in a suburban shopping 

centre (other than increasing rents), is to maximize its gross leasable area.  This inevitably involves 

increasing the number of trading levels and replacing open surface car parking with decked 

structures to accommodate the demand generated by the extra retail floor area.  An example of 

this configuration is depicted in Q-set Item 36 - a photograph of a two-storey suburban shopping 

mall.  This image had a high negative loading among Component Two participants, and a lower, 

but still significant, negative loading on Component One.  For interpretative convenience both 

components will be treated together here.  Interestingly, several participants thought they could 

identify the centre portrayed in the image 17 , reinforcing negative viewpoints about design 

genericism in the retail development arena (Reg_6; Ret_16; Dev_17).  Many participants 

commented on the mall atmosphere conveyed by the image.  Readings of the image offered 

perspectives such as: ‘not pleasant, music blasting, artificial light, AC to the max, not healthy, 

advertising overload’ (Con_23); ‘no engagement with the outside world’ (Reg_7; Reg_11); ‘with 

                                                 
16 Q-set Item 37, Rouse Hill Town Centre main street 
17 Q-set Item 36, Westfield Marion Shopping Centre 
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a void you’re on parade looking down on people, although perhaps two-storey feels grander’ 

(Reg_6). 

5.4.4 Component Three: shopping centres for the true believers 

Component Three accounts for 11 per cent of the study variance.  Four exemplar participants were 

associated with this component: 

• one creative (retail architectural design: male) 
• one regulator (local government councillor: female)) 
• one retailer (chain operator: male) 
• one developer (one private, one public: both male) 

Component descriptors: consumption space, centre attachment, convenience, social interaction, 

controlled atmosphere 

Component Three commemorates the shopping centre platform as the paramount consumption 

space.  Participants loading highly on this component are in the main, committed shopping centre 

advocates with viewpoints that are possibly the inverse of components one and two exemplars.  In 

fact, they could easily be labelled as ‘true believers’, such is their admiration of centre-based 

retailing.  This is not to say that component three exemplars unnecessarily adopt divergent 

positions; in some areas there are consensus viewpoints, which will be detailed in the following 

section.  Interestingly, some of the attributes that would ordinarily be ascribed to the high street 

platform, e.g. place attachment, loaded significantly higher on Component Three.  Individuals 

with this viewpoint included a creative (Cre_4), who suggested qualities of the high street that 

elicit attachment can be embedded in the modern shopping centre through good planning and 

design.  This perspective was further underlined by a regulator, who commented, ‘a shopping mall 

is just an enclosed high street’ (Reg_8), while a developer noted that convenience is driving 

attachment and ‘high streets are replicating what is in shopping centres’ (Dev_18).  In fact, 

‘shopping centres are more creative than the high street, because single ownership facilitates a 

unified approach that benefits the retailer and the community they are operating in’ (Dev_18).  

Continuing with the theme, Dev_18 saw shopping centres as places where people can meet and 

interact in a comfortable, secure and safe environment.  Indeed, Reg_8 went further in this respect 

- proclaiming that ‘you can go to a high street on your own (say to window shop/browse), but not 

a shopping mall’, suggesting that malls are more conducive to social interaction than high streets, 

which is contrary to the group perspective entertained by Component One participants.   

To a considerable extent, exemplars loading highly on Component Three believe that shopping 

centres are more attractive to customers than high streets.  Reg_8 believed ‘shopping centres are 
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unfairly and much-maligned, as they offer superior benefits in comparison to the high street’.  

Foremost among these is the level of comfort afforded by the centres’ climate-controlled 

atmosphere, but in addition, ‘they are safer for families with children and can be easily accessed 

by car’ (Reg_8).  Nevertheless, not all viewpoints embraced by Component Three were aligned.  

While possibly venturing into the realm of behaviourism, a contrarian perspective about what 

customers want was put by one retailer, as follows: 

I think shopping centres are not preferred but they create notions all about convenience 
which overrides what would make people happier.  Look at the expressions on people’s 
faces clutching their shopping bags.  Alternatively, the high street is place of encounters.  
Emotional well-being is evident; people are happier because it is more than commodity 
consumption (Ret_15). 

Staying within the realm of contradictions, Component Three exemplars loaded highly on two 

images associated with the high street, in contrast to those in the other components.  The street 

party image (Q-set Item 26), was favourably regarded by a creative as it showed ‘people enjoying 

fun activities in a leafy pedestrian-friendly, high street environment lined with interesting built 

form’ (Cre_4).  The second image portrayed urban art applied to the side of a heritage building 

facing a high street.  Reg_8 saw this as ‘visually-arresting street art, possibly supporting the local 

artistic community’.  It is worth noting that the subjects of the images, namely a street party and 

urban wall art would not be contemplated in a controlled shopping centre environment.  Here the 

contradictions end, with Component Three participants, (especially Dev_18), adopting viewpoints 

widely disparate from those in Components One and Two.   

The concourse of items suggested that high streets are egalitarian places, whereas shopping centres 

do not afford people the same freedom of expression enjoyed in the high street.  This was judged 

to be incorrect by Component Three exemplars; ‘shopping centre customers can do whatever they 

like if they abide by the law; so too the high street, which is subject to local government controls’ 

(Dev_18).  The concourse also contrasted the authenticity of the high street with the homogeneity, 

orderliness and false elegance of the typical shopping centre (Q-set statement 18).  This 

engendered polarizing viewpoints from Dev_18 and Ret_15.  The developer opined that the 

shopping centre is tailored to suit market needs and must contend with planning controls.  

Moreover, the high street could specialize if required and there are many examples world-wide 

where this indeed does happen.  Ret_15, on the other hand, proclaimed the superiority of the high 

street with the following expressive metaphor: 

The authenticity of the high street stems from the diversity of individual businesses.  All 
are putting on their best show in their own way like a necklace, which is a quite nice 
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piece of jewellery, but each piece on it has been individually curated and its elegance 
comes from its lack of homogeneity.  On the other hand, the shopping centre is trying to 
curate the perfect, consistent string of pearls which can be elegant but lacks depth and 
character.  With the high street each gem has a story, whereas with a shopping centre 
the necklace is the story (Ret_15). 

Ret_15’s eloquent metaphor seems to encapsulate the world view of Component Three 

participants – the true believers, but with contradiction, contrariness and conditionality brought to 

bear.  Notwithstanding this apparent ambiguity, there are some steadfast viewpoints in Component 

Three that align with those expressed by other components.  These consensus items are discussed 

further below.   

5.4.5 Consensus items 

Reference to Figure 5.2 shows the relative ‘distance’ between component scores for each Q-set 

item.  Where component scores are individually separate, as in Item 30, each component represents 

a distinctive viewpoint on that particular item.  Alternatively, where they are clustered together, 

as in Item 07, they represent consensus among participants (also see Table 5.4).  Sometimes two 

component scores are clustered together, and one is separate, as in Items 19 and 35.  This indicates 

consensus in viewpoints among two components, and a divergent viewpoint with the other 

component.  So, what do the data presented in Figure 5.2 and Table 5.4 reveal?  First, a total lack 

of saliency across all components, i.e. at or around zero ranking for seven items containing images 

(07, 08,09,21,22,24,40), which underscores the comment made earlier about potential 

ambivalence towards photographs by participants.  Exceptions are the historic streetscape image 

(25), and the charity shop image (39), both of which loaded significantly at a non-preferred ranking 

(z=-1.0), reflected by some forthright views in post-sorting interviews across the participant 

spectrum.   

Item 25, a black and white photograph of Hay Street, Subiaco dating from ca.1915, was criticized 

on two grounds.  First, it is overly nostalgic (Cre_4), and lacks modernity (Ret_16).  Second, the 

photograph was devoid of people and street activity – essentially an empty streetscape, except for 

the presence of a tram (Ret_13; Con_24; Dev_19).  What this viewpoint appears to confirm is the 

expectation that high streets are places of interaction, engagement and movement.  When these 

features are missing, as in the photograph, the high street ceases to represent a proper place.  Item 

39, a photograph of a charity shop on Rokeby road, Subiaco, generated substantial negative 

comment from participants across the three components.  First, the design and appearance of the 

building was heavily criticized as not being compatible with the streetscape Cre_4; Reg;6; 

Con_24).  Developers noted that charity shops are not welcome in shopping centres, and in high 
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street locations, they are indicative of decline because they do not promote activation (Dev_17; 

Dev_19).  A balanced perspective was held by Ret_13, who criticized the premises depicted in the 

image yet acknowledged the social objective of charity shops, including the quality of 

merchandise. 

Items 19 and 35, dealing with town centre precinct populations and an open car park image 

respectively, are examples where two components are clustered, representing consensus for these 

items.  Components One and Two participants, and even Component Three to a lesser degree, 

loaded very highly on Item 19, which stated that high streets would derive significant benefits if 

more people could live in town centre precincts.  This was a strongly preferred position across the 

board, but particularly by creatives, regulators and developers.  Cre_1 stated that ‘a lot of broader 

policy and planning aspirations could be achieved if more people lived in high street precincts’, 

noting that ‘there are many gaps in traditional town centres that could possibly be housing’.  Cre_4 

extended this proposition to suburban shopping centres, citing the compatibility between retail 

activity and residential in new and refurbished centres, although this was disputed by a developer, 

who contended that ‘people don’t like living next to shopping centres because they are inward-

looking and often ghost towns in the evening, in contrast to the high street, (Dev_17).  Another 

perspective suggested that the high rents being imposed on retailers in high streets by landlords is 

unsustainable and that increased residential densities, mandated by strategic plans, would 

ultimately lead to more consumption and therefore increased viability of the high street 

environment (Reg_11). 

The positive stance by exemplar participants favouring Item 19 had its polar opposite in Item 35, 

which was categorically the most unpreferred item by a wide cross-section of participants, in the 

whole Q-set.  The item was a photograph of a shopping centre on-grade car park, populated with 

lots of cars.  Comments from creatives about the image related to the anonymity of place and 

genericism it conveyed (Cre_2), plus its contribution to the environment as a heat sink (Cre_4; 

Con_24).  Several participants commented that the image conveyed a loss of social cohesion and 

our over-reliance on the private car for transport in today’s society (Cre_1: Reg_7; Ret_16; 

Dev_17).  Cre_3’s reading was more nuanced, suggesting the image alluded to ‘a future need for 

integrated public transport serving activity centres, and that increased online shopping may reduce 

the need for shopping centre car parking in the future’.  Perhaps understandably, all the developers 

were a little more forgiving of the image - noting that the success of shopping centres was 

predicated on plenty of car parking for customers and that on-grade parking was often the first 

choice of customers.  Ironically, these same car parking areas were often dwelling lots in a 
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previous life (refer Figure 4.8 and discussion in Chapter Four), and now are being targeted in a 

drive to incorporate residential development in activity centres, especially in Western Australia 

(Western Australian Planning Commission, 2010b). 

5.5 Summary and conclusion 
The main objective of this paper is to address three lines of inquiry about high streets and shopping 

centres - the two main typologies about which people in western society possess a certain degree 

of knowledge gained through first-hand experience.  Given this, people can ordinarily express a 

subjective viewpoint about the relative efficacy and importance of each platform.  This study 

therefore sought to: (i) examine the utility of Q-methodology – an investigative technique 

seemingly absent in the world of retail research; (ii) ascertain the subjective perceptions of a select 

group of experts highly familiar with the retail sector; (iii) and, establish whether there are any 

broader strategic planning implications emanating from the study findings.   

The study was predicated on the application of Q-methodology; a qualitative-dominant mixed 

method research technique that explores subjective accounts of phenomena from a participant’s 

unique perspective (Ramlo, 2016).  Overall, the study found that Q-technique exhibited a high 

degree of utility in the context of the study objectives and would be normally a worthwhile addition 

to the kit of tools used by the retail researcher.  The technique was quite successful in revealing 

the universe of subjective viewpoints about high streets and shopping centres shared by a group 

of informed specialist participants.  This outcome would probably not be achievable, nor with the 

same degree of rigour, if alternative methods (such as R), were employed in this study, for Q-

methodology reveals a person’s subjective perception about phenomena from a position of self-

reference, rather than through some form of externalized interpretation by the researcher (Ramlo, 

2016).  Accordingly, Q methodology in this case, yielded some quite interesting, unexpected and 

surprizing findings, described below, which is doubtful that other techniques could accomplish.   

The proposition advanced in the paper was that, in the physical retail landscape, there are basically 

two retail morphologies – an evolutionary form (the high street), and a revolutionary form (the 

shopping centre).  Arguably, each platform has its unique raison d'être, and supporters.  A main 

task of the study therefore, was to select participants who could normally be expected to show 

allegiances to one retail platform or the other, i.e. developers aligning with shopping centres and 

planners with high streets, for example.  To test this proposition, a participant sample of twenty-

five purposively-recruited individuals, categorized as creatives, regulators, retailers, developers 

and consumers, were exposed to a Q-sorting procedure.  This involved ranking on a preference 
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scale, a total of forty statements and images.  The items were divided into the main categories of 

high street and shopping centre, plus three sub-categories; attachment, place, experience.  The 

results were then subjected to a data reduction process using principal component analysis as 

prescribed in the abundant Q literature (McKeown & Thomas, 2013; Watts & Stenner, 2012).   

Component analysis revealed that participant perspectives could be explained by just three 

components that captured the divergence of viewpoints.  A broad cross section of participant sub-

types loaded across each of the components, and in an ironical twist, a majority of shopping centre 

developers were favourably disposed towards the high street items, while acknowledging the 

shortcomings of the platform for which they could be expected to represent.  Another ambiguity 

related to items illustrating place attachment.  Here the diehard shopping centre advocates of 

Component Three surprisingly preferred many of these attachment-related items in contrast to 

other participants.  These paradoxes aside, the essence of this study, as with all Q-studies, lies in 

the interpretative phase (Watts & Stenner, 2005), which produced some important insights, 

gleaned from post-sorting interviews undertaken by the researcher.  These interviews facilitated 

interpretation from a participant’s point of self-reference expressed through their own ‘voice’ 

rather than that of the researcher (Gallagher & Porock, 2010).  

Nearly one half of the exemplar participants were associated with Component One: the high street 

reigns supreme, which acknowledges the dominion of the traditional high street and its role as an 

authentic, representative place able to be consumed in multiple experiential and sensory ways.  It 

engendered feelings of attachment from this group.  Participants viewed the high street as an 

egalitarian, gender-inclusive, socially-interactive place.  The public realm was seen as the key 

attribute of the traditional high street that contributed to this platiality and peopledness - something 

that cannot be matched by a suburban shopping centre.  Loading highly on Component One, plus 

the other components, was the strategic planning proposition that residential densities need to 

increase in town centre precincts to enliven and economically-sustain traditional high streets.   

Component Two: high streets as places, but there’s still a place for shopping centres - the next 

highest-ranking component with six exemplar participants, yielded a more balanced view that 

favoured the high street platform, particularly its temporality, but also recognized the utility and 

convenience of the suburban shopping centre to its consumer base.  Some creative and developer 

participants were critical of the inclusion of faux high streets in new and refurbished centres, which 

prompts questions about these requirements by planning authorities.  Lastly, Component Three: 

shopping centres for the true believers, is embraced by the remaining participants – committed 
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admirers of the shopping centre platform, and in many ways, expressing viewpoints, which were 

the antithesis of those held by Component One participants.   

So, what is the knowledge gained and implications of this study?  Overall, the traditional high 

street was a preferred retail morphology by this sample of expert participants.  This possibly 

constitutes an enigma because, from a strategic planning perspective, the traditional high street 

platform has arguably been relegated to second place in the retail landscape in comparison to the 

suburban shopping centre platform.  Across the board, participants proclaimed the high street as a 

key component of a sustainable urban fabric; an important part of, not only the economic landscape, 

but also the historical physical, social and cultural landscape as well.  If the viewpoints of the 

expert participant sample are to be believed, this study shows that high streets are not getting the 

attention they deserve.  In this respect, a great deal of emphasis is placed on maintaining an ordered 

network of suburban shopping centres in metropolitan spatial plans, as pointed out by Drechsler 

(2014).  Contrast this with an often-superficial gesture to the traditional high street platform.  Much 

more has to be done to ensure the ongoing protection of the high street.  One way suggested 

strongly by all by participants was for some positive intervention by planning authorities to 

promote significant increases in residential densities in town centre precincts.  Another positive 

action would be for more research on the benefits that traditional high streets bring to the 

community at a metropolitan scale.  Finally, this study sourced participants from a pool of experts 

with specialist knowledge of the two retail platforms.  Further major research, drawing participants 

from the general population and using the same methodology, and possibly the same Q-set, may 

yield a more comprehensive and holistic outcome that would have significant strategic planning 

implications. 
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6 CHAPTER SIX: ACTIVITY CENTRES AND DIGITAL DISRUPTION 

The basis of this chapter is a sole authored paper entitled - Metropolitan Activity Centre Planning 

in Australia: Implications of Millennial Consumption Practices (2014) Urban policy and Research 

32(3) 271-287.  The paper constitutes Chapter Six in its entirety. 

An associated sole-authored paper entitled, - Amazon drives a fifth city-shaping retail revolution 

(2018) The Conversation, provides some contemporary insights into creative destruction, digital 

disruption and the (re)spatialization of the retail landscape by digital actors, is available here plus 

Appendix D. 

Prologue 
Chapter Six, and its embedded conceptual research paper, is an exploration of the potential impact 

of digital disruption on the physical retail sector, particularly its morphological impact on 

shopping centres in Australia.  The fundamentals of digital disruption on the retail high street have 

been canvassed in Chapter Four, including agents of creative destruction like the supermarket, 

mobile devices and online retailers (see Drechsler (2018) for a succinct review of current trends).  

Indeed, the modern shopping centre itself has, and continues to challenge the high street for the 

increasingly elusive consumptive dollar as well, making the prospects for the high street especially 

tenuous in the current retail climate.  This chapter, however, focuses on the suburban shopping 

centre, which has come to dominate contemporary retailing in metropolitan Australia.  The retail 

landscape is typically in the form of a hierarchical network of centres, that reference some of the 

classic theories of spatial economics, including Walter Christaller’s central place theory 

(Christaller, 1933), and Harris and Ullman’s multi-nucleated city concept (Harris & Ullman, 1945).  

The term ‘shopping centre’, which implies a predominant retail focus, has now been all but 

abandoned by Australian planning agencies in favour of the purportedly more inclusive notion of 

‘activity centre’, which acknowledges that centres are more than just places of retail consumption.  

Rather, they are considered to be a major feature of the urban fabric from a cultural, social and 

economic perspective, and are endorsed and promoted as such in strategic metropolitan spatial 

plans, which discriminate against the more abbreviated concept of ‘shopping centre’.   

Commonly known in 21st century parlance as ‘bricks and mortar retailing’, the pedigree of the 

shopping centre extends back to the arcades and department stores of the nineteenth century and 

more recently to the planned shopping centres of the 1950s, as explained in Chapter Three.  When 

Victor Gruen designed the first enclosed shopping centre in 1956 (Gladwell & Avedon, 2004; 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrmMk1Myrxc
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Hardwick, 2004), he probably did not think his concept would be adopted as a global template to 

survive unchanged and unchallenged for the next seventy years or so.  More pertinently, Gruen 

would not have foreseen the onset of the information age at the turn of the century, 

comprehensively documented in the anthology by Manuel Castells (Castells, 2010a, 2010b, 

2010c).  Gruen would not have envisaged the adoption of internet shopping as an alternative to 

store-based retailing, nor would he have comprehended the need for centres to re-invent 

themselves to counteract the attractiveness of an online retail presence.   

The conceptual underpinnings of this chapter draw upon the urban geography, retail geography, 

urban planning and retail consumption research literature.  In addition, various Australian state 

government strategic planning reports and plans are subject to detailed interrogation to ascertain 

whether consistent patterns and themes that are evident in current metropolitan spatial plans that 

acknowledge the information age and its impact on physical retailing.  In this respect, two main 

avenues of inquiry are pursued in this chapter: (i) whether traditional supply and demand models, 

such as those expounded by spatial theorists from a century ago, can help to explain the impact of 

changing retail consumption practices on activity centres, or whether new models and approaches 

need to be considered, (ii) whether the potential impact and transformative power of digital 

technologies have a downstream influence on the nature and physical configuration of shopping 

centres, particularly at the higher levels of the activity centre hierarchy.   

Metaphorically speaking, the physical retail landscape is under attack by a cyber-foe.  Judged by 

the extent of store vacancies across the board, collateral damage appears greatest in the high street 

environment, which has difficulty retaliating because there is no standing army to fight back, nor 

coordinated organizational structure, as with shopping centres.  Contrastingly, shopping centres 

are more organised; they have command and control capability and plenty of shareholder funds to 

retaliate.  There is plenty of evidence in the property literature and media that shopping centres 

are appropriating high street concepts and ideas that endear them to users, including markets and 

open main streets (see Chapter Five).  In a form of overtly defensive strategy, centres are also 

transitioning from a world of ‘bricks and mortar’ to a world of ‘bricks and clicks’, in response to 

sustained assaults by e-commerce channels.  Paradoxically, some online retailers, like Amazon 

for instance, are doing the reverse by developing a physical presence in a perverse form of ‘back 

to the future strategy’, in a quest for total market saturation (Drechsler, 2018). 
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ABSTRACT: Australian state planning authorities, in seeking to impose order in activity centre 

networks, prepare high-level strategic plans to regulate the distribution, composition and size of 

activity centres in metropolitan areas.  Typically, these plans are descendants of metropolitan 

plans prepared in the 1950s, which had a strong retail and master planning focus.  Their 

intellectual foundation, however, lies in classic spatial economic theory from the 1920s and 1930s.  

Whilst these theoretical underpinnings may have sufficed a decade or more ago, this paper argues 

that normal supply and demand models cannot explain the impact of changing retail consumption 

practices on activity centres.  Accordingly, the paper discusses the development of online 

marketing channels from the beginning of the millennium and the role experiential retailing will 

play in activity centre development.  The paper presents an integrative conceptual model 

highlighting the main relationships between retail consumers, retail businesses and planning 

regulators and introduces utilitarian and hedonic consumption as the main drivers of retail 

demand.  The paper finally suggests how the changing nature of demand will affect retail formats 

and ultimately the composition and nature of activity centres. 

Key words: metropolitan planning, activity centres, shopping malls, retail consumption, online 

shopping 

6.1 Introduction 
This paper seeks to inform metropolitan planning in the area of activity centre policy; a contested 

environment for both the planning fraternity and the property industry.  Activity centres now form 

part of the physical and economic landscape of Australian cities and, from a regulatory perspective, 

fall within the domain of the planning profession.   

Retail uses customarily anchor most activity centres, either in a stand-alone, self-contained format 

like the normal suburban mall, or integrated with traditional street-based town centres in suburbs 

such as Fitzroy (Victoria), Leichardt (New South Wales), West End (Queensland), Norwood 

(South Australia) and Subiaco (Western Australia).  Activity centres not anchored by extensive 

retail uses are usually those with significant knowledge-based activities including health, 

education and research facilities.   

The introduction of activity centres into the planning lexicon is a relatively recent phenomenon.  

This is supported by historic planning literature, which posits that retail activity has been the 

dominant force in mixed-use centres since their initial introduction during the 1950s, and prior to 

that, in England during the post war reconstruction period.  The main elements of activity centres 

- shopping malls, are multimillion-dollar investments developed and frequently held by property 
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trusts and superannuation funds.  The geography of investment in malls is far from uniform in 

Australia.  Some capital cities, such as Melbourne, favour the retention and enhancement of street-

based retail activity in contrast to self-contained mall developments, common in Brisbane 

(Goodman & Coiacetto, 2012a).  Retailing is big business from a property perspective, and 

therefore planning authorities and the property industry are profoundly interested in each other’s 

business – planning authorities, seeking an efficient urban spatial arrangement of activity centres; 

and developers and investors, seeking certainty in the marketplace and a reliable return on capital.   

The millennium has ushered in some fundamental changes in the nature of retail demand, brought 

about by a new generation of consumers embracing 21st century digital technologies.  This 

paradigm shift will precipitate changes in metropolitan spatial planning policy in view of retail’s 

dominant role in activity centres. 

The main purpose of this paper is to formulate an integrative conceptual model to explain the 

relationship between retail supply, retail consumption and current activity centre planning 

frameworks.  The rationale of this approach is that any change in retail consumption practice that 

affects the nature, disposition and spatial configuration of retail activity, will have a consequential 

impact on activity centres.  The paper focuses on activity centres typically anchored by retail 

activity, in contrast to the less common specialised activity centres, which are developed around 

knowledge intensive activities.   

The paper starts by providing a contextual description of Australia’s retail sector, followed by an 

outline of the historic planning roots of the activity centre concept.  The spatial structure of 

retailing and activity centres, including antecedents drawn from seminal economic geography 

literature follows.  Next, the paper describes the changing nature of consumption and its impact 

on physical retail platforms.  Finally, using the integrative model as a basis, the paper concludes 

with some ponderings about activity centre planning in the future.   

6.2 Size and Composition of the Australian Retail Sector 
In its extensive inquiry into the nature and operation of the Australian retail industry in 2010, the 

Productivity Commission found serious shortcomings in the regulatory planning framework, 

which appeared to stifle competition in the retail sector and amongst activity centres generally.  It 

is not without coincidence, that similar findings have been made about the anti-competitive nature 

of the planning system on the retail sector in the United Kingdom (Cheshire et al., 2011).  In 

making these findings, the Productivity Commission furnished the latest metrics on the shopfront 

retail sector in Australia –  a $215 billion industry with 140,000 businesses employing 1.2 million 
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people, or 10.7 per cent of the Australian workforce (Productivity Commission, 2011a).  The 

Commission also estimated there are 45 million square metres of floor space in Australia, located 

in shopping centres and retail strips (Productivity Commission, 2011b).  About half of this total, 

or 22 million square metres, occurs in 1,450 comprehensively planned shopping centres, according 

to the Property Council of Australia (Property Council of Australia, 2011).  These data lend 

credence to statements portraying the retail sector as a dominant force in the Australian economy 

- one that affects everybody.  In this context, it is worthwhile reflecting on the underpinnings 

activity centre planning.  These constitute two broad categories – one drawing on urban spatial 

economic theory, and the other, town planning practice following the Second World War. 

6.3 Spatial Structure of Retailing and Activity Centres 
The foundations of urban spatial economic theory owe much to the work of scholars in the 

discipline of economic geography.  Portugali (2000), suggests that some of the seminal research 

on urban morphologies conducted in the 19th and 20th centuries constituted a prototypical 

urbanism.  Reference to research conducted nearly a century ago could be considered 

anachronistic; however, it is evident the retail sector itself has not evolved that much from the 

nineteenth century.  In their overview of the shopping centre literature, Eppli and Benjamin (1994) 

identify two main research directions salient to the objectives of this paper.  The first - central 

place theory and agglomeration economics - represents the approaches of spatial economists in 

the 1920s and 1930s.  The second direction introduces the concept of demand externalities, 

including retail image, which accounts for the attractive power of anchor stores and downstream 

patronage captured by smaller specialty stores.   

The genesis of research on the urban spatial structure of modern cities, according to Portugali 

(2000), stemmed from the early work of Johann von Thunen, who in 1826 postulated the theory 

of economic rent and the balancing of land use allocation with transport costs.  Von Thunen’s 

work formed the basis of models espoused by economic land use theorists, such as Harold 

Hotelling and Walter Christaller, a century later (Portugali, 2000).   

With the advent of the automobile, mass production and electronic communication, retailing 

moved into a new era, in which compatible stores clustered together for mutual benefit.  Hotelling 

(1929), who articulated the principle of minimal differentiation by which similar activities tend to 

agglomerate, described the underpinnings of this process in a model favouring customer loyalty 

and non-price components such as ease of doing business with a merchant and merchandise quality, 
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over the price of goods.  These concepts were revisited in the literature on retail consumption in 

the second half of the twentieth century. 

Seventy years on, other researchers concluded that agglomeration economies, especially external 

scale economies, encourage the development of employment sub-centres focusing on nodes of the 

transport network far from central business districts (Anas et al., 1998; Davoudi, 2003; Glaeser & 

Kahn, 2004; McMillen & Smith, 2003).  In the Australian context, examples of this phenomenon 

are Joondalup in Western Australia (commenced in mid-1980s), and Elizabeth in South Australia 

(commenced in mid-1950s), both of which developed as planned satellite cities on what were then 

the fringes of the metropolitan areas.   

A few years after Hotelling’s, seminal paper, Christaller (1933), formulated his central place 

theory, which sought to explain the distribution of centres and the spatial behaviour of retailers.  

Central place theory helps explain the nature of present-day activity centres networks and 

hierarchical strategies espoused in various strategic metropolitan plans.  Whilst these geographical 

models are aged, possibly outdated, and no longer fashionable, they still provide a basic 

understanding of the structure of new world cities within which activity centres operate.  

Christaller argued that central places conform to a hierarchy of discrete groups of centres with 

lower order centres mainly providing convenience goods, such as groceries, which require the 

shopper to make frequent trips of short duration.  Higher order centres are larger and more 

specialised, offering goods such as comparison merchandise for which consumers are prepared to 

travel greater distances.   

In 1945, Chauncy Harris and Edward Ullman investigated the internal structure of cities and 

subsequently formulated the concept of a multi-nucleated city (Harris & Ullman, 1945).  This was 

a further development of the sector theory of Homer Hoyt (1939).  Hoyt’s approach emphasised 

axial development along main transport routes radiating from the CBD, akin to transit corridors 

connecting activity centres provided for in current Australian metropolitan spatial strategies.  By 

way of example, the metropolitan strategy for Perth, Directions 2031 and Beyond, articulates a 

connected city strategy that: 

…aims to optimise land use and transport linkages between centres and ensure that high 
frequency public transport routes are supported by a range of activities at centres as well 
as the land uses along corridors linking centres.  (Western Australian Planning 
Commission, 2010a, p. 38) 

Bunker (2008), in his comprehensive discourse on metropolitan strategies in Australia, noted: 
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…metropolitan plans in Australia make intensive use of centres as fulcrums to focus and 
articulate growth and change…[and]…centres form a dense network and their 
connection by public transport and other main lines of communication is seen as a major 
influence in promoting and articulating a denser city.  (Bunker, 2008, p. 64) 

Typically, Australian metropolitan activity centres networks conform to a functional hierarchy 

along the lines espoused by Christaller (1933).  This hierarchical structure reflects the level of 

goods and services provided to catchment populations, (revealed by the degree of specialisation); 

employment generated by activities within the activity centre; accessibility afforded by the road 

and public transit network; and the amount of investment in public and private infrastructure.  

Figure 6.1 below provides a graphical representation of a typical activity centre hierarchy 

illustrating the functionality, ubiquity and size of centres. 

 

 

Figure 6.1:Typical activity centre network hierarchy 
Source: Author 

Activity centre hierarchies, such as those depicted in Figure 6.1 above, are common in Australian 

metropolitan areas.  Interestingly, the Western Australian Government’s (2010) Activity Centres 

Policy is the only statutory planning instrument in Australia giving effect to an activity centre 

hierarchy, as follows: 

1. Distribute activity centres to meet different levels of community need and enable 
employment, goods and services to be accessed efficiently and equitably by the 
community.   
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2. Apply the activity centre hierarchy as part of a long-term and integrated approach by 
public authorities and private stakeholders to the development of economic and social 
infrastructure.  (Western Australian Government Gazette, 2010, p. 4141) 

In its overview of activity centres within Australian planning jurisdictions, the Productivity 

Commission indicated that all states, except Tasmania and Northern Territory, had metropolitan 

spatial plans giving effect to an activity centre policy (Productivity Commission, 2011b).  These 

policies mainly related to sustainability and economic issues, such as a reduction in vehicle travel, 

the creation of agglomeration economies and the efficient use of infrastructure and resources 

(Productivity Commission, 2011a).   

Whilst network hierarchies can be understood in terms of the classical spatial economic theories 

just discussed, the implementation and spatial structuring of activity centre networks is grounded 

in metropolitan strategic planning practices following the Second World War  .  

6.4 Metropolitan Strategic Planning Practice 
The term ‘activity centre’ has only appeared in planning parlance in recent times – its etymology 

appears to be uniquely Australian.  In common usage in urban planning policy literature since the 

1990s - its position is now well and truly cemented in the Planner’s lexicon.  Before this, 

metropolitan strategic plans described centres and their networks mainly in terms of retail activity 

and hierarchical level.  The genesis of this approach was the post Second World War 

reconstruction period in Britain, particularly Patrick Abercrombie’s 1944 Greater London Plan 

(Abercrombie, 1945), which heavily influenced Australian capital city plans prepared during the 

following decade (Peter McNabb & Associates et al., 2001).   

There is a significant amount of research literature, documenting the reconstruction planning of 

London by Abercrombie; his collaborators and acolytes (Larkham & Adams, 2011; Larkham & 

Lilley, 2010).  One of these - Gordon Stephenson, subsequently emigrated to Australia after the 

war (Gregory, 2012; Gregory & Gordon, 2012), and together with Alastair Hepburn, prepared the 

regional plan for Perth in the 1950s (Stephenson & Hepburn, 1955), plus influenced the planning 

of Canberra (Freestone, 2012).  The Stephenson-Hepburn plan was a seminal undertaking in 

Australia, providing a snapshot of metropolitan strategic planning thought during the 1950s. 

Stephenson was from the ‘school of grand plans’.  His regional perspective, evidenced by his work 

in London and Perth, revealed him as one of the country’s first proponents of activity centres, or 

district centres, as he called them.  Akin to British town centres; in the Perth Region Plan, these 

centres formed a network with a strong retail emphasis, supported by a multiplicity of 
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complementary activities.  Incorporating the new supermarket format, district centres provided 

goods and services to local communities at the district scale, in contrast to the more diverse and 

specialised regional retail offerings in the Perth CBD.  In addition to shops, Stephenson and 

Hepburn envisaged community facilities, entertainment, cultural and recreation activities, and 

government services in district centres, however, ‘the provision of shopping facilities is likely to 

be the first, and most important continuing function’ (Stephenson & Hepburn, 1955, p. 299).  This 

approach was echoed in other cities, particularly Melbourne, where government centres policy 

prior to the 1990s was highly focused on retail activity (Peter McNabb & Associates et al., 2001). 

The benefit of incorporating retail uses in activity centres is abundantly clear.  It performs a 

catalytic role; is the main attractor of people and other mutually supportive commercial and 

residential uses, and is the glue holding vibrant activity centres together (Shopping Centre Council 

of Australia, 2011).  In other words, it contributes to place by virtue of its attractive power.  Centres 

without significant retail use would merely become mixed-use precincts rather than activity 

centres.  The few activity centres without retail land use as an anchor and driver typically contain 

knowledge-intensive activities specialising in health, education, or research.  A significant 

contemporary example in this respect is the new 750-hectare Murdoch Activity Centre in Perth, 

which contains one of Australia's largest tertiary hospital developments (Fiona Stanley Hospital) 

to be fully commissioned in 2015, plus the existing Murdoch University and TAFE campuses, 

augmented by additional residential and commercial development.  The aggregate employment 

floor space is 664,000 square metres.  The 2031 target population of the activity centre is expected 

to be 100,440 persons, including residents, workers and enrolled students, whilst employment is 

targeted to be 35,000 jobs (Western Australian Planning Commission, 2012). 

Whilst planning policy in Australia seeks to promote a constellation of complementary uses in 

activity centres, it should be recognised that retail development, in its traditional form, is the 

largest consumer of land by virtue of the large formats involved and the amount of car parking 

required.  Accordingly, any change in the way retail activity is conducted will potentially have an 

influence on the composition; configuration and possibly land take of retail uses.  This in turn will 

instigate changes to the symbiotic relationship between retail activities and those complementary 

ancillary activities that depend on its energy to survive and prosper.  

It is clear that in most activity centre policy frameworks, the de facto emphasis is on the provision 

of physical retail and commercial infrastructure – or the supply side in the retail equation.  The 

demand or consumption side of the equation is given limited consideration by planning 
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jurisdictions, which in favouring a physical deterministic (land use) approach; appear to succumb 

to an infatuation with maintaining spatial order in centres networks.  This resonates with Forster 

(2006), who contends that metropolitan spatial plans are: 

…an inflexible, over-neat vision for the future that is at odds with the picture of increasing 
geographical complexity that emerges from recent research on the changing internal 
structure of our major cities.  (p. 173)  

More specifically, similar sentiments are expressed in research highlighting the inability of 

Melbourne 2030 to deliver sustainable urban form outcomes, particularly in new growth areas 

(Goodman & Coote, 2007; Goodman & Moloney, 2011),  The sustainability issue is also raised 

by Yamashita et al. (2006), in their comparison of Melbourne with Vancouver.  They note the 

latter has a systematic hierarchy of a limited number of regional town centres highly connected to 

the public transit network and providing loci for investment and development,  Melbourne, on the 

other hand, suffers from connectivity problems brought about by the city’s more dispersed 

network of centres and inferior agglomeration of employment (Yamashita et al., 2006),   

Figure 5.2 illustrates the existing interrelationships between worlds of regulators, business and 

consumers, as expressed in retail planning frameworks.  Conceptually, the nexus between planning 

frameworks and the supply and demand characteristics of the market hark back to the spatial 

economic arguments expressed by the likes of Hotelling (1929), Christaller (1933), and their 

disciples. 

 

Figure 6.2: Supply – demand – planning relational framework 
Source: Author 

This approach may have sufficed a decade ago but now a more inclusive strategy is justified.  One 

that requires a more comprehensive understanding of the retail environment - not simply based on 

market threshold concepts such as those espoused by Christaller, nor the precedents established 

by planners over half a century ago, but those being wrought by changing retail consumption 

practices as a result of new technologies.   
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As strategic and regulatory planning systems in Australia focus on the physical manifestation of 

the retailing experience, they effectively endorse the status quo; ensuring store-based retailing 

occurs mainly in planned suburban shopping centres, traditional street environments and bulky 

goods parks.  This emphasis on the physical side of retailing underestimates the importance of 

changes in consumption practices, particularly the introduction of new marketing channels 

operating from digital platforms such as computer desktops, mobile phones and social networks, 

including Facebook©© and Twitter©.  Should these trends gain further traction, as research 

overseas and in Australia suggests, there are likely to be significant changes to consumption 

patterns and experiences within the retail sector (Anson, 2011; Jopson et al., 2011).  This will have 

spatial planning implications in terms of the nature of activity centre networks and the morphology 

of shopping centres more generally (ACMA, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c; National Australia Bank, 2012; 

Productivity Commission, 2011a). 

6.5 Millennial Shift in Retailing 
In its simplest form, and despite a consensual definition, retailing is simply an intermediary 

process between producer and consumer (Peterson & Balasubramanian, 2002).  Retailers engage 

in business activities that sell products to the final consumer, traditionally via store-based 

platforms, at least since the eighteenth century.  Whilst physical presence is still the predominant 

means by which retailers engage with their customers, alternative channels of marketing and 

distribution of goods and services to end buyers have arisen since the start of the new millennium.  

The retail sector is being reshaped, with significant implications for its physical form.  The impact 

of e-commerce on the retail industry, and therefore activity centres, will be profound (Nelson & 

Leon, 2012).  Retailing is now characterised by multiple methods of distribution, including online 

shopping via the internet, mobile devices, and more recently, social networking channels.  The 

widespread adoption of computer technology in Australia means that individuals can avail 

themselves of global retail offerings from prominent suppliers such as eBay, Amazon and Apple, 

all of which figure prominently in online customer satisfaction surveys in Australia and overseas 

(ACMA, 2011a). 

According to the NAB Online Retail Sales Index, online spending in Australia increased by 29 

per cent in 2011 (National Australia Bank, 2012).  The value of online sales was $10.5 billion for 

the year – mainly for discretionary purchases and comparison retail purchases.  .  To place this in 

perspective, using Australian Bureau of Statistics (2011) data as a basis, this equates to the total 

annual retail expenditure of about 50,000 households, and growing. 
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Whilst the online market in Australia is not as mature as the UK, where online retailing accounts 

for about 16 percent of all purchases, there is an emerging trend that should eventually emulate 

the overseas experience (ACMA, 2011a; Anson, 2011; Bagwell, 2012).  There appears to be some 

realisation of this by the domestic retail giants (e.g. Myer, David Jones, Coles, Woolworths, 

Harvey Norman, JB Hi-Fi), which have only recently embraced e-commerce with any serious 

conviction in view of competition by global retailers. 

The fastest growth in online retailing is in the area of mobile technology, or m-commerce – 

brought about by the revolutionary advances in near field communications and the accelerated 

adoption of 3G handsets and smart phones.  Recent research by the Australian Communications 

and Media Authority (ACMA) suggests the market penetration of smart phone technology in 

Australia is amongst the highest in the world – only exceeded by South Korea and Japan (ACMA, 

2011b).  Despite this, there is substantial inertia by retailers to allow purchases directly from 

handsets (ACMA, 2011c).   

Smart phone usage has the power to revolutionise shopping – effectively e-commerce in the palm 

of the hand.  Anson (2011) argues that mobile technology is the true multi-channel platform, 

empowering consumers with the information they need to purchase products, free from the 

constraints of time and geography (Anson, 2011).  As an indication of the rapidity of uptake of 

this platform, sources operating large real estate portals in the UK estimate that internet traffic 

from mobiles will grow by 25 per cent in the next 18 months and should overtake desktop access 

by 2014 (Yeo, 2011). 

The continuing growth and development of the m-commerce marketing channel has some 

significant implications for retailers and consumers.  For example, mobile platforms, assisted by 

apps, provide seamless website access for shoppers.  They can scan barcodes and QR codes in 

stores or at home.  Further, as navigation devices, smart phones can find products in shopping 

centres or high streets, or be used for proximity marketing to lure shoppers towards location-based 

product offers (Newman, 2011). 

Paralleling the adoption of the m-commerce marketing channel is the contemporaneous 

introduction of social commerce platforms, particularly Facebook©, which debuted on the stock 

market in May 2012, shows no interest in being a retailer despite having 88 per cent of the top 200 

internet retailers integrated with its site (Jopson et al., 2011).  This suggests that whilst f-commerce 

has yet to demonstrate its direct financial value, the legion of young devotees, who share their 
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lives on Facebook©, will be influential in directing consumers to retailers, both in a physical and 

online form in the future. 

In summary, online shopping, regardless of the particular marketing channel, is about consumption.  

Its changing nature has significant implications for physical retailing platforms, especially 

shopping centres, and ultimately activity centres, which involve the supply side of the retailing 

equation.  Retail consumption, epitomising the demand side, is the driver of change in the retail 

milieu, and will ultimately influence the spatial planning of activity centres in the future, as they 

adapt and respond to this change.  As a portent of things to come in Australia, ACMA notes some 

large retailers in the United States are reducing store size as more sales go online, indicating a 

transition from purely physical display resources to a virtual manifestation (ACMA, 2011c). 

6.6 Retail Consumption 
Kim et al. (2007), define consumption as merely ‘the exchange of energy for objects or services 

that satisfy a human need and improve the quality of life’. (p. 441).  From an experiential 

perspective, consumption defined in this way gives rise to two main forms of retail experiences: 

cognitive (or utilitarian) and sensory (or hedonic) experiences (Babin et al., 1994; Bloch et al., 

1994; Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982; Kim et al., 2007; Mano & Oliver, 1993).  When consumers 

engage in cognitive consumption they are, in simple terms, seeking tangible benefits that are 

derived from the purchase of necessary goods, chiefly groceries and clothing. (Kim et al., 2007).  

It is deliberative and purposeful, and accomplishment of the task in an efficient manner is a 

primary measure of success of the exercise – like performing work, or an errand (Babin et al., 

1994).   

Sensory consumption is associated with an individual’s emotional worth and deriving pleasure 

from the shopping experience (Arnold & Reynolds, 2012; Babin et al., 1994; Cox et al., 2005; 

Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982).  It can also be a rewarding, even therapeutic experience (Babin et 

al., 1994), or an emotionally charged sensory experience, with the high street or shopping mall 

representing a source of anticipated pleasures (Crewe, 2003).  Alternatively, shopping can have a 

multiplicity of meanings that engage the consumer in hedonic and utilitarian shopping activity 

simultaneously, such as  shopping as hunting; shopping as scouting; and shopping as socialising 

(Bäckström, 2011).  These themes suggest shoppers have dynamic composite motives, reflecting 

both utilitarian and hedonic consumption practices, which an ideal physical shopping environment 

should seek to exploit.   
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The genesis of substantial retail consumption research is worthy of consideration because it 

corresponds with the development of Victor Gruen’s first enclosed, climate-controlled shopping 

centre in the United States in the late 1950s (Gillette, 1985).  At that time, Martineau (1958) 

highlighted the importance of the ‘personality’ of a typical store and its relationship to consumers.  

He noted in the case of a grocery chain:  

…the women of the community characterize the store as ‘clean and white,’ ‘the store 
where you see your friends,' ‘the store with helpful personnel.’  This chain unit conveys 
a pleasant feeling of independence to the shopper.  The aisles are spacious and not 
cluttered.  In short, shopping in this store is a pleasurable experience instead of a routine 
duty. (p. 47) 

And for a department store: 

…the shopper seeks a store whose image is most congruent with the image she has of 
herself.  Some stores may intimidate her; others may seem beneath her.  A store may be 
acceptable for one type of goods and not for others.  A shopper may go to one department 
store for bargains, children's clothes, or housewares, and to another one for gifts or 
personal items (p. 48) 

Martineau (1958) also remarked on the contrasting thinking of the retailer and consumer, noting 

that retailers held the view that the customer was primarily driven by price, whereas for the 

shopper what actually mattered more were the experiential qualities of the retail environment.  In 

seeking to define what constituted personality, Martineau suggested a typology of elements: layout 

and architecture, symbols and colour schemes, advertising and the quality of salespeople.   

Research into store image gained traction in the ensuing years with significant studies undertaken 

by Fisk (1961) who formulated a conceptual model that considered other experiential qualities 

that form part of the whole retail journey from home to store and back home again: locational 

convenience, value, sales effort and congeniality of the store.  Later, in a seminal paper Donovan 

and Rossiter (1982) contended that customers’ shopping intentions  were influenced by two 

emotional states – ‘pleasure’ and ‘arousal’, both of which are significantly affected by the store 

environment.    These conclusions are similar to those of Andreu et al. (2006) who, in studying 

shopping centre and traditional main street retail settings, formulated the hedonic consumption 

model shown in Figure 6.3, which found that positive perceptions of the retail environment 

influenced re-patronage intentions, the disposition to pay more, and a desire for further lingering.   
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Figure 6.3: Hedonic consumption model 
Source: adapted by author from Andreu et al. (2006) 

The stimulative and experiential qualities of hedonic consumption and its manifestation in bricks 

and mortar shopping centres is of interest due to changing expectations of the consumer seeking 

shopping centre offerings beyond traditional merchandise.  Traditionally, research on retail 

patronage has concentrated on spatial components such as market penetration and demand 

externalities like demographics and household expenditure (Mejia & Benjamin, 2002), or spatial 

convenience (Clulow & Reimers, 2009; Reimers & Clulow, 2004, 2009).  Nowadays, non-spatial 

components such as retail image, first suggested  50 years ago by Martineau (1958), are just as 

influential in attracting custom to a store.  Mejia and Benjamin (2002), for example, remarked that:  

…anchor retail image is one of the most important sources of non-spatial inter-store 
externalities in enclosed shopping centres, and that consumers transfer the image of 
known anchor retailers to unknown non-anchor retailers (p. 14).   

This statement acknowledges the well-known axiom that anchor stores drive custom and specialty 

stores benefit as a result.  It also implies that shopping centre developers strive to achieve a balance 

between spatial and non-spatial characteristics in order to maximise sales revenue for their retail 

assets and produce strong financial returns to shareholders.   

Of course, none of this is achievable without a planning policy framework that enables the retail 

development industry to respond creatively to the latent potentialities offered by the marketplace.  

In essence, there is a strong interrelationship between marketplace dynamics, as expressed by 

supply and demand variables, and strategic planning systems operating at scales ranging from the 

metropolitan level down to the individual activity centre level.  Figure 6.2 illustrated this relational 

framework in simple terms and it is worthwhile fleshing out the detail in the form of an integrative 

model to provide further insight into the activity centre setting discussed in this paper. 
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6.7 Towards an Integrative Model for Retail Planning 
The integrative conceptual model depicted in Figure 6.4 is a further development of the relational 

framework illustrated in Figure 6.2.  Informed by the preceding discussion, the constitution of the 

model considers strategic metropolitan planning; the composition and nature of retailing in 

Australia; and changing consumption practices.  As previously mentioned, activity centre planning 

at the strategic level in Australia tends to focus on supply considerations and maintaining order in 

retail networks.  The conceptual model, whilst acknowledging the spatial economic foundations 

of central place theory and agglomeration economics, offers a more holistic framework that 

embraces additional forces influencing activity centres.  It does this by introducing into the 

demand side, consumption, in its utilitarian and hedonic forms, and the alternative ways retail 

demand may be satisfied by either a physical or virtual store presence. 

 

Figure 6.4: Demand-generated integrative conceptual model 
Source: Author 

The model incorporates a set of interrelationships and linkages that help explain the Australian 

retail sector, and the activity centres into which they are incorporated.  The main relationships are 

between retail consumers, retail businesses and planning regulators.  The primary attributes of the 
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(i) The relationship between consumer, retailer and metropolitan strategy finds 

common ground in physical retail platforms, which partly fulfil retail 

consumption requirements whilst also becoming the mainstay of retail 

functional hierarchies and ultimately, activity centres. 

(ii) Market supply and the planning framework have foundations in spatial 

agglomeration economics and central place theory respectively. 

(iii) Utilitarian and hedonic consumption are the main drivers of retail demand, to 

which either physical store platforms or web-based e-retailers can respond.   

(iv) Digital distribution channels are creating new relationships between physical 

retailers and consumers that ignore spatial economic theory and traditional 

central place models.   

(v) No interconnectivity between e-retailers and the planning system, which 

normally regulates the retail sector and activity centres from a planning 

perspective.   

These attributes spark a question – what are the implications for activity centre planning revealed 

by the model?  Accepting its spatial economic foundations as a given, the answer lies in two main 

areas – E-commerce and hedonic consumption.  

The trend towards the increased use of digital technologies by both consumers, and more recently, 

retailers, should ultimately have some significant consequences for activity centre planning in the 

future.  First, decreased reliance by consumers on physical store-based platforms to satisfy retail 

needs will have a flow-on affect at the activity centre level.  One scenario is that sales at physical 

locations will proportionally decline as consumers choose alternative retail distribution channels.  

Second, physical retailers themselves are embracing digital channels in order to maintain market 

share (ACMA, 2011a).  Eventually, the combination of these two processes suggests retail stores, 

whilst still achieving their desired sales turnover through physical and digital channels, are likely 

to require less space.  This is convincingly summarised by (Nelson & Leon, 2012): 

Retailers are rethinking the role of stores in their platform and leveraging technology to 
reach their customers faster, easier and cheaper.  Chains are abandoning their old 
paradigm of ‘bigger and more’ in favour of a leaner model of ‘smaller and fewer’ stores 
as they push more sales online (p. 2). 

The future implications for activity centre planning and policy are simply that centres can be 

smaller, particularly at the upper levels of the retail hierarchy, where the discretionary retail spend 
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is usually higher, and where online competition is stronger.  Arguably, these centres will not attract 

as much traffic, so reduced vehicle dependence should result in smaller car parking areas, for car 

parking is equated with gross leasable area, and if this is smaller so will be the total footprint and 

land take of a shopping centre.  This means the activity centre too will transform, particularly 

those that currently exist.  One scenario is that space made redundant as a result of changing 

consumption practices will turn over to other uses, including residential land use.  In addition, the 

typical activity centre hierarchy shown in Figure 1 would become distorted because the retail 

proportion of higher order centres would get smaller whilst lower order centres, in terms of 

functionality and ubiquity, would remain the same. 

Hedonic consumption is the other area introduced in the model.  How does the consumers’ striving 

for a pleasant sensory experience influence the physical conformation of activity centres?  The 

question can be answered in two ways – at the individual store level and as an urban response. 

The hedonic consumption model portrayed in Figure 6.3 showed that pleasurable shopping 

environments resulted in customers spending more time (and thus money) in stores (Andreu et al., 

2006; Donovan & Rossiter, 1982).  Soars (2009) discussed how some retailers use subliminal 

sensory stimuli to manipulate shopper behaviour to increase sales.  The modern store of the future 

and the modern shopping centre will shift from being a simple space - the so-called ‘cathedrals of 

consumption’ where retail transactions occur, (Fiske, 2011; Marshall, 2006; Ritzer, 2005), to a 

multi-sensory environment offering diverse, pleasurable experiences more akin to the commonly 

accepted notion of a place, perhaps best epitomised by traditional main street activity centres.   

In an urban context, and often in contrast to planned shopping centres, traditional activity centres, 

containing street-based retail activities, exhibit characteristics very conducive to a hedonic 

consumption experience, including a sense of place and place attachment (Andreu et al., 2006; 

Shamsuddin & Ujang, 2008).  These activity centres have evolved over a relatively long period, 

usually from the time of initial urban settlement.  Consequently, they invariably exhibit a diverse 

built form character and a permeable urban fabric indicative of earlier times.  In terms of function, 

there is a strong focus on retail, as in Melbourne (Yamashita et al., 2006), and often they contain 

civic spaces and lifestyle activities, including cultural and entertainment offers, as well as licensed 

premises.  In some cases, there are residential developments integrated with the centre.  In addition, 

and in contrast to stand-alone suburban malls, the traditional centre has many temporal overlays, 

including being accessible 24/7.   
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From a behavioural perspective, the traditional open main street encourages lingering and human 

interaction, creating a predisposition to spend more – illustrated in Figure 3.  Because of their 

‘peopledness’, these activity centres represent places where individuals can engage in pleasurable 

activities, in relative freedom and without rules imposed by a corporate entity.   

The relationship between hedonic consumption, traditional activity centres and place is something 

of which the shopping centre development industry is acutely aware.  Evidence for this is the 

current tendency by some of the major shopping centre developers to emulate characteristics 

commonly expressed in traditional activity centres, and thereby deliver a greater experiential 

offering and sense of place in new suburban activity centres. 

6.8 Conclusion 
The Australian retail sector is a major focus of the property industry and metropolitan spatial 

planning frameworks.  In a planning policy context, all mainland capital cities have activity centre 

policy frameworks.  These were descendants of plans prepared in the 1950s, when a flurry of 

regional planning activity following post war reconstruction in England migrated to the antipodes 

with their British exponents.  Despite good intentions, the post-war plans were heavily focused on 

retail development within ‘district centres’, as they were called, until their replacement ‘activity 

centres’, were to appear about forty years later.  Then, as now, capital city metropolitan plans are 

concerned with the spatial distribution of retailing, albeit within activity centres, to ensure equity 

in its provision and to ensure efficiencies in the delivery of public infrastructure.   

Activity centre policy has its foundations in early 20th century research in spatial economics, 

including agglomeration economies (Hotelling, 1929), central place theory (Christaller, 1933), and 

localisation forces creating multi-nucleated cities (Harris & Ullman, 1945).  Whilst these seminal 

undertakings apply to physical retail networks, the rapid uptake of online retailing distorts the 

retail marketplace both spatially and temporally.  This has a potential to create systemic challenges 

for metropolitan spatial planning of activity centres as adjustments to the new consumption 

practices occur.  

Challenges will also be evident for individual activity centres.  It is likely the physical 

configuration of shopping centres will change in response to new consumption practices.  The 

hedonic aspects of consumption, for example, are more conducive to creating a sense of place and 

place attachment – a stated goal of public planning policy.  Online retailing, on the other hand, is 

spatially and temporally unconstrained, that is, not emplaced.  The resulting conundrum between 

hedonic consumption stimulating place creation and online utilitarian consumption, which is 
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spatially and temporally unconstrained, has the potential to create new demands on developers 

and the creative disciplines involved in shopping centre development.  

For new activity centres, the emphasis will be on providing an experiential offering with parks, 

entertainment and cultural activities, rather than just a singularly focused retail transaction 

environment.  Activity centres will be places where people live and work at relatively high 

densities in a physical, social, economic and digitally connected environment.  The role that retail 

plays as a people generator and place creator, will be sustained, but in more compact format 

favouring shopping exploiting near field communication (NFC) via mobile handsets.   

For existing activity centres, the online shopping trend and NFC revolution will see retailers 

seeking to reduce their leasable floor space, to contain occupancy costs.  This means retail 

developers and owners will need to reassess their property portfolios, by introducing new forms 

of activity into existing retail portfolios.  This may entail place creating functions to heighten the 

hedonic experience or introducing new land uses such as residential.  In a recent report (Nelson & 

Leon, 2012) contend that internet shopping will force retailers to focus store productivity, which 

means downsizing physical space and seeking out the best locations, including main streets and 

well-located malls.  

This article argues that, in this new millennium and digital world, there is going to be a paradigm 

shift in the way retailers respond to both utilitarian and hedonic consumption.  Dramatic changes 

in the nature of hedonic consumption, means that, to compete, activity centres, will have to provide 

a more experiential environment focusing on place creation.  Activity centres themselves will 

evolve as the digital revolution continues apace.  They will still be the main retail platform for the 

utilitarian and hedonic consumer but will exploit the increasing power of the internet as a retail 

distribution channel.  Indeed, it could be argued that the millennial revolutions of online shopping 

and near field communications have helped to create circumstances that will transform activity 

centres into the multi-functional ideal envisaged by the planning practitioners in the 1950s.  
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7 CHAPTER SEVEN: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Introduction 
To reiterate, this thesis has explored how retail activity is spatially, temporally and 

morphologically expressed in the urban landscape.  The overall approach looks to the past, present 

and future for major tipping points and drivers of innovation and change in the retail landscape.  

These include economic and cultural factors, changing consumption practices and economic and 

technological disruptors.  The thesis also examined the dualistic nature of space and place in the 

retail environment, including the viewpoints of influential actors in the retail sector as agents of 

disruption and change.  Finally, the thesis considered future scenarios for the development of the 

urban retail landscape given both its physical and cyber presences and constraints imposed by state 

and local planning systems. 

To place it in perspective, retailing is possibly one of the most conspicuous activities in the modern 

space economy, as explained in Chapter Three.  Indeed, some scholars suggest that retail activity 

is in many ways a defining feature of urbanism (Holleran, 2012).  Though commonly thought of 

as a symbol of post-industrial modernity, retailing is unquestionably an ancient business (Evans, 

2011), with evidence of shops embedded in the residential fabric and near gates in Mesopotamian 

cities at least four millennia ago (Woolley, 1931).  Some two thousand years later, which 

incidentally was the chronological mid-point between its foundation and the present time, retailing 

became an essential part of the urban fabric of the agora and fora.  These respectively were the 

economic, cultural, religious and geopolitical nuclei of the Greek and Roman hegemonies (Camp, 

1986; Dixon, 2002; Purcell, 2012; Rotroff, 2009; Sear, 1998).  Although dedicated retail spaces 

could be found within the agora and fora, shops also had a strong presence on streets leading to 

and from city gates which provided access to and from agrarian hinterlands (Holleran, 2012).   

The picture painted here comprises two retail morphologies or platforms – purpose-built single 

retail structures and retail streets.  This pattern, expressed as the physical retail landscape, will 

endure for another two thousand years or so when a new retail platform emerges.  The turn of the 

twenty-first century marked the beginning of a ‘transition between the old industrial society and 

the emerging global network society’ (Castells, 2010a, p. ii).  This was manifest in the rapid 

adoption of e-commerce as a means of both retailing and consumption, which turned out to be a 

major disruptive influence in the retail sector (see Chapter Six).  Internet retailing does not require 

a physical presence (other than for storage and distribution), nor conventional marketing channels 

to provide goods and services to the customer.  The consequence of this paradigm shift presents a 
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significant challenge for retailers reliant on physical presence to access the marketplace.  Visual 

evidence of tribulations faced by the retail sector are readily apparent in the legacy of business 

closures, store vacancies and tenancy churn rates, as identified in Chapter Four.  This then provides 

the setting for this thesis.  The retail sector is in a significant state of flux occasioned by the rapid 

adoption of digital modalities like smart phones, and even social media platforms.  This ongoing 

trend could mean that the analogue world of retailing expressed through physical space may 

possibly become a relic in the future.  To a certain extent, for this this apocalyptic vision to be 

realised, 4000 years of adaptation incorporated into retail’s DNA (see Chapter Three) will have to 

be highly modified if not obliterated; a prospect that is quite unlikely if a biological evolution 

analogy is any guide.   

This chapter is an abbreviated summary and integration of the findings presented in the research 

Chapters Two to Six inclusive.  While the research chapters focus on methodologies and present 

detailed conclusions, this final chapter is a high-level presentation of the thesis findings grouped 

into six mega-themes, plus an underlying meta-theme of technological disruption.  These themes 

relate to: (i) the shortcomings of the geography and urban planning research agenda with respect 

to retail activity; (ii) the over-reliance of urban spatial planning on central place theory – an 

analogic proposition in an increasingly digital world; (iii) the typo-morphology of retail platforms 

using an evolutionary biological approach as a conceptual framework and metaphor; (iv) creative 

destruction as a leitmotif of retail evolution and development in Australia; (v) retail morphological 

dualism and the subjective perceptions of informed experts via a process of introspective self-

reference; and finally, (vi) the conceptualisation of the contemporary retail milieu and 

prognostications for the future of retailing in an increasingly digital world.  

7.2 The scholarly research agenda 
Despite its urban prominence, retailing, being an everyday activity, possibly constitutes a fairly 

mundane area of scholarship for the academy.  This proposition is confirmed to some extent by 

Evans (2011) in the following statement: 

Viewed by many in a lesser light than productive industries, retailing has had to 
struggle, both to assert its centrality in contemporary society and to be a respectable 
focus for study (p. 2). 

As a counterpoint to Evans’ concerns, this thesis explores retailing from a spatial perspective 

through the lens of the retail research literature produced by some of the academy’s leading 

geographical scholars and those from cognate disciplines who intersect with the thesis’ 

geographical perspective.  As explained in Chapter One, the study of retail activity was primarily 
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informed by early twentieth century spatial economic theory and eventually entered the orbit of 

urban and economic geography in the 1970s with its spatial science and central place focus.  At 

this juncture, it is worth noting the nexus between central place theory and urban planning practice, 

a theme examined in some detail in Chapter Six and in the next section.  Returning to geographical 

scholarship, in the mid-1990s, a cadre of human geographers (Crewe, 2000; Goss, 2004; Lowe & 

Wrigley, 1996; Wrigley & Lowe, 1996), embraced ‘the new retail geography’, reflecting a 

‘cultural turn’ that recognised the links between place and consumption – a position adopted by 

this thesis.   

Despite three academic revolutions over the course of one century, retail geographical research 

over the past two or three decades appears to have entered the doldrums.  There is an overall 

diminution in quantity of scholarly research literature the retail sector, although to a certain extent, 

its distribution appears to be uneven in some cases.  One example is the United Kingdom, which 

has a deliberate research agenda concentrating on the millennial challenges facing physical retail, 

particularly with digital disruption (Wrigley & Brookes, 2014).  In a similar vein, there is also a 

significant body of work on high street morphological evolution emanating from the urban design 

and planning disciplines (Carmona, 2015; Griffiths, 2015; Vaughan, 2015).   

Closer to home, geographical, morphological and urban research with a retail emphasis is rather 

limited in Australia.  Paradoxically, while there is a modicum of interest from the geography and 

planning disciplines in Australia (Baker & Wood, 2010; Goodman & Coiacetto, 2012a), it is the 

history discipline that has produced the definitive texts on retailing (Humphery, 1998; Kingston, 

1994); not geography, planning or any built form discipline.  This paucity of definitive scholarship 

indicates that retail research could benefit from some further academic attention at the tertiary 

level, especially given retail’s status as a dominant economic and physical entity in the urban 

landscape18.  In this respect, a holistic academic approach would be warranted in deference to the 

multifaceted nature of the physical retail landscape.  Such an approach would have to acknowledge 

the intersection between various spatial disciplines including geography, urban planning and urban 

design, as this thesis has sought to illustrate.  Perhaps looking to the United Kingdom for 

inspiration (Findlay & Sparks, 2014; Hubbard, 2017; Vaughan, 2015; Wrigley & Brookes, 2014) 

might be a good place to start a process of augmenting the body of work on place and consumption 

in Australia and its interface with spatial planning frameworks at the urban macro-scale. 

                                                 
18 According to a Productivity Commission Inquiry, the shopfront retail sector in shopping centres and retail strips is a $215 
billion industry with over 45 million square metres of floor space; employing 1.2 million people in 140,000 businesses 
(Productivity Commission, 2011a, 2011b). 
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7.3 Metropolitan spatial planning 
Chapter Six examined retail activity in the context of metropolitan strategic spatial plans 

formulated by Australian state planning agencies (Bunker, 2008; Drechsler, 2014).  Without 

exception, all spatial plans adopt a central place mantra that conforms to a typical 1950s 

hierarchical classification of metropolitan centres (see Figure 6.1).  The fact that the world is 

experiencing an information and digital revolution (Castells, 2010a), which is disrupting the 

established retail order, is a significant cause for concern.  In this respect, Manyika et al. (2013) 

explains there are at least eight technological groupings that can lead to the development of smarter 

cities.  These include the application of digital intelligence to existing urban systems by exploiting 

the Internet of Things, to make cities more efficient, economic and liveable (Zanella et al., 2014), 

which will no doubt have implications for the retail sector.  By way of example, retailing was an 

early adopter of mobile technology as a marketing tool and for point-of-sale transactions.  In 

morphological terms, the transition from ‘bricks and mortar’ to ‘bricks and clicks’ will ultimately 

have an impact on the size and configuration of physical retail space, as expressed in Chapter Six 

and the scholarly literature (Drechsler, 2014; Gillespie et al., 2012; Herhausen et al., 2015; Nelson 

& Leon, 2012).   

To place this in perspective, it is over one-half century since many of Australia’s first metropolitan 

spatial plans were formulated, as revealed in Chapter Six.  This was a response to post WWII 

suburbanisation, which incidentally coincided with the development of the country’s first 

suburban shopping centres.  While there have been subsequent iterations of the early plans, in an 

incremental sort of way, nothing much has changed – they reflect a bygone era; essentially 

analogic in a digital world.  Shopping centres, on the other hand, are embarking on strategies to 

accommodate, if not exploit the 21st century digital paradigm shift.  As there is an element of co-

evolution with shopping centres, logic would suggest that urban spatial planning should do 

likewise.  There is a precedent for this reflected by the retail milieux as they responded to forces 

of change with ground-breaking innovations as described below. 

7.4 Retail morphological evolution and adaptation  
Chapter Three presented a foundation discourse on the evolution of retail platforms using a typo-

morphological approach.  In metaphorical terms, typologies represent the ‘DNA’ of retailing, 

ultimately expressed as built form morphologies.  In adopting an ‘evolutionary biological 

approach’ as a conceptual framework and metaphor (Bafna, 2012; Lewontin, 2011), it was 

possible to discern the characteristics of the western-style ‘retail genome’ over a 4000-year time 
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frame (see Figure 3.1).  The thesis confirms that retailing has a morphological pedigree and 

recognisable typological lineages extending back two millennia to an ancient prototypical form of 

a multi-functional activity centre, i.e. the agora and fora of Greece and Rome respectively.  The 

appearance of the retail pedigree resembles a ‘family tree’ with two main branches – effectively 

representing a dualistic situation that is a recurring theme in this thesis.   

The first branch can be appreciated by travelling back in time.  Using this approach, it is possible 

to envisage key milestones in the development of retail platforms, starting with shopping centres 

in the twentieth century, then department stores and enclosed shopping arcades in the nineteenth, 

and so on, back to the prototypical activity centres.  This is a derivative type of evolution when 

one stage or type logically follows the other according to the typo-morphological principles 

developed and illustrated specifically in this thesis by the author.  To all intents and purposes, the 

suburban shopping centre is figuratively and metaphorically viewed as the ‘top predator’ in the 

retail world, drawing customers (‘prey’) from its preferred ‘habitat’ or ‘home range’ (trade area), 

while making predatory incursions into competitors’ habitats.  Although ubiquitous in western 

space economies, suburban centres are corralled into neatly-configured hierarchical networks by 

the urban planning fraternity (Drechsler, 2014; Forster, 2006).  Purportedly this is to manage 

intraspecies competition and ensure stability in the retail landscape, but as discussed above, this 

approach is essentially analogic and rooted in mid-twentieth planning philosophy. 

The second branch of the ‘family tree’ comprises the trading street, or ‘high street’ as it is 

commonly known.  Streets have been the preferred location of shops throughout the course of 

urban history, at least until the nineteenth century when new retail platforms emerged in response 

to the Industrial Revolution (Geist, 1983).  The high street is also a contested space  with multiple 

layers and meanings (Hubbard, 2017; Mehta, 2013), as revealed in the descriptive case studies of 

Manhattan and Melbourne described in Chapter Three, and the empirical research contained in 

Chapters Four and Five.  A major finding of this research is that, of all the retail morphologies, 

the traditional high street has to endure the most pressure from digital disruption, with its survival 

will most likely to depend on its degree of resilience to perturbations (Wrigley & Brookes, 2014).  

Invoking biological metaphors again – adaptation in two areas will probably be a key to long-term 

high street survival.  This may involve the adoption of a ‘convenience culture’ alluded to by 

Wrigley and Lambiri (2014a), including a re-personalization of the relationship between seller and 

customer, as in the past.  The convenience culture also acknowledges that households in the 21st 

century are generally time-poor, with all adults invariably engaged in either work or study (see 

Chapter Four).   
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The other way traditional high streets could prosper would be to expand their ‘habitat’.  This would 

involve increasing the population of customers (‘prey’) in their town centre habitat – a proposition 

also explored in Chapters Four and Five.  The residential densification of traditional town centres 

will require some positive intervention by planning authorities including: permitting targeted 

infilling of under-utilized land, relaxing controls on building heights and allowing residential 

activation of redundant spaces above shops where possible.  Above all, land near rail stations and 

on high-frequency public transport routes should be given favourable consideration for mixed 

commercial and residential development.   

7.5 Creative destruction and its aftermath in Subiaco 
Creative destruction was a term coined by the economist Joseph Schumpeter in 1942 (Medearis, 

2009; Schumpeter, 2010).  The dictionary definition of creative destruction is ‘the destruction of 

the fabric of a community, place, or region in order to create the conditions for future prosperity 

(Castree et al., 2013).  This thesis has employed creative destruction as a leitmotif of retail 

evolution and development in an Australian context (see Appendix D and Drechsler (2018)), and 

more particularly in the Subiaco case study (see Chapter Four).  Creative destruction occurs within 

a framework of five revolutionary cycles during which new innovations destroy the old order, only 

to be replaced themselves by subsequent innovations (see Figure 4.2).   

Although initial European settlement of Australia was based around a penitentiary style of 

occupation, the colony soon thrived on account of its abundant natural resources (Blainey, 2003; 

Hutchinson, 2015).  This eventually endowed Australia with the highest living standard in the 

world (McLean, 2013), and a strong foundation for a thriving retail and business sector in its cities 

and towns.  In contrast to Britain, which experienced a gradually evolving retail sector, settler 

economies like Australia were essentially built from scratch (McLean, 2013).  Subiaco town centre 

is a case in point (see Chapter Four).  In Subiaco, enterprising speculators and property investors 

capitalised on economic growth associated with the western gold rush in the 1890s (Appleyard, 

1981; Spillman, 1985).  In the next century or so, the town centre grew and diversified in response 

to innovations that modified the city’s retail fabric in many ways.  These innovations, depicted on 

Figure 4.2, were agents of creative destruction.  One example of creative destruction is the 

introduction of two adjacent supermarkets located in shopping centres within the town centre, in 

the early 1970s, followed by another at Subiaco Square shopping centre in the late 1990s.  In 1972, 

the impact was immediate and dramatic - housing stock was obliterated to accommodate the 

footprints of the buildings and their car parking areas.  This was followed by what some would 
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argue as an insidious restructuring, and in some cases, elimination of the town centre’s 

independent retail sector, as Chapter Four illustrates.  Interestingly, some scholars shine a positive 

light on this process, highlighting its inevitability and the development of ‘malls as a force for 

marketplace creation, albeit one of marketplace turbulence and destruction’ (Warnaby & Medway, 

2016, p. 4).  Nevertheless, there are some interesting paradoxes, if not ironies, stemming from the 

‘malling’ of Subiaco in the 1970s, that have been revealed some four decades later.   

First, according to anecdotal evidence (Taylor, 2005), historical research (Spillman, 1985, 2006) 

and the case study described in Chapter Four, Subiaco town centre was a thriving commercial 

centre from the mid-1940s.  This made it an attractive proposition as a site for supermarket 

development – contrary to the popular notion that supermarkets and shopping centres are 

essentially an outer suburban phenomenon.  In effect, Subiaco town centre’s retail landscape was 

morphologically dualistic, having both high streets and shopping centres/supermarkets as an 

integral part of its physical fabric.  The concept of retail morphological dualism and reactions to 

it are discussed in the next section.  Second, one of the original supermarkets relocated 600 metres 

to the extremities of the town centre in 2017.  This action resulted in a new convenience retail 

centre of gravity and a legacy site that would be an ideal residential development, mirroring its 

past status.  Third, as a result of reduced footfall, the surviving independent retailers have 

experienced yet another shock emulating that of the 1970s, which is another reason for 

encouraging residential densification of the town centre precinct and the re-establishment of a 

convenience culture discussed above.   

7.6 Morphological dualism in the retail sector 
Chapter Five reports on an empirical Q-methodological (Brown, 1980; Watts & Stenner, 2005) 

research project that examined the subjective perceptions of high street and shopping centre 

environments by individuals having specialist knowledge, and possibly different perspectives, of 

both retail environments.  The participant group included architects, urban planners, local 

politicians, retail proprietors and developers, who were deemed to have a diverse range of views 

commensurate with their professions and/or business interests (Watts & Stenner, 2012).  While 

the detailed results are reported in Chapter Five, the research yielded some surprising, and in some 

ways, paradoxical findings.   

Unexpectedly, a majority of shopping centre developers were favourably disposed towards the 

high street, while acknowledging the shortcomings of the shopping centre platform that they could 

be expected to represent.  Overall, the traditional high street was confirmed as an authentic, 
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representative place able to be consumed in multiple experiential and sensory ways compared to 

the typical shopping centre, which was deemed by the majority of participants, to be deficient in 

this respect.  Paradoxically, what this suggests is that given an appropriate forum and level of 

confidentiality, developers convey unconscious beliefs that are not consistent with their corporate 

actions.  Again, this raises some interesting questions about the dualistic nature of the retail 

landscape and the discriminatory activities of the strategic urban planning system.   

Despite the high level of awareness revealed by the expert panel of participants, the high street 

platform has arguably been relegated to second place in the retail landscape by the strategic 

planning system, in comparison to the suburban shopping centre platform.  Participants 

proclaimed the high street as a key component of a sustainable urban fabric; an important part of, 

not only the economic landscape, but also the historical physical, social and cultural landscape as 

well.  If the viewpoints of the expert participant sample are to be believed, this study shows that 

high streets are not getting the attention they deserve.  In this respect, a great deal of emphasis is 

placed on maintaining an ordered network of suburban shopping centres in metropolitan spatial 

plans, as pointed out by Drechsler (2014).  Contrast this with an often-superficial 

acknowledgement of the traditional high street platform in high level strategic spatial plans such 

as the Perth example (Western Australian Planning Commission, 2010a, 2010b).  Much more 

needs to be done to ensure the ongoing protection of the high street.  One way suggested strongly 

by all participants in this study was for some positive intervention by planning authorities to 

promote significant increases in residential densities in town centre precincts as a way of 

ameliorating the all too obvious impacts of digital disruption.   

7.7 Looking forward to the past! 
The foundation discourse on retail’s morphological evolution presented in Chapter Three 

acknowledged Evans’ (2011) statement that, when it comes to retail, ‘the past is a prologue to the 

future’.  On a metaphorical note, the lyrics of the Broadway song, Everything Old is New Again 

(Allen & Sager, 1974), appeared to encapsulate a similar theme, as referencing the past is but one 

way of grappling with the future, especially in the ever-changing retail world.  However, in late 

2017 the e-retailing behemoth, Amazon™ unexpectedly produced an ‘encore performance’ that 

unsettled the retail establishment.  This involved the establishment of ‘bricks and mortar’ stores 

in the US, including the innovative Amazon Go™ , which can be viewed here and in Appendix D 

(Drechsler, 2018).  Without making too strong a point about it, this action by Amazon™ has the 

potential to significantly disrupt the broad-spectrum retail sector.  In this regard, it is worthwhile 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrmMk1Myrxc
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to recap on what this thesis has discerned about the retail sector.  To start with, it has been 

established that 21st century retail activity’s sole purpose, according to (Kim et al., 2007), is to 

satisfy utilitarian and hedonic consumption via a physical presence or a cyber presence (see 

Chapter Six).   

Retail physical presence is manifest in two principal morphologies. – the retail high street 

(Hubbard, 2017), and the shopping centre (Gruen & Smith, 1960; Hardwick, 2004).  This thesis 

maintains that the retail high street is invested with multiple layers of meaning by virtue of its 

public realm, diversity of ownership, peopledness and often gritty authenticity (Hubbard, 2017; 

Mehta, 2013), which contribute to its platiality.  However, perhaps the best way to imagine high 

streets is to invoke the philosophical reasoning of Lefebvre (1996), who sees high streets as places 

for experiencing things, which can be objects or other people.  Shopping centres, on the other hand, 

are revenue-driven corporate entities whose main purpose is to accommodate customers arriving 

by car.  Shopping centres, in effect, are a space for selling things; in other words, ‘cathedrals of 

consumption’ according to some scholars (Fiske, 2011; Ritzer, 2005).  In this context, they are 

configured and managed to make shopping an enjoyable task for customers.  They accomplish this 

with a one-stop, diverse retail offering in a secure, climate-controlled environment, as pointed out 

by some of the survey participants reported in Chapter Five.  Nonetheless, some scholars argue 

that shopping centres are in fact non-places; spaces of anonymity and consumption, devoid of 

meaning (Augé, 1995); a viewpoint echoed by a majority of Chapter Five’s participants.  This 

notion of an intangibility in the retail sphere provides a perfect segue into a discourse on retail 

presencing in cyberspace. 

Internet retailing continues to gain traction globally from dedicated online platforms like 

Amazon™, Alibaba™, eBay™ and Apple™, for example.  Supplementing this list are the many 

retailers that evolved from a dedicated physical presence to provide an optional online retail 

offering (see Chapter Six).  These hybrid retailers include department stores, supermarket chains 

and specialised electronics stores, appear to be gaining in popularity, because they promote a ‘click 

and collect’ philosophy (Mortimer & Grimmer, 2017).  On the surface there appears to be an 

inherent contradiction in this strategy which bears further examination.   

Internet retailing offers a number of perceived benefits such as instant gratification, greater choice 

and reduced cost.  These advantages are apparently given extra weight by online shoppers over 

other sensory stimuli like touch, taste, smell and feel associated with in-store shopping (Kim et 

al., 2007).  While no doubt, visual sensing, and possibly auditory sensing, can play some part in 
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the internet shopping experience, the diminished sensory input afforded by internet shopping 

constitutes a paradigm shift in the overall retail experience.  This appears to discount the 

importance of emplacement and attachment noted by prominent geographical scholars of the place 

world (Buttimer & Seamon, 2015; Manzo & Devine-Wright, 2014; Relph, 1976; Sack, 1993; 

Seamon, 2000; Tuan, 1977).  But tellingly it is the philosopher/sociologists Augé (1995) and 

Lefebvre (1996) who note that only places can facilitate multi-sensory experiences and these are 

clearly compromised in the online shopping environment.  The question remains as to where retail 

geography sits in what amounts to an apparent conundrum for the sub-discipline.  To assist with 

delving into the intricacies of this enigma, a conceptual diagram has been constructed thus: 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Conceptual illustration of the contemporary retail milieu 
Source: Author 
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Figure 7.1 illustrates the pluralistic nature of retailing in a 21st century setting.  First of all, the key 

retail platforms are denoted as either having a physical presence or a cyber presence.  The 

characteristics of each amount to possibly five bi-polar, people-centric propositions, as follows: 

(i) physical retail is tangible, conversely online retail is intangible, (ii) physical retail is dynamic 

and active, i.e. the shopper has to move to experience it, whereas online retail is inactive, i.e. a 

reflection of stasis and can only be experienced with the agency of a digital device, (iii) with 

physical retail the shopper is more or less emplaced, i.e. they are present, which is the converse of 

the online world where they are not present, i.e. effectively displaced, (iv) the physical retail world 

is spatial - it has a geography, boundaries and a morphology, whereas the online world is aspatial 

and limitless, (v) with physical retail, time does count, i.e. it is temporal, operating according the 

rhythm of life, whereas the online world is extemporal, unconstrained by the exigencies of life.  

Notionally, these characteristics form part of a symbolic equation that connects people, 

consumption and retailing.  However, retailers are not necessarily in the people business; they are 

in the business of selling goods to customers in order to make a profit.  This task is mostly 

accomplished within what this thesis terms the retail milieu, illustrated in Figure 7.1 and explained 

below. 

To begin with, it is suggested that retailing is essentially a dualistic phenomenon represented by 

either a physical presence or a cyber presence, with a degree of tension existing between both.  

This tension was exacerbated over time when, in a quest for increased market share, physical 

platforms embarked on a course of virtualization that saw them transition from a purely physical 

presence to a ‘bricks and clicks’ mode of operation.  After that, with an eye to also increasing 

market share, online operators such as Amazon™ proceeded to spatialize their retail activity with 

a physical presence like Amazon Go™ (refer Appendix D).  Hence, via a process of fusion 

between the physical and online platforms, a hybrid, multi-channel retail platform was spawned.  

Turning to the other part of the diagram, the physical retail world appears to constitute the realm 

of the spatial disciplines (see Chapter One).  There is a modicum of scholarly literature emanating 

from the retail geography and urban planning sub-disciplines, with the former focused on theory 

and the latter on professional practice matters.  Even so, and considering the previously mentioned 

exceptions, the treatment of contemporary physical retail activity to some degree could be 

considered rather patchy.  This does not appear to be the case with online retailing, which appears 

to be the remit of the commercial disciplines like retail studies and marketing, gauging by the 

quantum of research literature.   
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Returning to the conundrum for retail geography previously mentioned, the whole retail sector 

appears to be in a continual state of flux judging from the various manoeuvrings evident in the 

past two decades or so.  Technological innovation is on an exponential trajectory (Manyika et al., 

2013; Zanella et al., 2014), which will no doubt influence the way in which people consume.  

Cashless transactions, augmented reality and autonomous vehicles are just a few examples that 

will have a downstream impact on the retail sector.  Bearing this in mind, it could be pondered 

whether retail geography is indeed stuck in a time warp - its heyday being in the early part of the 

mid-twentieth century when shopping centres exploded on the suburban scene.  Urban planning, 

retail geography’s dutiful handmaiden, put into practice much of geography’s central place theory, 

when devising strategic spatial plans to manage and regulate retail activity in urban systems, 

during this period (see Chapter Six).  Now with online retailers entering the physical realm, the 

tidy spatial schema advanced by geographical theorists and planning practitioners are possibly 

redundant.  For example, Amazon Go™ appears not to require network dependency, as in the case 

of shopping centres.  Instead, the new concept’s freedom from the usual spatial strictures of central 

places, could conceivably make it a type of panacea if inserted into ailing high street environments.  

This re-spatialization of what is ostensibly a digital disruptor, in a paradoxical way, suggests 

retailing’s future may indeed reside in the past.   
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APPENDIX B: TABLE OF Q-set items 

ITEM No. ITEM DESCRIPTION CATEGORY 

01 High streets can arouse emotional attachments because they require a greater level 
of psychological engagement by people. Attachment 

02 People prefer shopping places that are an expression of their own identity and self. Attachment 

03 High streets are places where chance encounters and unexpected events are likely 
to occur. Attachment 

04 High streets evoke an ambience and intimacy that reflects the character of those 
people who know, encounter, and appreciate that place. Attachment 

05 With the high street environment, it is possible to become involved in activities that 
promote creative shifts in policy, planning and design. Attachment 

06 Shopping centres can elicit levels of attachment by people equivalent to that of a 
high street. Attachment 

07 Image – alfresco dining. Attachment 

08 Image – café culture. Attachment 

0 Image – alley opening onto high street. Attachment 

10 Image – traditional butcher.  Attachment 

11 Image – children using chalkboard. Attachment 

12 Image – urban street art. Attachment 

13 High streets have a certain charm derived from their rustic quality, land use diversity 
and historic character, which contributes to their authenticity. Place 

14 High streets are much more than places of retail consumption; they are social and 
experiential places able to be consumed by the community. Place 

15 High streets are diverse places that offer a multitude of economic, social and civic 
activities that can’t be replicated in the typical suburban shopping centre. Place 

16 The high street is a public space where people can have a voice and collective social 
value can be generated. Experience 

17 High streets are an effective bridge between the daytime economy and the night 
economy. Experience 

18 High streets offer authenticity instead of the homogeneity, orderliness and false 
elegance of the typical shopping centre. Experience 
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19 High streets would derive significant benefits if more people could live in town 
centre precincts. Place 

20 Far from creeping decline, high streets could become the lynch-pins of a new 
metropolitan spirit. Place 

21 Image – leafy streetscape. Place 

22 Image – street party poster. Place 

23 Image – street markets. Place 

24 Image. Restaurant at night. Experience 

25 Image – historic streetscape. Place 

26 Image – street party. Place 

27 Shopping centres create the most optimal conditions for bringing together retailers 
and consumers arriving by car Place 

28 Shopping centres offer more choice, entertainment, convenience and excitement 
than the high street. Experience 

29 Shopping centres spend a lot of money cultivating their image in contrast to high 
streets, which seem to ignore how they look. Place 

30 Shopping centres are more preferred by customers than high streets despite 
suffering from what many say is a lack of ‘authenticity’. Experience 

31 Shopping centres are recognised for their store mix, controlled environment, 
security and easy parking. Place 

32 Shopping centres are sanitized versions of a high street, using meticulously 
researched configurations to maximise sales. Place 

33 Shopping centres do not grant their customers the same freedom of expression, 
nor rights, the public enjoys in the high street. Place 

34 Shopping centres are dedicated primarily to female-orientated consumption. Place 

35 Image – shopping centre car park. Place 

36 Image – two-storey mall. Place 

37 Image – modern high street. Place 

38 Image – modern shopping centre plan. Experience 

39 Image – charity shop in high street. Place 

40 Image – traditional town centre plan. Experience 
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APPENDIX C: Composition of P-set 

CODE* EXPERTISE POSITION PROFICIENCY SECTOR GENDER. 

Create 

Cre_1 Architecture Director SC design Private  M 

Cre_2 Urban design Principal TC design Private  M 

Cre_3 Urban design Manager TC design Public F 

Cre_4 Architecture Director SC design Private  M 

Cre_5 Urban design Principal TC design Private  F 

Regulate 

Reg_6 Town planner Snr. planner Retail policy Public M 

Reg_7 Town planner Director Retail policy Public M 

Reg_8 Elected rep. Councillor Retail policy Public F 

Reg_9 Elected rep. Mayor Retail policy Public M 

Reg_10 Town planner CEO Stat. planning Public M 

Reg_11 Town planner Director Stat. planning Public M 

Sell 

Ret_12 Industry assoc. President Bus. analyst Private M 

Ret_13 Retailer Proprietor HS tenant Private F 

Ret_14 Retailer Proprietor HS tenant Private F 

Ret_15 Retailer Proprietor HS/SC tenant Private M 

Ret_16 Retailer Proprietor SC tenant Private F 

Develop 

Dev_17 Developer Director Shopping centres Private M 

Dev_18 Developer Manager Shopping centres Private M 

Dev_19 Developer Manager Shopping centres Private F 

Dev_20 Developer Manager Shopping centres Private M 

Dev_21 Developer Director Town centres Public M 

Dev_22 Developer CEO Town centres Public M 

Consume 

Con_23 Consumer Academic N/A N/A F 

Con_24 Consumer CEO N/A N/A F 

Con_25 Consumer Govt policy N/A N/A F 
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